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FOREWORD

Education has traditionally been associated with the three R's of
reading, 'riting, and 'rithmetic. Over the years, the scope and sophis-
tication of teaching these skills have certainly increased, but the tech-
ing of communication and computation skills remains a primary instructional
objective for our schools. After conducting major assessments in reading
and in mathematics for program improvement, the Department in its commitment
to quality education recently completed an assessment on writing.

On the surface, writing may appear to be a simple act of putting down
thoughts on paper; but in reality, writing is a complex activity involving
many skills and different kinds of knowledge. Its effectiveness ab a commu-
nication process is determined by the degree to which it accomplishes a
given purpose with an audience. It is an important and useful skill that
must be taught not only in language arts courses but also in content areas
such as social studies and science.

The Department's recently completed state-wide writing assessment has
attempted to determine the extent to which students in the public schools
are achieving the goals and objectives identified for writing. The assess-
ment has indicated strengths and weaknesses; it has analyzed possible reasons
for student performance; and it has led to specific implications and recom-
mendations for improvement. These have been translated into the State Writing_
Improvement Framework, which sets the direction for the entire Department. The
Framework challenges all in the Department to continue working together to
provide our students with quality instruction in writing.

Charles G. Clark, Superintendent
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INTRODUCTION

The Hawaii Writing Assessment was conducted to determine the extent to
which students in Hawaii's public schools are achieving the goals and
objectives of writing as related to Foundation Program objective 1: Develop
basic skills for learning and effective communication with others. As with
earlier assessments in reading and in mathematics, the writing assessment was
designed to identify strengths and weaknesses to provide a basis for improve-
ment in curriculum and instruction.

The assessments of basic skills were implemented as part of the Foundation
Program Assessment and Improvement System (FPAIS), which is the Department's
curriculum management system. Consisting of an assessment and an improvement
component, the system provides a process for conducting assessments, review-
ing and analyzing findings and related data, and using the r,sults to plan,
program, implement, and evaluate educational programs and related services in
the public schools of Hawaii.

The writing assessment effort proceeded through the following major steps:

1. Identifying the essentials of writing instruction for Hawaii's
schools: (a) definition of writing, (b) goals and objectives
for the teaching of writing, (c) agreement on the traits important
for each type of discourse, and (d) awareness of the importance
of aim and audience.

2. Determining an assessment procedure that would focus on student
performance in writing, instead of on student knowledge about
writing.

3. Identifying, adapting, and /or developing assessment exercises to
elicit complete writing samples, rather than excerpts.

4. Utilizing a sample design that would provide sufficient and
reliable data from which to develop a state and seven district
profiles.

5. Using both the holistic and trait methods for scoring.

Developing a State Writing Improvement Frameworkwhich is based on
an analysis of the findings and which includes instructional impli-
cations and recommendations for program improvement.

A task force was appointed to administer the writing assessment from the
inception of planning to all aspects of the collection, analysis, synthesis,
and interpretation of data. The task force was composed of personnel from
the state and district offices and from the University of Hawaii, the Hawaii
Council of Teachers of English, and the community-at-large.

The ultimate goal is the improvement of the writing performance of all
students, K-12, in the public schools of Hawaii. This report, the State
Writing Improvement Framework documents the writing assessment and focuses
on specific recommendations for the accomplishment of this goal. It delineates
areas of responsibilities so that personnel in the state and district offices
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and in the schools may work together more effectively in making an impact on
the quality of writing done by students. The Framework further suggests
approximate time spans for each of the major, phases in the implementation of
the recommendations.



PART ONE: OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Rationale

The State Writ in rovemen ework is based primarily on the analysis
of the assessment data as presented in Part Two of this report. The data were
analyzed and interpreted with two principal considerations in mind:

1. The essentials of writing instruction.
2. The current status of writing instruction in our schools.

The recommendations for improvement are categorized into four areas:

1. Program Development and Implementation
2. Staff Development
3. Instructional Management
4. Community Relations

These categories correspond to the components of the Instructional Develop-
ment Model (IDM}Ldeveloped by the Office of Instructional Services as displayed
below:

Instructional Development Model State Writing Improvement Framework

Content Program Development and
Implementation

Change Process Staff Development
Community Relations

Instructional Process Instructional Management

The Instructional Development Model provides a basis for relating the
State Writing Improvement Framework to the Department's overall effort in
implementing the Foundation Program.

Under 2120.gram development and implementation are listed concerns that
relate to the ,7.ontent of writing as described in the Language Arts Program
Guide, K-12 and that have been identified as essentials of writing instruction
(presented in the next section of this report). The recommendations point to
the need to translate general directions into more specific objectives and
delineations.

1
For further information, refer to "Instructional Development Model,"

Office of Instructional Services, Department of Education, December 24, 1979.
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Under staff development are listed concerns that relate to human consid-
erations: the importance of a favorable climate for learning, the quality of
leadership that motivates others to learn, and the collaborative efforts that
involve others iu problem-solving and decision-making. Specific areas to be
addressed are based on the recommendations in the program development and
implementation and instructional management categories.

Under community relations are listed concerns that relate to the important
role that parents and the community-at-large have in encouraging good writing
and in supporting the efforts of schools to teach writing.

Under instructional management are listed concerns that deal with steps
in the process of instruction:

Identifying goals and objectives
Assessing student needs
Analyzing data and planning for instruction
Identifying instructional strategies
Delivering instruction
Evaluating Student growth

II. Writing Instruction

Definition of Writing

Writing is a process of communicating ideas, feelings, and experiences
through the graphic mode; it is an individual, idea-centered activity involv-
ing imagination, thinking, and self-expression.

Primary Goal of Writing Instruction

The primary goal of writing instruction is to teach students to communicate
c_Learly, coherently, and effectively to accomplish a specific aim with a specific
audience.

Objectives of Writing Instruction

Objectives for writing have been derived from FoundatimProgramObjec
Develop basic skills for learning and effective communication with others. A
sub-objective focuses on writing aims: Use language in writing to express
feelings, to give information, to promote ideas, and to entertain.

For the purpose of the assessment, the following objectives were
identified:

1. Students will write to a given audience to accomplish the following
aims:

a. To express feelings (expressive discourse)
2

b. To provide information (referential discourse)

2
Refer to Language Arts Program Guide, K-12, Department of Education,

State of Hawaii, June, 1979, pp. 17 and 18.
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c. To promote ideas (persuasive discourse)
To entertain (literary discourse)

2. To accomplish the above, students will:

Present ideas in an orderly manner:

1) Select and arrange ideas to achieve a particular purpose.
2) Use appropriate logic in sequencing ideas or infermation

in sentences, paragraphs, and longer pieces.

b. Utilize the resources of language:

1) Use words correctly, appropriately, and effectively.
2) Combine words into sentence patterns permitted by the English

language.

c. Use conventions of writing:

1) Use capitalization, punctuation, spelling, abbreviation,
and penmanship to enhance the communication process.

2) Use space according to conventional practice and rules--
including indenting paragraphs, leaving margins, and placing
titles.

d. Adapt the resource
conventions of wri

The Important Traits

of languages, arrangement of ideas, and
ng to aim and audience (style).

Writing is composing--taking ideas and expressing them in clear, appro-
priate language with consistency in tone and style to accomplish a purpose (aim)
with a given audience. Each of the four purposes requires the writer to adapt
the resources of language and arrangement of ideas (and to some extent the
conventions of writing) by focusing on those traits which are important to a
particular type of discourse (expressive, referential, persuasive, or literary).

The following-chart lists the traits identified as important for each of
the four purposes and indicates the importance (primary, secondary, and tertiary)
assigned to each. (Refer to Appendix A for the traits which were scored for
specific purposes.)



Writing Objectives -and Traits

Ob ectives
Primary
Traits

Secondary
Traits

Tertiary
Traits

1. Expressing Feelings: .Expressiveness Syntax Spelling
To express personal
feelings clearly and
vividly.

Punctuation,
Capitalization,
and Other
Conventions

2. Giving Information: Organization Wording Syntax
To give clear,
accurate, and
complete information
to others.

Completeness and
Relevance

Spelling
Punctuation,
Capitalization,
and Other
Conventions

3. Promoting Ideas: To Clearly Stated Wording Syntax
present a convincing Position Spelling
argument. Use of Supporting_

Information
Tone

Punctuation,
Capitalization,
and Other

Organization Conventions

Entertaining: To use Invention of Syntax Spelling
language artfully to
move the reader into
the imaginary world

Structure
Invention of
Details

Punctuation,
Capitalization,
and Other

of the writer. Wording Conventions

III. Recommendations for Progam Improvement

A. ProgramDevelopmentand Implementation

1. The role of writing in the language arts program should be redefined
to provide more specific directions to districts and schools.

a. There is a need to establish and/or identify the criteria (or standards)
of an effective writing program for Hawaii.

b. Writing should be part of an integrated approach to the teaching of
the language arts.

1) Guidelines for the integration of the five areas (reading,
writing, oral communication, language study, and literature)
should be developed for both the elementary and secondary
levels.

On the secondary level, specific objectives, approaches, and
activities should be identified for the phase program, grades
7-12. 15
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Also on the secondary level, the current course require-
ments, including electives, may have to be revised.

c There is a need to delineate the specific aspects of writing on
both the elementary and secondary levels in relation to the
performance expectations and essential competencies.

2. Writing in the content areas should be emphasized and practiced.

Guidelines for the application of writing in the content areas
should be established.

b. School-wide involvement and planning are essential to the
implementation of this recommendation.

Resource guides and other extant materials may have to be expanded
or revised or adapted.

Language Arts Strate es for Basic Skills- K-2 could be expanded
by including writing strategies which address aim and audience.
A supplementary document is a possibility.

b. The current secondary course guides in writing will have to be
redesigned and made more consistent with the State direction of
integrating the five areas of the language arts program.

c. Comprehension in the Content Areas should be used as a basis for
the thinking strategies appropriate to writing tasks.

4. Language arts program options now available should be examined And
made consistent with State philosophy, goals, and objectives in writing.
Other viable options should be identified and made available to
districts and schools.

5. Efforts to coordinate established programs directed toward the improve-
ment of basic skills among special groups of students should be planned
and implemented. These groups include the following:

a. Handicapped (Special Education)
b. Students of Limited English Proficiency
c. Educationally Disadvantaged
d. Gifted and Talented

6. A comprehensive evaluation plan incorporating formative as well as
summative data should be developed. Summative data should focus on
pre- and post-program sampling of complete pieces of writing, utilizing
a recognized procedure (e.g., holistic and trait scoring) to arrive at
reliable judgments about the quality of the program. Evaluation of
the program might also include assessment of a sample of student
attitudes, the gathering of pertinent quantitative data (e.g., frequency
of student writing, time devoted to writing activities), and observational
data (evidence of prewriting activities, class anthologies, writing
folders, and student writing displays). The Competency-Based Measures

16
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to be developed for grades 3, 6, 8, and 10 should be a valuable means
of collecting data. Also, evaluation efforts of the Hawaii English
Program, Secondary, should be coordinated with the total language
arts program of the State.

B. Staff Development

1. Staff development efforts should follow the staff development plan
written by the Office of Instructional Services as part of the
implementation of the Foundation Program.

The current cadre of reading and language arts resource teachers at
the district level should be trained to implement the State Writing
Improvement Framework.

As part of the implementation of the State Writing Improvement Frame-
work, principals should be provided training in:

a. The essentials of writing instruction, including the definition
of writing, the goals and objectives of writing instruction,
writing standards, etc.

b. The_ Instructional Development Model, specifically the Instruc-
tional Process and the Change Process.

4. In planning for in-service programs for school staffs, the following
topics, as revealed by the State assessment, should be considered:

a. Assessment/improvement process

1) Collecting assessment data.

2) Analyzing findings and relating them to instructional stra-
tegies (planning for instruction).

3) Utilizing appropriate and effective instructional strategieE
and activities.

4) Evaluating classroom instruction.

Writing process

1) Teaching students each step in the writing process: pre-
writing, drafting, revising, editing, and rewriting.

Basing writing assignments on students' experience.

3) Developing the different levels of thinking as a prerequisite
to good writing.

5. Department of Education personnel should participate in planning for
and conducting conferences and meetings sponsored by local professional
language arts organizations such as the Hawaii Council of Teachers of
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English (HCTE) and Ka Hui Heluhelu (IRA). Involvement in special coop-
erative projects with non-DOE organizations, e.g., the Hawaii Writing
Project (The Bay Area Writing Project ); should continue.

6. The Department should continue to work with local teacher training
institutions in the following ways:

Serving on teacher education committees related to language arts.

b. Participating in evaluation (accreditation) activities.

c. Recommending courses.

Title II resources should be used for the training of cadres and teachers.
The model used for the Bay Area Writing Program should be reviewed and
adapted to meet Hawaii's needs.

8. In-service training plans should include awareness sessions for content
area teachers to delineate their role in the teaching of writing.
Those who are interested in more than an awareness session should be
provided further training.

C. Instructional Management

1. The systematic instructional process described in the Instructional
Development Model should be followed by districts and schools in
determining needs. The state assessment/improveMent effort under the
Foundation Program Assessment and Improvement System (FPAIS) is an
example of the instructional process. Another example is the Reading
Assessment and Improvement Process (RAID).

Districts should assist schools in following the guidelines in
implementing the instructional process.

b. On the school level, the systematic instructional process should
be followed in the development of a school curriculum for writing.
The writing curriculum should be based on assessment and analysis
of school data and be consistent with the State Writing Improvement
Framework. _

2 The three approaches to instruction described in the Instructional
Development Model should be used in identifying appropriate teaching
strategies.

a. LET (Language, Experience, Thinking)-based Instruction-- emphasis
on identifying, developing, and using what students bring with
them to the writing act. The LET-based approach provides the
richest sources for the subject matter of writing and is appropriate
for all students, especially for those who are having difficulty
in generating ideas.

b. Integrated Skills Approach--emphasis on the application of skills
to communicate. This approach provides an excellent means to

-9-- 8



practice writing for specific purposes and audiences; it is
appropriate for students who do not easily apply the skills of
writing in a given context.

c. Specific Skills approach-- emphasis on isolated skills instruction.
This approach is recommended for students who have facility and flu-
ency in expressing ideas, vce able to transfer and apply skills,
and have demonstrated needs in specific skills.

Writing instruction should follow the following process:

a. Pre-writing activities to motivate, stimulate thinking, plan the
structure, and clarify purpose and audience in order to decide on
tone, format, level of formality, etc.

b. Drafting the paper by providing an overall structure (outlining),
Selecting supporting details, and using sentences and words appro-
priately.

c. Revising based on feedback and on careful reading and rethinking
of topic. Assessment exercises indicated that students seldom made
major structural or content revisions. Feedback from fellow stu-
dents is a very appropriate source of information for revision of
papers.

d. Rewriting by using appropriate form, correct language, and correct
mechanics.

Editing for errors in usage, spelling, punctuation, etc.

Meaningful ways to evaluate writing must be identified and used.
Evaluation of student papers:

Must be based on complete pieces of writing.

Must be conducted in line with the writing objectives for the
assignment.

c. Must be humane and positive.

D. ±ounity

Efforts should be made to inform parent and community groups about
the place of writing in the school program and to involve them in ways to
support writing.

1. Parents and,the community in general should be informed about writing
and the emphasis given it by the Department. There is also a need to
inform parents of the importance of viewing writing as a communication
function as opposed to the limited view of writing as correctness in
spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.

19
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Parents should be encouraged to participate in an advisory capacity.
Their active participation in the Title II Advisory Council and other
committees is highly recommended.

Parent information/involvement programs such as the one conducted by
the Right-to-Read Program and OIS efforts should be continued.
Brochures on writing that suggest ways parents can help should be
developed and disseminated.



1. Program

Development and

Implementation

STATE DISTRICT

Identifies standards for a

writing program for Hawaii

through collaboration with

district.

e Establishes guidelines for

integrating writing with other

language arts skills and subject

matter.

Develops/identifies/expands

resource guides and handbooks,

e Coordinates other programs teach-

ing writing, e.g., special educa-

tion, educationally disadvantaged,

and SUP,

Assists in the development and

implementation of a comprehensiv

evaluation plan for writing.

2. Staff

Development

e Trains cadres to implement State

4ittsjwaleleahnnorT7

Collaborates with district in

developing in-service training

for principals and teachers.

e Works with professional organiz

tions, institutions of higher

learning, and private schools in

cootderative efforts and staff

development in writing.

Coordinates Title II resources

for training.

3, Instructional

Management

Collaborates with district in th

implementation of IDM as related

to writing.

s Provides/recommends various

instructional strategies and

materials to match learner and

teacher styles.

Collaborates with State in develop-

ing standards and guidelines by

providing input.

Assists schools in translating

standards for school use and in

implementing guidelines for

integration.

Works with state on guides and othe

resources by providing input.

Coordinates other programs teaching

writing.

Assists State in implementing

evaluation plan for writing.

Coordinates evaluation effort for

schools in the district.

Selects members of cadre and works

with them to implement State kid:

Improvement Framework,

Plans for training of principals;

calls on State for assistance in

planning and training.

Works with professional organiza-

tions, institutions of higher learn

ing, and private schools in.coopera-

tive efforts and staff development

in writing.

Coordinates Title II resources for

funding.

4. Community

Relations

e Collaborates with district in

planning parent involvement

activities.

s Formulates State Advisory

Council and coordinates

meetings.

Assists schools in the implementa-

tion of the IDM.

Works with schools by recommending

various instructional strategies

materials, especially those found

to be effective in the schools of

the district. --
Works with district and school

advisory councils and other parent

groups.

Participates in State Advisory

Council meetings.

SCHOOL

Implements IDM process in

developing school writing

program; uses guidelines and

standards in implementing IDM.

Assesses and maintains effec-

tive instructional practices.

Coordinates various programs

in the school related to the

teaching of writing.

Plans for and arranges

training sessions with cadre.

Participates in training

sessions.

Participates in professional

organizations by providing

leadership and serving as

active members.

Uses Title II resources.

Implements IDM in maintaining

an effective writing program.

Reviews strategies and mate-

rials and works with districts

to select appropriate ones;.

Informs parents of writing

program.

e Organizes School Advisory

Councils and oorditates

their activities.



Phase I

TDIE LINE FOR LEMENTATION

1980-81

Establishment of standards for

writing program

Planning and Development of guidelines for

Development
integrating writing with other

language arts

Revision of resource guides for

writing

Coordination of all progress

related to the instruction of

writing

Development of a comprehensive

evaluation plan for writing

Cadre training

Parent Involvement

1981-82
1982-83

Phase II State Writing Improvement Frainework------)
Dissemination and

In-service Training

Phase III

Is lementation'

23

Cadre training

Leadership training for

Parent involvement

State Writing

Coordination of Programs

Related to the Instruction

of Writing

111M,EN*

Work on guides, resources



PART TWO: RESULTS, ANALYSIS
AND INTERPRETATION,
AND INSTRUCTIONAL
IMPLICATIONS

State (canary)

II i Central District (pink)

III - Hawaii District (blue)

IV - Honolulu District (golden rod)

V Kauai District (white)

VI Leeward District (salmon)

VII g Maui District (green)

VIII Windward District (buff)



I. STATE

Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional implications

of State Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE FOUR

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Fercenta=e of Scores for Each Rain

1. Expressing

Feeling

2. Giving

Information

3. Promoting

Ideas

4. Entertaining

1.1

.1%

.9%

10.2

280%

15.5%

15.7%

54.1%

29.

7,0%

48.2%

130%

23

25.4

2%

4.0%

3.9%

2% 9.5%

AVERAGE 2.0% 17.4% 52.3% 23:1 .2% 5.0%

Percentage of Scores When Combined

Obectives

Combined

4 and 3

Ratings

Combined

3 and 2

Ratings

1. Expressing Feeling 11.3% 64.3%

2. Giving Information 33.1% 77.8%

3. Promoting Ideas 16.4% 72.5%

4. Entertainin- 16.6% 63.9%

AVERAGE 19.4% 69.7%

*Ratings: 4: Excellent

3; Good

2: Fait

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically as well as

2 for traits)

X: Not Scorable (holistically)

Analysis and Interpretation

o The scores for the four objectives varied consider-

ably, indicating that all four objectives are not

consistently taught.

I Stuck performed best in giving information,

objective 2 (as indicated by the combined scores of

"excellent' and "good"), and poorest in expressing

feelings, objective 1. Some reasons for the rela-

tively high scores on objective 2 may be that (1) the

item was one that students could easily relate to

because of the commonality of the experience (making

a peanut buter-jelly sandwich), (2) of all four

objectives, Cving information is probably most

emphasized in the early grades because of its import-

ance in daily life; (3) the task of providing inform-

ation focuses on the message (or reality) that

already exists-that is, students need not necessarily

generate or create ideas as in, for example, enter-

taining and promoting ideas; and (4) the Hawaii

English Program (HEP) includes practice in giving

directions.

o There were very few papers that were unscorable

(rating 0) because they were illegible or incompre-

hensible or contained little or no writing. The

total number of 0 papers was five (out of 2,118

papers

Five 5.1) per cent of the papers were nut scorable

holistically because the authors did not write on

the assigned topics or deviated markedly from the

directions provided. (These are papers rated X.



They were scored, however, for individual traits.
Entertaining, objective 4, received the most X
scores.

e The 1 ',est number of papers (52.3 %) for all four
objecti-v,t2s were given a rating of "fair" which
indicate that the qualities identified as impor-
tant fel- a particular writing objective were present
althoull there were weaknesses and problems which
detracted from the effectiveness of the writing. The
fact that a large percentage of papers (52.3%) was
rated "fair" (rating 2) may indicate that audience,
in addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

Slightly less than a fourth (23.1%) of the papers
were rated "poor" (rating l). Papers rated "poor"
generally displayed such weaknesses as unawareness
of audience, lack of unity, lack of imagination, trite
language, and distracting errors in the conventions
of writing (spelling, punctuation, and capitalization).

A very small percentage (2.0%) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent." This is due to the faCt that
papers were rated against an ideal standard, not on
a curve. These papers were outstanding in all
respects; they showed an awareness of purpose and
audience and were clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (69.7%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely
present. Moreover, the fact that the number of 0
papers was very minimal also indicates that students
are able to communicate at least some of their ideas
in writing. The scorers observed that students did
very little revising and editing. The first draft,
in most instances, was the final product.



Results

!eLeceitie2221iiores for Each dating
Rath s

objectives 4

OBJECTIVE #1

F: Expressiveness

S: Syntax

T: PC &C

OBJECTIVE #2

1.2%

2.2%

6.1%

13,4%

24,6%

34.3%

61.3%

61,5%

46,7f

P: Organization 12.4% 49.8% 33.5%

P: Completeness/ 7.6% 33.7% 47.8%

Relevance

T: Spelling 33.1% 40.6% 20.8%

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 2.5% 38.2% 47.4% 11.9%

Position

P: Tone
.4% 13.8% 73.1% 12.7%

P;)Organization .6% 15.4% 69.8% 14.3%

1p Use of Support- 1.0% 17,3% 56.1% 25.5%

in Information

24.1%

11.6%

12.8%

TRAIT SCORES

Analysis and Interpretation

The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3

scores for the fourth graders was spelling (73.71)

followed by organization based on chronological

order (62.2%,scored for objective 2). The trait

with the smallest number of 4 and 3 scores was

wording (9.6%).

j Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, seconday, tertiary, The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 44.3%
and 3 scores (56.9%), followed by the primary (26.8%)10.8%
and secondary (26.8%) traits. The relatively better

performance on tertiary traits indicates the effect5.5%
of instructional emphasis.

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of

Structure

P: Invention of

Details

P: Wording

AVERAGE

Audience*

Yes

78.2

1.9%

2.5%

.6%

28.2%

18.7%

9.0%

-1.7-

59.0%

7 3. 5Z

18.3%

A comparison of the
avetagepereentegesfor each

rating (for all thirteen traits) shows that the

largest percentage of papers was rated 2 (54.0%).

This indicates that the level of attainment of the

traits was "fair," although there were lapses which

interfered with col munication,

I A comparison of the trait and holistic scores

indicates that trait scores were better than

holistic scores. When the average percentages of the

4 and 3 ratings on traits were combined, the per-

centage of papers totaled 32 (as compared with the

19.4% rated 4 and 3 holistically) .

78.2% of the papers
specifically addressed the given

19.7%,
audience in promoting ideas, but 21.8% failed to do
so,

16.8%

6.0% 26.0% 54.0% 14.0%

*Although audience is an important consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience as a trait
was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering
specific information related to audience awareness,

23

Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information)

than in organizing papers based on logical order

(required in promoting ideas).



Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

qh to Lo)

3 & 4

Scores Primry
-_._

Secondary Tertiat-

2, Organization

(oh, #2)

62,2% 62.2%

3. Completeness/

Relevance

41.3% 41.3%

4, Clearly Stated

Position

40.7% 40.7%

5. PC&C 40.4%

6, invention of

Structure

30.1% 30.1%

Dyntax 26.8% 26.8%

8. Invention of

Details

21.2% 21.2.

9. Use of Supporting

Infotzation

18.3% 18.3%

.0. Organization

b . i

16.0% 16.0%

Expressiveness 14.6% 14.6%

[2. Tone 14.2% 14.2%

[3. Wording 9.6% 9.6%

AVERAGE 26.8% 26.8% 56.9%

Students scored lowest on wording (9.6%). Because

this trait is related to entertaining objective 4),

the low score may indicate a lack of development in

imagery and, a lack of experience with figurative

language. It may also indicate a lack of experience

with multiple meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary,

or inability to vary words and expressions to fit aim

and audience.

Students were relatively weak in syntax; only 26.8%

of the papers scored for objective I were rated 4

and 3 for syntax.



Instructional pli202E

1, Students should be taught from the early grades to write for all four objectives in meaningful situations.

Writing activities should capitalize on the interests And experiences of students.

The communication function of writing should be emphasized, and writing should be done for a varietyof audiences for specific purposes.

4, Students should be given opportunities to express their feelings freely, use their imaginations, andbe creative and inventive in their ideas. Discussions as well as sensory experiences should be encouraged.

S. Different levels of thinking should be deliberately developed as a pre-requisite to good writing,

6. The entire process of writing should be
systematically taught: pre - writing, writing, revising,

rewriting,and editing.

7. Students should he given
many opportunities to develop the skills in which this study has shown they areweak:

a. Using words that are vivid, precise, and appropriate.

Maintaining unity and coherence through the use of a consistent tone,
a consistent point of view, andappropriate transitions,

c. Planning papers based on logical mar.

d. Selecting details that are relevant and selecting supporting information that is relevant and convincing.

The primary traits hould be systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing.

9. All traits should be taught in relation to purpose, to audience, and to the total effect of the paper, notin isolation; evaluation of student writing should give primary
consideration to the whole piece of

writing (holistic evaluation).

10. Students should be given opportunities to strengthen their control over syntax by combining sentences,moving their parts, using a variety of modifiers (adjectives,
phrases, and clauses), and using various

sentence lengths.
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Rest. s, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Implications

of State Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE EIGHT

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Ratin

Ratin s*

Objectives
4 3 2 1 0

1. Expressing 2.8% 27.4% 53.3% 13,8% 2.8%

Feelings

2. Giving 4.2% 23.3% 46.8% 25.5% 1.0%

Information

3. Promoting 2.1% 25.6% 50.5% 20.6% 1.2%

Ideas

4. Entertaining 3.1% 30.6% 49.8% 14.7% 1.6,

AVERAGE 3.1% 26.7% 50.1% 18.4% 052 1.7,

wPercentage oi Combined

1. Expressing Feeling

2. Giving Information

3. Promoting Ideas

4. Utertaitin

AVERAGE

Combined

4 and 3

Rahn 4

30.2%

27.5%

21.7%

33.7%

29.8%

Combined

3 and 2

Rahn s

80.7%

10.1%

76.1%

80.4%

76.8%
.a.=rea.m

*Ratings: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Pair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorabie (holistically as

well as for traits)

X: Not Scorable (holistically)

Analysis and Interpretation

Students performed best in entertaining, objective 4

(as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent"

and "good"), and poorest in giving information,

objective 2; however, the scores for all four objec-

tives were not significantly different. This may

indicate tha by the eighth grade, students have been

given practice in writing for all four purposes.

e Scores for the eighth graders for objective 2,

providing information, were lower than those for

fourth graders. This is most probably due to the

weaknesses of the assessment item itself. Scorers

all agreed that the information provided was not

sufficient; moreover, students in the eighth, grade

are not very familiar with driving, and thus were

unable to describe an accident dearly,

e There were very few papers that were unscorable

(rating 0) because they were illegible or incompre-

hensible or contained little or no writing. The total

number of 0 papers was only one (out of 1,985 papers).

e 1.7% of the papers were not scorable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned

topics or deviated markedly from the directions

provided. (These are papers rated X. They were

scored, however, for individual traits.) Expressing

feelings, objective 1, received the most X scores.

3f;



The largest number of papers (50.1%) for all four
objectives were given a rating of "fair:' which
indicates that the qualities identified as important
for a particular writing objective were present
although there were weaknesses and problems which
detracced from the effectiveness of the writing.
The fact that over half of the papers were rated
"fair" may indicate that audience, in addition to a_
is not stressed sufficiently.

As compared with the fourth-grade scores, the percentage
of upper scores (4 and 3) for the eighth grade
increased from 19-4% (grade 4) to 29.8% (grade 8).

Moreover, fewer papers (18.4%) were rated "poor" as
compared with the fourth grade (23.1%), indicating that
students are improving. However, some of the
weaknesses evidenced by fourth graders still persisted:
unawareness of audience, lack of vivid use of language
and details, and use of incorrect information and weak
supporting evidence.

A very small percentage (3.1%) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that
papers were rated against an ideal standard, not on
a curve. These papers were outstanding in all respects;
they showed an awareness of purpose and audience and
were clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (76.8%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely
present. Moreover, the fact that the number of 0
papers was very minimal also indicates that students
are able to communicate at least some of their ideas
in writing. The scorers observed that students did
very little revising and editing. The first draft,
in most instances, was the final product.



Alts

Percentage of Scores for Each Rating

-------Ravings.-----
4 3Oblecqves 2 1

)BJECTIVE #1

: Expressiveness 3.7% 36.5% 51.1% 8.7%

i; Syntax 4.9% 38.2% 44.9% 12.0%

C: PC&C 7,37 38.27 42.9% 12.47,

)BJECTIVE #2

': Organization 23.0% 45.8% 25.8% 5.4%

?: Completeness/ 6.7% 21.4% 49.0% 23.0%

Relevance

r: Spelling 48,8% 33.3% 13,5% 4,4%

BJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 6.7% 51.4% 33, 6%, 8.4%

Position

P: Tone 4.8% 18.0% 68.5% 8.8%

P: Organization 5.0% 23.0% 52.0% 20.0%

P: Use of Support- 2.7% 21.7% 47.8% 27.8%

11.0nfumatll

Audience*

_

Yes No

19.7% 80.3%

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of 10.8% 45.2 35.5% 8.5%

Structure

P: Invention of 5.8% 31.3 50.8% 12.0%

Details

P: Wordit 2:37 16.8% 71.8% 9.1%

AVERAGE 10.2% 32.4% 45.1% 12.3%

'1,4IT SCORES

Anal-sis and Interpretation

o The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

for the eighth graders was spelling (82.1%), followed

by organization based on chronological order (68.8%

scored for objective 2), The trait with the smallest

number of 4 and 3 scores was wording (19.1%).

s Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance aL, vimary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4 and

3 scores (63,8%), followed by the secondary (43.1 %)

and primary (38.3%) traits. The relatively better

performance on tertiary traits indicates the effect

of instructional emphasis.

I A comparison of the average percentage for each

rating (for all thirteen traits) shows that the

largest percentage of papers was rated 2 (45.1%).

This indicates that the level of attainment of the

traitswas"fair," although therewerelapses which

interfered with communication,

*Although audience is art important consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience as a trait

was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gather-

ing specific information related to audience awareness.

38

I A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores.

When the average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings on

traits were combined, the percentage of papers totaled

42.6 (as compared with the 29.8% rated 4 and 3

holistically).

19.7% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 80.3% failed to do so.

I Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information)

than in organizing papers based on logical order

(required in promoting ideas). This finding seems

to be directly related to the data obtained from

teachers about current practices in writing instruc-

tion
_which indicated that the relationship between

writing and thinking is no consistently emphasized.



Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

Odi-h to Low)

3 6 4

co Prima aeon arTer r

1- S 11. n 8 ., 82.1%

2. Organization

(ob. active #2)

68.8% 68.8%

3. Clearly Stated

Position

58.1% 58.1%

4, Invention of

Structure

56.0% 56.0%

5. PCK 45.5% 45.5%

6. S -ntax 43,1% 43.1%

7. Ex.ressiveness 40.2% 40.2%

8. Invention of

Details

37,1% 37.1%

9. Completeness/

Relevance

28.1% 28.1%

[O. Organization

(ob-ective #3)

28.0% 28.0%

[1. Use of Supporting

Information

24.4% 24.4%

[2, Tone 22. 22-8%

13 Wordin . 19 1% 19 1

AVERAGE. 38.3% 43.1% 63.8%

Students scored lowest on wording (19.1%) . Because

this trait is related to entertaining (objective 4)1

the low score may indicate a lack of development in

imagery and a lack of experience with figurative

language. It may also indicate a lack of experience

with multiple meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary,

or inability to vary words and expressions to fit

aim and audience.
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Instructional Implications

1. Writing instruction should provide for the development of creativity and use of imagination.

2. Students should be provided instruction in the use of vivid language and figures of speech.

3. The entire process of writing should be systematically taught; pre-writing, writing, revising, rewriting,

and editing.

4. The Hawaii English Program, Secondary, should be used where appropriate, e.g., crafting units.

5. Form, (report writing, paragraphing) should be taught.

6. Writing for the various purposes and for various audiences should be integrated in all English courses as well

as in other courses such as social studies, science, and health.

Initially, writing should be based on student interest and experiences.

The primary traits should be systematically taught it relation to the four purposes of writing,

Thinking skills should be consistently taught in relation to writing, especially in organizing papers,

determining supporting evidence, and selecting details, Thinking skills should be emphasized in relation

to purpose and audience.

10. Traits should be taught in relation to the whole piece of writing, not in isolation.

11. A variety of resources should be used to improve and expand upon the use of words; literature, oral

activities, real life experiences, sensory activities, etc.

43
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Ob ectives

1. Expressing

Feelings

2. Giving

Information

3. Promoting

Ideas

4. Entertaining

Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Implications

of State Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE ELEVEN

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Ratio _ s*

- .6%

.7% .5%

2% .7%

- 2.4%

% 1.0%

Percents e of Score When Combined

Combined Combined

4 and 3 3 and 2

Objectives Ratings Ratings

Apress ng ee

2. Giving Information 31.5% 74.2%

3. Promoting Ideas
80.7%

4. Entertainin- 34.9 80.0;

11!lilg9. 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically as

well as for traits)

X: Not Scorable (holistically)

44

Analysis

Students performed best in expressing feelings,

objective 1 (as indicated by the combined scores of

"excellent" and "good"), and poorest it giving

information, objective 2. One reason fer the

relatively high scores on objective 1 may be that

the item was one that the students could easily

relate to because of the familiarity of the topic.

Although students performed best in expressing

feelings, this score (40,9%) was not very different

from the scores for the other three objectives. The

homogeneity of the four scores may be attributed to

the continued instructional emphasis on all four

objectives in high school.

e There were very few papers that were unscorable

(rating 0) because they were illegible or incompre-

hensible or contained little or no writing. The

total number of 0 papers was four (out of 1 770

papers).

Only 1% of the papers were not scorable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned

topics or deviated markedly from the directions

provided. (These are papers rated X. They were

scored, however, for individual traits.) Entertain-

ing, objective 4, received the most X scores.

a The largest number of papers (47.8%)for all four

objectives were given a rating of "fair; which

indicates that the qualities identified as important

for a particular writing objective were present

although there were weaknesses and problems which



detracted from the effectiveness of the writing. The

fact that a large percentage of papers (47.8%) was
rated "fair" (rating 2) may indicate that audience,
in addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

Slightly less than a fifth (15.4%) of the papers
were rated "poor" (rating 1). These papers generally
displayed such weaknesses as unawareness of audience,
lack of unity, lack of imagination, trite language,
and distracting errors in the conventions of writing
(spelling, punctuation, and capitalization).

A very small percentage (2.8%) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that
papers were rated against an ideal standard, not on
a curve. These papers were outstanding in all
respects; they showed an awareness of purpose and
audience and were clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (80.0%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" and "good."

The potential for better writing is definitely
present. Moreover, the fact that the number of 0
papers was very minimal also indicates that students

are able to communicate at least some of their ideas

in writing. Scorers observed that students did very
little revising and editing. The first draft, in
most instances, was the final product.
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Per

Results

tags of Scores for Each Ratio

Rath:

1)ttcitel----L....---41321..-

OBJECTIVE #1

F: Expressiveness 4.0% 39.5% 47.8% 8.5%

S: Syntax 2,9% 42.4% 41.3% 13.3%

T: PC&C 4.0% 47.4% 35.2% 11.2%

OBJECTIVE #2

F: Organization 14.0% 41.3% 34.7% 10.0%

P: Completeness/ 4.7% 29.6% 44.8% 21.0%

Relevance

T: Spelling 28.2% 51.0% 14.9% 5.8%

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 13.3% 47.1% 33.6% 6.1%

Position

P. Tone 4.92 38.2% 52.0% 4.9%

P: Organization 5.6 %30.91 45,9% 17.6%

F: Use of Support-

in Information

3.7% 25.1% 52.2% Y 19.0%

Audi nce

Yes No

14.2% 11.2% 74.4%

OBJECTIVE #4

F: Invention of 5.4% 43.1% 39.3% 12.3%

Structure

P: Invention of 4.9% 31.9% 50.0% 13,2%

Details

P Wording 3.1% 24.3% 61.2% 11.5%

AVERAGE 7.6% 37.8% 42.6% 11.9%

TRAIT SCORES

Analysis and Interpretation

e The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

for the eleventh graders was spelling (79.2%),

followed by clearly stated position (60.4%). The

trait with the smallest number of 4 and 3 scores was

wording (27.4%). The high score on spelling indicates

the effect of instructional emphasis on this trait.

It may also indicate that students find security in

resorting to common, easy-to-spell words. The low

score on wording indicates that students lack the

necessary vocabulary to cowimicate effectively to a

variety of audiences to accomplish different purposes.

I Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4 and

3 scores (65.3%), followed by the secondary (45.3%)

and the primary (41.5%) traits, The relatively better

performance on tertiary traits indicates the effect of

instructional emphasis.

s A comparison of the average percentage for each rating

(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest

percentage of papers was rated 2 (42.6%). This indicates

that the level of attainment of the traits was "fair,"

although there were lapses which interfered with

communication.

S

*Although audience is an important consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience as a trait

was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gather-
ing specific information related to audience awareness.

7
al

A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores. When

the average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings on traits

were combined, the percentages of papers totaled 45.4%

(as compared with the 314% rated 4 and 3 holistically.)

14.2% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 11.2% failed to do so.
Scorers were unable to determine whether papers

addressed an audience for 74.4% of the papers; these
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(Kith to Low)

4

Scores Prima Secondar Tertiar

1 .ellin 79.2% 79.2%

2. Clearly Stated

Position

60.4% 60.4%

3. Organization

ke4ive #2)

55.3% 55.3%

4. IC&C 51.4% 51.4%

5. Invention of

Structure

48.5% 48.5%

Llina-c 45.3% 45.

7 Ex. ressiveness 43.5% 43.5%

8. Tone 43.1% 43.1%

9. Invention of

Details

36.8% 36.8%

O. Organization

(obective 3)

36.5% 36.5%

, _-

1. Completeness/

Relevance

_-

34.3% 4

2. Use of Supporting

Information

28.8% 28.8%

. Wording 27.4% 27.4%

AVERAGE 41.5% 45.3% 65.3%

papers assumed that the reader knew who the audience

was and did not explicitly or even implicitly indicate

an audience.

Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information)

than in organizing papers based on logical order

(required in promoting ideas).

Students scored lowest on wording (27.4%) Because

this trait is related to entertaining (objective 4),

the low score may indicate a lack of development in

imagery and a lack of experience with figurative

language. It may also indicate a lack of experience

with multiple meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary,

or inability to vary words and expressions to fit aim

and audience.



lnstructiana

I Continued emphasis should be given to writing for aim and audience, As much as possible, a real

audience should be addressed.

Instructional time should be set aside for pro vriting activities. These activities should provide

an opportunity for students to examine their own feelings, share their ideas, and learn through group
dynamics how to cou'unicate clearly and effectively. Planning a paper should also be an imp_ ortant

focus of pre-writing activities.

All four purposes should be taught in meaningful situati us.

4. Primary traits should be emphasized in relation to each of the four purposes of writing.

Thinking should be taught and encouraged; thinking as a pre-requisite to good writing should be

emphasized.

Traits should be taught in relation to the total discourse, not in isolation,

7. Emphasis should be placed
on instruction in those traits in which the students were found to be weakest:

wording, use of supporting information, completeness and relevance, organization (objective #3), and
invention of details.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Implications

of State Holistic and Trait Scores

COMPOSITE OF: GRADES FOUR, EIGHT AND ELEVEN

HOLISTIC SCORES

Res.lts

enta e of Scores for Each Ratin

Ob ectiyes

Ratin_-

2 1

1. Expressing 2.O% 25,4% 51.2% 18.81 .1% 2.6%

Feeling

2. Giving 4.2% 26.5% 47.51 19.61 .4% 1,8%

Information

3. Promoting 2.2% 23,9% 52.51 19.5% .2% 1.6%

Ideas

4. Entertaining 2.6% 25.81 48.9% 17.9% .1% 4 5%

AVERAGE 2.1 25.4% 50.0% 19.0% .2% 2.6%

Pereentaf a of Scores When Combined

O1

1. Expressing Feeling

2. Giving Information

3. Promoting ideas

4. Entertainin

Combined

4 and 3

Reap s

27.4%

30.7%

26.1%

28.4%

AVERAGE 28.2%

Combined

3 and 2

Ratin 5

76.6%

74.0%

76.4%

74.7%

75.4%

*Ratings: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically as

well as for traits)

X: Not Scorable (holistically)
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Analysis_arOjqfTpretation

Overall state averages for all four objectives were

not very different from one another, indicating that

students in grades 4, 8, and 11 performed about the

same for each of the four objectives. This overall

finding indicates that all fOut objectives are taught

in our schools although the emphasis in the fourth

grade seems to be on giving information. Hovevu,

the fact that only 30% of the papers were rated

"excellent" and "good" indicates that there is a

need for some modification in current instructional

practices in writing.

There were very few papers that were unscorable

(rating 0) because they were illegible or incompre-

hensible or contained little or no writing. The

total number of 0 papers was ten (out of 5,873

papers).

2.6% of the papers were not scorable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned

topics or deviated markedly from the directions

provided. (These are papers rated X. They were

scored, however, for individual traits.) Entertain-

ing, objective 4, received the most X scores.

The largest number of papers (50,0%) for all four

objectives were given a rating of "fair:' which

indicates that the qualities identified as important

for a particular writing objective were present

although there were weaknesses and problems which

detracted from the effectiveness of the writing.

The fact that a large percentage of papers was rated

"fair" (rating 2) may indicate that audience, in

addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently. The
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Percentages of

Combined Scores

(4 and 3 Ratings)

Grade Percentage

4 19.4%

29.8%

11 35,4%

Percentage of Combined Scores

(4 and 3 Ratings) for Objectives

Objective Grade 4 Grade E Grade 11

1. Expressing 11.3% 30.2% 40.9%

Feeling

2. Giving 33.1% 27.5% 31.5%

Information

3. Promoting 16.5% 27.7% 34'.3%

Ideas

4. Entertaining 16,6% 33.7% 34.9%

second largest number of papers (25.4 %) were given a

rating of "good:"

Slightly less than a fifth (19,0%) of the papers were

rated "poor" (rating 1), Papers raced "poor" generally

displayed such weaknesses as unawareness of audience,

lack of unity, lack of imagination, trite language,

and distracting errors in the conventions of writing

(spelling, punctuation, and capitalization).

s A very small percentage (2.8%) of the papers was rated

4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that papers

were rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve:

These papers'were outstanding in all respects; they

showed an awareness of purpose and audience and were

clear, coherent, and effective.

s A large majority of the paperswere in the 2 and 3

categories (75.4%). This indicates that the writing

of most students can be considered "fair" or "good,"

The potential for better writing is definitely present.

Moreover, the fact that the number of 0 papers was very

minimal also indicates that students are able to

communicate at least some of their ideas in writing,

The scorers observed that students did very little

revising and editing, The first draft, in most

instances, was the final product.

The percentage of scores for the combined 4 and 3

ratings for all four objectives combined increased

from grade to grade (grades 4 to 8 to 11). This

positive trend is encouraging and indicates the

influence of maturit3 , broader experience, and

instruction.

The percentage scores for the combined 4 and 3 ratings

for each of the four objectives considered separately

increased from grade to grade for three of the four

objectives. The objective for which scores did not

consistently improve from grade to grade was giving

information (there was a drop in scores from grades

four to eight). The decline in scores for grade eight

was undoubtedly due to the weaknesses in the assessment

item itself.
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TRAIT SCORES

Percentage of

Results

cores for Each Ratin

Ratings

- °b,l_e_q1.1e 2 1

OBJECTIVE #1

P: Expressiveness 3.0% 29,8% 53.4% 13.8%

S Syntax 3.3% 35.1% 49.2% 12.3%

T: PC&C 5.8% 40.0% 41.6% 12.1%

OBJECTIVE #2

P; Organization 16.5% 45.6% 31.3% 6.6%

P: Completeness/ 6.3% 28.2% 47.21 18.3%

Relevance

T: Spelling 36,7% 41,6% 16.4% 5.3%

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 7.5% 45.6% 38,2% 8.8t
Position

P: Tone 3,4% 23.3% 64.5%

P: Organization 3.7% 23.1% 55.9% 17.3%

P: Use of Support-

in: Information

2,5% 21.4% 52.0% 24.1%

Audience

Yes No

7.4 37.8% 24.8%

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of 16.0% 38.8% 42.1% 13.0%

Structure

F: Invention of 4.4% 27 3% 53.3% 15.0%

Details

P: Wording 6. 16.7% 68.8% 12.5%

AVERAGE 8.1% 32.0% 47.1% 12.8%

*Although audience is an imp_ ortant consideration

for all four objectives of writing, audience as

a trait was scored for objective 3 for the purpose

of gathering specific information related to
audience awareness.

Analysis and Interpretation

a The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

was spelling (78.3%), followed by organization based

on chronological order (62.1% scored for objective 2).

The trait with the smallest number of 4 and 3 scores

was wording (22.7%)

e Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4 and

3 scores (62.0%), followed by the secondary (38.4%)

and primary (35.5%) traits. The relatively better

performance on tertiary traits indicates the effect

of instructional emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentage for each

rating (for all thirteen traits) shows that the

largest percentage of papers was rated 2 (47.1%),

This indicates that the level of attainment of the

traits was "fair," although there were lapses which

interfered, with coeounication.

A comparison of the trait and holistic scores

indicates that trait scores were better than

holistic scores. When the average percentage of the

4 and 3 ratings on traits were combined, the percent-

age of papers .totaled 40.1% (as compared with the

28.2% rated 4 and 3 holistically) .

37.4% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 37.8% failed to do

so. Scorers were unable to determine whether papers

addressed an audience for 24.8% of the papers-all

in the eleventh grade.

e Students did better in organizing papers based on

clwonological order (required in giving information)

t . organizing papers based on logical order

(required in promoting ideas).



Raking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(81 h to Low)

3 & 4

Scores Primar Secondar Tertiar;

1. Siellin..

2. Organization

(ajt1ve #2)

78.3%

62.1% 62.1%

7 .

3. Clearly Stated

Position

53.1% 53.1%

45.8%
4. PC&C 45.8%

5. Invention of

Structure

44.8% 44.8%

7. Completeness/

Relevance

3% 34.5%

8. Ex-ressiveness 32.8% 32.8%

9. Invention of

Details

31.7% 31.7%

10. Organization

11. Tone

26.8%

26.7%

26.8%

26.1%

12. Use of Supporting

Information

23.9% 23.9%

13. Wording 22.7% 22.7%

AVERAGE 35.5% 38.4% 62.0%

6 Students scored lowest on wording (22.7%). Because

this trait is related to entertaining (objective 4),

the low score may indicate a lack of development in

imagery and a lack 04 experience with figurative

language. It nay also indicate a lack of experience

with multiple meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary,

or inability to vary wards and expressions to fit

aim and audience.

The general indication is that students improve in

thedrtraits from grade to grade. The decrease of

excellent papers in grade eleven, however, should be

of concern.
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Instructional Implications

1. All four purposes of writing should be taught beginning in the early grades and continuing through

high school, During grades 9-12, specialized courses focusing on specific purposes should be

offered. These courses should be planned within the school's comprehensive framework of writing

based on the assessed needs of students.

Writing activities should be based on student interest and experience, and assignments should be

related to the students' experience.

The communication function of writing should be emphasized -- audience and purpose should be stressed.

4. Each step of the writing process should be emphasized:

a. Pre-writingmotivating students, allowing for discussion of the topic, providing for the

generation of ideas, etc,

b. Writing -- providing an overall structure, selecting details and words, maintaining unity and

coherence, etc.

c. Revising--receiving feedback, raking improvements, clarity of communication, etc.

d. Rewriting-musing appropriate form, language, etc.

e. Editing--checking for correctness.

5. Thinking should be deliberately taught as a pre-requisite to good writing, and the different levels

of thinking should be addressed.

6. Writing should be integrated in all language art courses (with oral co kn unication, reading, literature

and language study), and it should be practiced in courses such as social studies, science, and health.

Students should be given frequent writing assignments, and holistic evaluation should be used by both

teacher and students--not only to expedite evaluation but also to ascertain how well the paper fulfills

its purpose.
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II, CENTRAL DISTRICT

Results, Analysis and interpretation, and Instructional Implications

0 Central District Holistic and Trait Scores

Results

Percents e of Scores

1! Expressing

?citing

7 Giving

Information

Promoting

Ideas

4: Entertaining
H _

AVERAGE

Kato V
2

13 1677 5517, ? 0,0 7, 2,6

5.1.% 34.61 50.0% 9.0% 0.01 1.3

1:2% 28.8% 41.2% 27.5% 0.0% 1.2

1,3% 19.2% 52.6% 21.8% 0.0% 5.1

2.2% 24.8% 49.7E 20.7% 0.01 2.6

GRADE FOUR

HOLISTIC SCORES

Analysis d, interpretation

a The scores for the four objectives
varied, indicating that

all four objectives are not consistently taught.

Students performed best in giving information, objective 2

(as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent" and

"good"), and poorest in expressing feelings, objective 1.

Some reasons for the relatively high scores On objective 2

may be that (1) the item was one that students could easily

relate to because of the commonality of the experience

(making a peanut butter-jelly sandwich); (2) the task of

providing information focuses on the message (or reality)

that already exists-that is, students need not necessarily

generate or create ideas as in, for example, entertaining

and promoting ideas; (3) the Hawaii English Program (HER)

Combined

4 and 3

Combined

3 and 2

=ncludes practice in giving directions; and (4) the think-

ing demands were simple (recall details, steps, procedure)

as compared with thinking demands for the other objectives.

There were no papers that were unscorable (rating 0) becauseObjectives Ratings Ratings they were illegible or incomprehensible or contained little
1. Expressing Feeling 18.0% 71.8% or no writing.

2. Giving Information
39.7% 84.6%

3, Promoting Ideas
30.0% 70.0% 2.6% of the papers were not scorable holistically

4. Entertaining
20.5% 71.8% because the authors did not write on the assigned topics

or deviated markedly from the directions provided. (TheseAVERAGE
27.0% 74.

are papers rated X. They were scored, however, for
*Ratings: 4: Excelleat

Good

individual traits.) Entertaining, objective 4, received

the most X scores.

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically as

well as for traits)

X: Not Scorable (holistically)



The largest number of papers (49.7%) for all four objec-
tives were given a rating of "fair," which indicates
that the qualities identified as important for a particu-
lar writing objective were ;resent although there were
weaknesses and problems which detracted from the effect-
iveness of the writing. The fact that a large percentage
of papers (49.7%) was rated "fair" (rating 2) may indicate
that audience, in addition to aim, is not stressed
sufficiently.

Slightly less than a fourth (20.7%) of the papers were
rated "poor" (rating 1). Papers rated "poor" generally
displayed such weaknesses as unawareness of audience,
lack of unity, lack of imagination, trite language, and
distracting errors in the conventions of writing (spelling,
punctual on, and capitalization).

A very small percentage (2.2%) of the papers was rated 4,

"excellent." This is due to the fact that papers were
rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve. These

papers were outstanding in all respects; they showed an
awareness of purpose and audience and were clear, coherent,

and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3 cate-
gories (74.5%). This indicates that the writing of most
students can be considered "fair" or "good." The poten-
tial for better writing is definitely present. Moreover,

the fact that there were no zero papers indicates that
students are able to communicate at least some of their
ideas in writing. The scorers observed that students did
very little revising and editing. The first draft, in

most instances, was the final product.
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Results

percentage of Scores for Each Rating_

Oh ectives 4

OBJECTIVE 111

P: Expressiveness

S: Syntax

'I: PC & C

1.3% 14.5% 59.2% 25.0%

1.3% 26.3% 61.8% 10.5%

5. 35.5% 51.3% 7.9%

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization 18.2% 58.2% 18.2% 5.2%

P: Completeness/ 11.7% 29.9% 49.4% 9,1%

Relevance

T: Spelling 31.2% 46.8% 15.6% 6.5%

OBJECTIVE #3

1 P: Clearly Stated 6.3% 45.6% 39.2% 8.9%

't1/4, Position

P: Tone 1.3% 16.4% 74.7% 7.6%

P: Organization I. % 17.7% 64.6% 16,4%

P: Use of Support- 3.8% 26.6% 40.5% 29.1%

ing InfOrmation

Audience*

Yes No

81.0% 19.0%

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of 2.7% 29.7% 48.6% 18.9%

Structure

P: Invention of 4.1% 21.6% 56.8% 17.6%

Details

P: Wording 0.0% 9.5% 77,0% 13.5%

AVERAGE 6.9% 29.1% 50.5% 13.6%

TRAIT SCORES

luilylLurldiritter

s The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores for

the fourth graders was spelling (78%), followed by

organization based on chronological order (76.4%,scored

for objective 2). The trait With the smallest number of

4 and 3 scores was wording (9.5%) .

*Although audience is an important consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience as a trait

was scored for objeCtive 3 for the purpose of gathering

specific information related to audience awareness.

Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The tertiary

traits received the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

(67.4 %), followed by the primary (32.0%) and secondary

(27,6%) traits. The relatively better performance on

tertiary traits indicates the effect of instructional

emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentages for each rating

(for all 13 traits) shows that the largest percentage of

papers was rated 2 (50.5%). This indicates that the

level of attainment of the traits was "fair," although

therewere lapses which iftterferred with communication,

A comparisc of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores.

When the average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings on

traits were combined, the percentage of papers totaled

36.0% (as 'compared with the 27% rated 4 and 3

holistically).

I 81.0% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 19.0% failed to do SO,

Students did better in organizing papers based on chrono-

logical order (required in giving information) than in

organizing papers based on logical order (required in

promoting ideas



Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(High to Low)

3 &4

Scores Primary Secondary Tertiary

78.0%1. Spelling 78.0%

2. Organization

(obj. #2)

76.4% 76.4%

3. PC & C 56.8% 56.8%

4. Clearly Stated

Position

51.9% 51.9%

5. Completeness/

Relevance

41.6% 41.6%

6. Invention of

Structure

32.4% 32.4%

7. Use of Support-

ing Information

30.4% 30.4%

8. Syntax 27.6% 27.6%

9. Invention of

Details

25.7% 25.7%

10. Organization

(obj. #3)

19.0% 19.0%

11. Tone 17.7% 17.7%

12. Expressiveness 15.8% 15.8%

13. Wording 9.5% 9.5%

AVERAGE 32.0% 27.6% 67,4%

Students scored lowest on wording (9.5%). Because the

trait is related to entertaining (objective 4), the

low score may indicate a lack of development in imagery

and a lack of experience with figurative language. It

may also indicate a lack of experience with multiple

meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary, or inability to

vary words and expressions to fit aim and audience.

Students were relatively weak in syntax; only 27.5%

of the papers scored for objective 1 were rated 4 and

3 for syntax.
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Instructional lmplicat±ons

Students should be taught from the early grades to write for all four objectives in meaningful situations.
Writing activities

should capitalize
on the interests and

experiences of students.

3 The communication
function of writing should be emphasized, and writing should be done for a variety of

audiences for specific purposes.

Students should be given opportunities to express their
feelings freely, use their imaginations,

and be
creative and inventive it their ideas. Discussions as well as

sensory experiences should be encouraged.
Different levels of thinking should be deliberately developed as apre-requisite to good writing,

The entire process of writing
should be

systematically taught:
pre -writing, writing,

revising, rewriting,
and editing.

Students should be given
many opportunities to develop the skills in which this study has shown they are weak:

a. Using words that are vivid,
precise, and appropriate,

b. Maintaining unity and coherence through the use of a consistent
tone, a consistent point of view, andappropriate transitions.

c. Planning papers based on logical order,

d. Selecting details that are relevant and selecting
supporting information that is relevant

and convincing.
8 The primary

traits should be
systematically taught in relation t) tne four purposes of writing.

9, All traits should
be taught in relation to purpose, to audience,

and to the total
effect of the paper, not in

isolation; evaluation of student writing should give primary consideration to the whole piece of writing
(holistic evaluation).

10. Students should be given
opportunities to strengthen their control over syntax by combining

sentences,
moving their

parts, using a variety of modifiers
(adjectives, phrases, and clauses),

and using varioussentence lengths.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Implications

of Central District Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE EIGHT

HOLISTIC SCORES

Percenta e

Results

Each Ratn

Analysis and Interpretation

Scores for Students performed best in promoting ideas, objective 3

Objectives

Rati ngs* (as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent" and

4 2 1 "good"), and poorest in giving information, objective 2.

1. Expressing

Feeling

2. Giving

Information

3. Promoting

Ideas

4. Entertaining

0.0%

5.0%

1.3%

5.2%

307%

17,5%

30.8%

39.0%

52.0%

47.5%

50.0%

37.7%

17.3%

27.5%

17.9%

16.9%

0.0%

1.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%
i Scores for the eighth graders for objective 2, providing

information, were lower than those for fourth graders.

1.3% This is most probably due to the weaknesses of the

assessment item itself. Scorers all agreed that the

0.0%
information provided was not sufficient; moreover,

students in the eighth grade are not very familiar with

driving and thus were unable to describe an accident

1.3% clearly.

RAGE 2.9 29.5 46.8% 19.9% 0.3% 0.7% s There were very few papers (0.3%) that were unscorahle

(rating 0) because they were illegible or incomprehensi-

ble or contained little or no writing. Giving informa-

Percentlge of Scores When Combined

Combined

4 and 3

Combined

4 and 3

Ob'ectives Ratings Rates

1. Expressing Feeling 30.7% 82.7%

2. Giving Information 22.5% 65.0%

3. Promoting Ideas 32.1% 88.2%

4. Entertaining 44.2% 82.9%

AVERAGE 32.4% 82.9%

*Ratings: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically as

well as for traits)

Not Scorable (holistically)

tion, objective 2, was the only objective for which there

were any 0 scores.

Less than one percent (0.7%) of the papers were not

Bearable holistically because the authors did not write

on the assigned topics or deviated markedly from the

directions provided. (These are papers rated X. They

were scored, however, for individual traits.) Only

objective 2, giving information, and objective 4,

entertaining, received X scores.



The largest number of papers (46.8%) for all four objec-
tives were given a rating of "fair," which indicates that
the qualities identified as important for a particular
writing objective were present although there were weak-
nesses and problems which detracted from the effective-
ness of the writing. The fact that almost half of the
papers were rated "fair" may indicate that audience, in
addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

As compared with .the fourth grade scores, the percentage
of upper scores (4 and 3) for the eighth grade increased
from 27.0% (grade 4) to 32.4% (grade 8).

Moreover, fewer papers (19.9%) were rated "poor" as
compared with the fourth grade (20.7%), indicating a very
small improvement. However, some of the weaknesses
evidenced by fourth graders still persisted: unawareness
of audience, lack of vivid use of language and details,
and use of incorrect information and weak supporting
evidence.

A very small percentage (2.9%) of the papers was rated 4,
"excellent." This is due to the fact that papers were
rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve. These
papers were outstanding in all respects; they showed an
awareness of purpose and audience and were clear, coherent,
and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3 catego-
ries(82.9%). This indicates that the writing of most
students can be considered "fair" or "good." The potentia,
for better writing is definitely present. Moreover, the
fact that the number of 0 papers was very minimal also
indicates that students are able to communicat. at least
some of their ideas in writing. The scorers ovserved that
students did very little revising and editing. The first
draft, in most instances, was the final product.



TRAIT SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Ratin

Oh ectives

Ratin*

OBJECTIVE #1

P: Expressiveness 1.4 40.5 44.6 13.5

S: Syntax 4.1 32.; 52.7 10.9

T: PC & C 8.1 28.4 54.1 9.5

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization 23.1 44.8 28.2 3.8

P: Completeness/ 7.7 17.9 50.0 24.4

Relevance

T: Spelling 46.2 32.1 17.9 3.8

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 5.1 56.4 32.1 6.4

Position

P. Tone 2.6 19.2 71.8 6.4

P: Organization 6.4 30.8 39.7 23.1

P. Use of Suppor_ .1 26.9 48.7 19.2

Ing Information

Audience*

-

Yes No

16,7 83,3

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention o 1,1 46.1 27.6 9.2

Structure

P: Invention of 5.3 44.7 42.1 7.9

Details

P: Wording 2.6 22.4 65.8 9.2

AVERAGE 10.4 34.0 44.3 11.3

*Although audience is an important consideration

for all four objectives of writing, audience as a

trait was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of

gathering specific information related to audience

awarenesNr

I ti

Analysis and InterpretatIon

The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores for

the eighth graders was spelling (78.3%), followed by

organization based on choronological order (67.9%, scored

for objective 2). The trait with the smallest number of

4 and 3 scores was tone (21.8%).

* Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The tertiary

traits received the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

(57:4%), followed by the primary (42.6%) and secondary

(36.5%) traits. The relatively better performance on

tertiary traits indicates the effect of instructional

emphasis,

A comparison of the average percentage for each rating

(for all 13 traits) shows that the largest percentage of

papers was rated 2 (44.3%). This indicates that the level

of attainment of the traits was "fair," although there

were lapses which interfered with coounication.

A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores. When

the average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings on traits

were combined, the percentage of papers totaled 44.4%

(as compared with the 32.4% rated 4 and 3 holistically).

16.7% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 83.3% failed to do so.

Students did better in organizing papers based on chrono-

logical order (required in giving information) than in

organizing papers based on logical order (required in

promoting ideas). This finding seems to be directly

related to the data obtained teachers about current

practices in writing instruction which indicated that

the relationship between writing and thinking is not

consistently emphasized.
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Ranking of Traits and
Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits 3 & 4

Jjii-htoSecorAL-IEELi2,

2. Organization 67.9% 67.9%

ob' #2)

3. Invention of

tructore_

4. Clearly Stated 61.5% 61.5%

Position

63.2% 63.2%

5. Invention of

Details

50.0%

6, Excessiveness 41.9% 41.9%

7, Organization 37.2% 37.2%

9,
PC & C_ 36.5%

36.5%_

10. Use of Support- 32.0% 32.0%

ing Information

11. Completeness/

Relevance

25.6% 25.6%

13. Tone
21.8% 21.8%

AVERAGE 44.4% 42.6% 36.5% 57.4%

Students scored lowest on tone (21.8%). Because this
trait is related to promoting ideas (objective 3), the

low score may indicate
confusion over the intended

audience (friends and classmates, not the Department
of Education). Only 16.7% addressed the correct

audience; therefore, the tone may have been inappro-

priate for the audience.



Instructional Implications

1, Writing instruction should provide for the development of creativity and use of imagination,

2. Students should be provided instruction in the use of vivid language and figures of speech.

3. The entire process of writing should be systematically taught: pre-writing, writing, revising, rewriting,

and editing.

4. The Hawaii English Program Secondary, should be used where appropriate, e.g., crafting units.

5. Form (report writing, paragraphing) should be taught,

6, writing for the various purposes and t)r various audiences should be integrated in all Engliq courses as well

as in other courses such as social studios, science, and health.

7. Initially, writing should be based on student interest and experiences:

.
The primary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing.

Thinking skills should be consistently taught in relation to writing, especially in organizing papers,

determining supporting evidence, and selecting details. Thinking skills should be emphasized in relation

to purpose and audience.

10. Traits should be taught in relation to the whole piece of writing, not in isolation,

11. A variety of resources should be used to improve and expand upon the use of words: literature, oral

activities, real life experiences, sensory activities, etc.



Results, Analysis ad Interpretation, and Instructional Implications
of Central

District Holi8tic and TH& Soto

Rusult

PercentlicIlfScores for Each Ratin,Rat in

Ratio 9

3OhjectiVeS

GRADE ELEVEN

uuSTIC SCORES

L. Expressing 6.9% 40.2% 45.81 CO% 0.07,'

Feeling

2. Giving

information

7.47 29.40 47.1% 16.2% 0.0%

3. Promoting 47,0) 41.2t 4.4% O,O '4

Ideas

4. Entertaining
' 7 'YE, 40.8.'4 42,1% 7.9Z, 0. '1,

AVERAGE , 7,47,

0.07

0.0%

0.0%

1.37

44.1% 8.9! 0.0% 0.3%

Percenta- ,ores When Combine

ctiv

k Combined Combined

4 and 3 3 and 2

-----13AL14t111---5-
1. Expressing Feeling 47.1% 86.0%

2. Giving Information 36.8% 76.5%

3. Promoting Ideas 54.4% . 88.2%

4. Entertaining 48.7% 132.9%

AVERAGE 46, 8% 83.5%

*Ratings: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

Not Storable (holistically as well

as for traits)

X: Not Storable (holistically)

Si

Analysis and
Interpretation

Students performed best in promoting
ideas, objective 3(as indicated by the combined

scores of "excellQat" and
"good"), and poorest in giving

information, objective 2.
One reason for the relatively high scores on objective 3
may be that the item

was one that the
students could easilyrelate to because of the

familiarity of the topic.

Although students
performed best in

promoting ideas, thisscore (54.4%) was not very
different from the scores for'he other

three objectives.
The homogeneity of the fourscores may be

attributed to the continued instructional
emphasis on all four objectives in high school.

There were no papers that
were unsccrable (rating 0) becausethey were illegible or

incomprehensible or contained little
or no writing.

Only 0.3% of the papers were not scorable
holistically

because the authors did n)t write on the assigned
topics or

deviated markedly from the directions
provided, (These arepapers rated X. They were scored, however, for individual

traits), Entertaining, objective 4, received the most Xscum

The largest number of
papers (44.1%) for all four objectives

were given a rating of "fair," which indicates that the
qualities identified

as important for a particular writing
objective were present although

there were weaknesses and
problems which detracted from the effectiveness of the
writing. The fact that a large percentage of papers (44,4%)
was rated "fair"

(rating 2) may indicate that audience, in
addition to aim, is not stressed

sufficiently.
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o Slightly I.ess than a tenth (8.9%) of the papers were rated
"poor" (rating 1). These papers generally displayed such
weaknesses as unawareness of audience, lack of unity, lack
of imagination, trite language, and distracting errors in
the conventions of writing (spelling, punctuation, and
capitalization).

A small percentage (7.4%) of the papers was rated 4,
"excellent." This is due to the fact that papers were
rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve. These
papers were outstanding in all respects; they showed an
awareness of purpose and audience and were clear, coherent,
and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the and 3 cate --
ries (52.9%). This indicates that the writing of most
students can be considered "fair" and "good." The
potential for better writing is definitely present. More-
over, the fact that there were no 0 papers also indicates
that students are able to communicate at least some of
their ideas in writing. Scorers observed that students
did very little revising and editing. The first draft,
in most instances, was the final product.



Results

Percenta - of Scores for Each Ratinv

liblcav's

BJECTIVE #1

nun.

111111
1

Expressiveness 8, . 41.6° 45.8 °. 4.1%

: Syntax 6.9% 43.0. 41.6' 8.31

PC & C 9.77, 56.91. 2 6.9%

1BJECTIVE #2

': Organiz3tion 16.2", 44.1 °. 3 , 4.4%

Completeness/ 5.92, 41.1 38, 2. 14.7%

Relevarce

C: Spelling 22.17, 57.4% I4.7z .9.,;

JBLaIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 23.5% 51.5% 23.57. 1.5%

Position

P: Tone 11.8% 51.5Z 36.8% 0.0%

P: Organization 13.2% 50,0% 35,37 1,5%

P: Use of Support-

ing Information

7.4% 36.8 , 50.0% 5.9%

Audience*

Yes No ?

14.x1 13.2 % 72.07.

OBJECTIVE #4

P; Invention of 13,3% 49.3 % 30.7% 6 7%

Structure

F: Invention of 10.7% 40.0 % 45.3% 4,0%

Details
i

P: Wording 6.7% 32.0 % 4.0%

AVERAGE 12.0% 45.8 ' 37.0% 5.2%

*Although audience is an important consideration

for all four ablatives of writing, audience as

a trait was scored for objective 3 for the

purpose of gathering specific information

ralated to audience awareness,

TRAIT SCORES

LE11111andInterpretation

The trait with the greatest number at 4 and 3 scores for
the eleventh graders was spelling (79.5%), followed by

clearly stated position (75.0%). The trait with the

smallest number of 4 and 3 scores was wording (38.7 %).

The high score on spelling indicates the effect of

instructional emphasis on this trait. It may also indicate

that students find security in resorting to common, easy-

to-spell words. The low score on wording indicates that

students lack the necessary vocabulary to communicate

effectively to a variety of audiences to accomplish

different purposes.

0 Traits were categorized according
to their relative impor-

tance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The tertiary

traits received the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

(73.1 %), followed by the primary (55.5 %) and the secondary

(49,9%) traits. The relatively better performance on

tertiary traits indicates the effect of instructional

emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentage for each rating

(for all 13 traits) shows that the largest percentage of

papers was rated 3 (45.8%). This indicates that the level

of attainment of the traits was "good," although there

were lapses which interfered with cokiunication.

A comparison of the trait A holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores,

When the average percentages of the 4 and 3 scores on

traits were combined, the percentage of papers totaled

57,8 (as compared with the 46.8% rated 4 and 3 holisti-
cally).

0 14.7% of the papers specifically addressed
the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 13,2% failed to do so.

Scorers were unable to determine whether papers addressed

an audience for 72,0% of the papers; these papers assumed

that the reader knew who the audience was and did not

explicitly or even implicitly indicate an audience.



Panki-.,, of Trots and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

or Combined 4 and 3 Score,3

tanking ot rait-,

High to Low

i & 4

Scores
Primary Secondary Tertiary

1. Spelling 79,5% 79.5%

? Clearly Stated

Position 75.0% 75.0%

3. PC & C 66.6% 66,6%

4. lone 63.37, 63.3%

5. Organization

(ob). 43) 63,2% 63.2%

6. Invention of

Structure 62,6% 62.6%

7. Organization

(obj. #2) 60.3% 60.3%

. Invention of

Details 50.7% 50,7%

9. Expressiveness 49.9% 49.9%

0. Syntax 49.9% 49.9%

.1. Completeness/
47.07

Relevance
47.0%

.2, Use of

Supporting 44.2% , 44.2%

Information

3. Wording 38.7% 38 7%

_ .

AVERAGE 55.5%
1 _ _

49,9' 73.1%

Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information) than

in organizing papers based on logical order (required in

promoting ids).

Students scored iwest on wording (38.7%), because the

trait is related to entertaining (objective 4), the low

score may indicate a lack of development in imagery and

a lack of experience with figurative language, It may

also indicate a lack of experience with multiple meanings,

a narrow range of vocabulary, or inability to vary words

and expressions to fit a and audience,



Instructional implicntions

Continued emphasis should be given to writing for aim and audience, As much as possible, a real audience should

be addrtNsed.

Instructional time should be set aside for pre-writing activities, These activities should provide an opportunity

for studentb to examine their own feelings, share their ideas, an( earn through group dynamics how to communicate

clearly and effectively, Planning a paper should also be an important focus of pre-writing activities,

All four purposes should be taught in meaningful situations.

4. PriHlry traits should be emphasized in relation LI) each of the four purposes of writing,

5, Ti dog should be taught and encouraged; thinking as a pre-requisite to good writing should be emphasized.

6. Traits sftiuld be taught in relation to the total discourse, not in isolation.

7. Emphasis should be placed on instruction in those traits in which the students were found to be weakest: wording,

use of supporting information, completeness and relevance, syntax, and expressivpness.



ill. HAWAII DISTRICT

Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional implic lone

of Hawaii District Holistic and Trait Scores

C.RADV, FOUR

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Percenta c of Scores far Each Rating
_

Ratings*

2 1911LtlYes

I. Exprez;sin

Feelirgs

2. Giving

Information

3. Promoting

Ideas

4. Entertaining 2.7%

6.8%

32,9%

14,9%

12.2%

AVERAGE 1,71 16.7%_
Percentnp of Scar-- When Combined

Objectives

1. Expressing Feelings

2. Giving Information

3. Promoting Ideas

4, 4q111 191a_

AVERAGE

Combined

and 2

Ratings

56.31

81,6%

67.6%

*Ratings:

6.8%

34,21

17.6%

14.9%

18.4%

4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically as

well as for traits)

X: Not Scorable (holistically)

yjksIs2acition

41 The scores for the four objectives varied considerably,

indicating that all four objectives are not consistently

taught

I Students performed best in giving information, objective 2

(as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent" and

"good"), and poorest in expressing feelings, objective 1.

Some reasons for the relatively high scores on objective 2

may be that (1) the item was one that students could easily

relate to because of the commonality of the experience

(making a pc: nut butter-jelly sandwich); (2) of all four

objectives, giving information is ctobably most emphasized

in the early grades because of its importance in daily

life; (3) the task of providing information focuses on

the message (or reality) that already existsthat is,

students need not necessarily generate or create ideas

as in, for example, entertaining and promoting ideas; and

(4) the Hawaii English Program (HEP) includes practice in

giving directions.

There were no papers that were unscorable (rating 0)

because they were illegible or incomprehensible or

contained little or no' writing,

6.7% of the papers were not scorable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned topics

or deviated markedly from the directions provided,

(These are papers rated X. They were scored, however,

for individual traits.) Entertaining, objective 4,

received the most X scores.

The largest number of papers (49.7 %) for all four obj

tives were given a rating of fair," which indicates

that the qualities identified as important for a par-

tieular writing objective were present although there
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were weaknesses and problems which detrteci from the
effectiveness of the writing. The tact that large
percentage of papers was rated "fair" may indicate
that audience, in addition to aim, is not stressed
sufficiently.

Over a fourth (25.3%) of the papers were rated "poor"
(rating 1). Papers rated "poor" generally displayed
such weaknesses as unawareness of audience, lack of
unity, lack of imagination, trite language, and
distracting errors in the conventions of writing
(spelling, punctuation, and capitalization).

to A very small percentage (1.7%). cf the papers was rated
4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that papers
was rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve.
These papers were outstanding in all respects; they
showed an awareness of purpose and audience and were
clear, coherent, and effective.

A majority of papers were in the 2 and 3 categories
(63.9%). This indicates that the writing ot most
students can be considered "fair" or "good." _The
potential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that there were no 0 papers also
indicates that students are able to communicate at
least some of their ideas in writing. The scorers
observed that students did very little revising and
editing. The first draft, in most instances, was the
final product.





TRAIT SCORES

Percentao-e of

Results

cores for Each Rating_

Ratin s
4 3 2 1

1BJECITNE #1

P: Expressivene,t,s 0.0% 11.0% 65.8% 23.3%
S: Syntax 2.7 24.7% 63.1r 9.(1',

F: PCC. 6.8% 32.9% 47.9% 12.3%

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization 6.8% 52.7% 36.5% 4.0%
F: Completeness/ 8.1% 33.8% 44.6% 13.52

Relevance

T: Spelling 36.5% 40.5% 16.2% 6.8%

OBJECTIVE #3

F: Nearly S--- ed 2.8% 40.8% 46.5% 9.8%
Position

F: Tone 0.0% 16.9% 73.2% 93%
F: Organization 0.0% 18.3% 70.4% 11.3%
F: Use of Support-

ins Information
0.0 18.3% 50.7% 31.0%

_udience

Yes No

8 . % 19.7%

OBJECTIVE #4

F: Invention of 1.7% 25.0% 51.7% 21.7%
Structure

F: Invention Of 1.7% 21.7% 58.3% 18.3%
Details

F: Wordin 0.0% 11.7% 78.3% 10.0%

AVERAGE
I 5.2% 26 87 54.1% 14.0%

*Although audience is an important consideration
for all four objectives of writing, audience as
a trait was scored for objective 3 for the purpose
of gathering specific information related to
audience awareness.
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Analysis and Inter.reeation

o The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores for
the fourth graders was spelling (77.0%), followed by
organization based on chronoloWcal order (59.5%,
scored for objective 2). The trait with the smallest
number of 4 and 3 scores was expressiveness (11.0%).

Traits were categorized according ta'their relative
importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The ter-
tiary traits received the greatest number of 4 and 3
scores (58.4%), followed by the secondary (27.4%) and
tertiary (27.1%) traits. The relatively better
performance on tertiary traits indicates the effect of
instructional emphasis.

8 A comparison of the average percentage for each rating
(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest
percentage of papers was rated 2 (54.1%). This indi-
cates that the level of attainment of the traits was
"fair," although there were lapses which interfered

b communication.

A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates
that trait scores were better than holistic scores.
When the average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings on
traits were combined, the percentages of papers totaled
32.0 (as compared with the 18.4% rated 4 and 3
tically).

80.3% of the papers specifically addressed the given
audience in promoting ideas, but 19.7% failed to do so.

Students did better in organizing papers based on
chronological order (required in giving information)
than in organizing papers based on logical order
(required in promoting ideas).



Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers

for Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(High co Low) Scores Primary Secondary Tertiar

1. Spelling 77.0% 77.0%

2. Orgedization

(objective #2)

59.5% 59.5%

3. Clearly Stated

Position
43.6% 43.6%

4. Completeness/

Relevance
41.9% 41.9%

5. PC & C 39.7% 39.7%

6. Syntax 27.4% 27.4%

7. Invention of

Structure

26.7% 26.7%

8. Invention of

Details
23.4% 23.4%

9. Organization

(objective #3)

18.3% 18.3%

O. Use of Support-

ing Information
18.3% 18.3%

1. Tone 16,9% 16.9%
i

2. Wording 11.7% 11.7%

3. Expressiveness 11.0% 11.0%

AVERAGE 27.1% . 27.4% 58.4%

9 5

Students scored lowest on expressiveness (11.0%).

Because this trait is related to expressing feelings

(objective 1), the low score may indicate a lack of

development in expressing personal feelings clearly

and vividly and a lack of experience with figurative
language. It may also indicate a lack of experience

with multiple meanings which convey fresh and ori:inal

ideas, a narrow range of vocabulary, or inability to
vary words and expressions fir aim and audience.



Instructional Imaicatlors=

Students should he taught from the early grades to write for all four objectives
in meaningful situations.

Writing activities should capitalize on the interests and expriences of students.

Student assignments should be functional, i.e., based on student interests and the need to comaewith a special reader.

4. Students should be given opportunitie
be creative and inventive in their id
encouraged.

as

express their feelings freely, use their imaginations, c:nd
.

Discussions as well as sensory experiences should be

5. Different levels of thinking should be deliberately de _oped as a pre-requisite to good writing.

6. Teachers should teach writing systematically by teaching how to pre-write, write, revise, rewrite andedit.

7. Students should be given many opportunities to develop the skills in which this study has shown theyare weak:

a. Using words that are vivid, precise, and appropriate.
b. Maintaining unity and coherence through the use of a consistent tone, a consistent point ofview, and appropriate transitions.
c. Planning papers based on logical order.
d. Selecting details that are relevant and selecting_ supporting

information that is relevant andconvincing.

8. The primary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing.

9. All traits should be taught in relation to purpose, to audience, and to the total effect of the paper,not in isolation; evaluation of student writing should give primary consideration to the whole pieceof writing (holistic evaluation).

Students should be given opportunities to strengthen their control over syntax by combining sentences,moving their parts, using a variety of modifiers (adjectives,
phrases, and clauses), and using varioussentence lengths.

11. Teachers and students should participate in preparing to write and writing jointly by practicing theskills that have been identified as deficient.

9i



Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Implications

of Hawaii District Holistic and Trait Scores

Results

Percentage of Seer for Each Ratin

GRADE EIGHT

HOLISTIC SCORES

Ob ectives

Ratin s

4 3 2

1. Expressing 4.1% 13.5% 60.8% 16.2% .0% 5.4%

Feelings

2. Giving 3.9% 32.9% 36.8% 23.7% .0% 2.6%
Information

3. Promoting O. 28.8% 46.6% 24.7% .0% 0.0%

Ideas

4. Entertaining 2.7% 30.1% 45.2% 21.9% .0% 0.0%

AVERAGE 2.7% 26.3% 47.4% 21.6% .0% 2.0%

Percenta e of Scores When Combined

Combined Combined

4 and 3 3 and 2

Objectives Ratin _s Ratin

1. Expressing Feelings

2. Giving Information

3. Promoting Ideas

4, Entertainin

AVERAG]

17.6%

36.8%

28.8%

32.8%

29.0%

74.3%

69.7%

75.4%

75.3%

*Ratings: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically as well

as for traits)

X: Not Scorable (holistically)

Analysis and Interpretation

o Students performed best in giving information, objective

2 (as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent"

and "good"), and poorest in expressing feelings,

objective 1.

o There was no paper teat was unscorable (rating 0) because

it was illegible or incomprehensible or contained little

or no writing. The total number of 0 papers was only

one (out of 1,985 papers) for all three grades.

2% of the papers were not scorable holistically because

the authors did not write on the assigned topics or

deviated markedly from the directions provided. (These

are papers rated X. They were scored, however, for

individual traits.)

The largest number of papers (47.4%) for all four

objectives were given a rating of "fair," which indicates

that the qualities identified as important for a parti-

cular writing objective were present although there were

weaknesses and problems which detracted from the

effectiveness of the writing. The fact that over'half

of the papers were rated "fair" may indicate that audi-

ence, in addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

As compared with the fourth grade scores, the percentage

of upper scores (4 and 3) for the eighth grade increased

from 18.4% (grade 4) to 29.0% (grade 8).



Moreover, fewer papers (21.6%) were rated "poor" as
compared with the fourth grade (25.3%), indicating that
students are improving. However, some of the weak-
nesses evidenced by fourth graders still persisted:
unawareness of audience, lack of vivid use of language
and details, and use of incorrect information and weak
supporting evidence.

A very small percentage (2.7%) of the papers was rated
4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that papers
were rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve.
These papers were outstanding in all respects; they
showed an awareness of purpose and audience and were
clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (73.7%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that there were no papers rated 0
also indicates that students are able to communicate
at least some of their ideas in writing. The scorers
observed that students did very little revising and
editing. The first draft, in most instances, was the
final product.



Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Rati

Ratings

Ob'ectives 4

OBJECTIVE #1

F: Expressiveness 4.3% 27.1% 54.3% 14.3%

S: Syntax 5.7% 38.6% 40.0% 15.7%

T; PC & C 11.4% 38.6% 35.7% 14.3%

OBJECTIVE #2

F: Organization 27.0% 40.5% 28.4% 4.1%

F: Completeness/ 9.5% 25.7% 39.2% 25.7%

Relevance

T: Spelling 48.6% 33.8% 12.2% 5.4%

OBJECTIVE #3

P. Clearly Stated 4.1% 50.7% 34.2% 11.0%

Position

F: Tone 2.7% 15.1% 75.3% 6.8%

P: Use of Support-

ing Information

1.4% 23.3% 42.5% 32.9%

_-
Audience*

Yes No

18.5% 81.5%

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of 8.2% 42.5% 38.4% 11.0%

Structure

P: Invention of 8.2% 19.2% 56.3% 16.4%

Details

F: Wording 1.4% 9.6% 60.8% 8.2%

AVERAGE 10.3% 29.5% 45.5% 14.7%

TRAIT SCORING

*Although audience is an important consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience as a trait

was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering

specific information related to audience awareness.

G'

Analysis and Interpretation

o Like their fourth crate counterparts, the eighth

graders scored best in spelling 92.4%) and organization

in giving information (67.5%).

The greatest problems seem to be with wording, invention

of details, tone, organization when promoting ideas,

expressiveness, completeness/relevance, and use of

supporting information. In addition, it is puzzling

that writing to an audience in grades 8 and 11 completely

reverses '..self from 80.3 19.7 (grade 4) to 18.5 - 81.5

(grade 8) to 7.6 - 92.4 (grade 11).

Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4 and 3

scores (66.2%), followed by the secondary (44.3%) and

primary (34.1%) traits. The relatively better perform-

ance on tertiary traits indicates the effect of

instructional emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentage for each rating

(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest

percentage of papers was rated 2 (45.5%). This indicates

that the level of attainment of the traits was "fair,"

although there were lapses which interfered with

communication.

A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores.

When the average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings on

traits were combined, the percentage of papers totaled

39.8 (as compared the 29.0% rated 4 and 3

holistically).

o Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order ;requited in giving information)

than in organizing 74,pers based on logical order



Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(Hi:h to Low)

1. S ellin!

2. Organization

ob #2

& 4

Scores

8 .4

67.5%

Primer Secondar Tertian

12,4

67.5%

3. Clearly Stated

Position

54.8% 54.8%

_.

4. Invention of

Structure

50.7% 50.7%

. PC & C 50 .0% 50.0%

6. Syntax 44.3% 44.3%

7. Completeness/

Relevance

8. Ex.ressiveness

35.1%

31.41

35.1%

31, 4

9. Invention of

Details

27.4% 27.4%

10. Use of Support-

ins Information

24.7% 24.7%

11. Organization

(obj. # )

12. Tone

20.6%

17.81

20.6%

17.8%

13. Wording 11.0% 11.0%

AVERAGE 34.1% 44.3% 66.2%
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(required in promoting ideas). This finding seems to

be directly related to data obtained from teachers

about current practices in writing instruction which

indicated that the relationship between writing and

thinking is not consistently emphasized.

Students scored lowest on wording (11.0%). Because

this trait is related to entertaining (objective 4),

the low score may indicate a lack of development in

imagery and a lack of experience with figurative

language, It may also indicate a lack of experience

with multiple meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary,

or inability to vary words and expressions to fit aim

and audience.
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Instructional 1m lications

Writing to all four purposes should be systematically taught with special attention to expressing
feelings and promoting ideas.

2. Writing assignments should be explicitly directed to specific audiences.

The entire process of writing should be systematically taught: pre - writing, writing, revising,

rewriting and editing.

4. Small group and class activities should be organized to practice revising the writing with special

emphases in wording, invention of details, use of support information, organization when promoting
ideas, tone, completeness, and expressiveness.

5. Writing for the various purposes and for various audiences should be integrated in all English

courses as well as in other courses such as social studies, science, and health.

6. Initially, writing should be based on student interest and experiences.

cr,

The primary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing.

Thinking skills should be consistently taught in relation to writing, especially in organizing

papers, determining supporting evidence, and selecting details. Thinking skills should be emphasized
in relation to purpose and audience.

9. Traits should be taught in relation to the whole piece of writing, not in isolation,

J4-

10. A variety of resources should be used to improve and expand upon the use of words: literature, oral
activities, real life experiences, sensory activities, etc.

177
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Results, Analysis
and Interpretation,

and Instructional
Implicationsof Hawaii

District Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE ELEVEN

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Ratin-

Ratin s*
Ob ectives

1. Expressing

Feelings

2, Giving

Information

3 Promoting

Ideas

Fr3 4. Entertaining

4

AVERAGE

0.0%

1.6%

6.1%

3.1%

2.7%

46,1%

34,3%

33.3%

24.6%

346%

1 0

40.O%13.8%

45.3%

43,8%

43.1%

43.0%

17.2%

16.7%

23.1%

17,7%

Percentage of Scores When Combined

Combined Combined

4 and 3 3 sod 2
Ob ectives

Ratings_ Ratings

1, Expressing Feelings 46.1% 86.1%
2, Giving Information 35,9% 79,6%
3. Promoting Ideas 39.4% 77.1%
4, Entertaining

27.1% 67.7%

1.6% 0.0%

.0% 0.0%

0% 6.2%

.4% 1.6%

*a
ings; 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fait

1; Poor

0: Not Scorable
(holistically

as well as for traits)

X: Not Scorable
(holistically)
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A2aasj1211Inter&t41911

e Students performed best in expressing feelings,
objective 1, (as

"good ")

by the combined scores of
"excellent" and "good") and poorest in entertaining,
objective 4.

6.2% of the papers were not written on the assigned
topic or deviated from the directions ("X" scores); all
of these papers were for

entertaining, objective 4.

The largest
percentage of papers (43.0%) was rated

"fair," This large number is similar to those for
grades 4 and 8,

s 1,6% of the papers were illegible
or incomprehensible

for giving information. This is the only grade (and
objective) for which

papers were rated "O."

0 There is a marked
improvement from grades 8 to 11 in

expressing feeling (17.6% to 46.1%)
when scares of

"excellent" and "good" are combined. The improvement
for promoting ideas (28.8% to 39,4%) is also good.
But scores for the other two objectives show a slight
decrease.

4 Slightly less than a fifth (17.7%) of the papers were
rated "poor" (rating 1). These papers generally
displayed such weaknesses as unawareness of audience,
lack of unity, lack of imagination,

trite language, and
distracting errors in the conventions

of writing

(spelling, punctuation, and capitalization) .
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A very small percentage (2.7%) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that

papers were rated against an ideal standard, not on a
curve. These papers were outstanding in all respects;

they showed an awareness of purpose and wxlience and

were clear- coherent, and effective.

to A large majority of the papers were In the 2 and 3

categories (77.6%). This indicates that the writing

of most students can be considered "fair" and "good.'

The potential for better write is definitely present.

Moreover, the fact that the number of 0 papers was very
minimal also indicates that students are able to

communicate at least some of their ideas in writing.

Scorers observed that students did very little revising
and editing. The first draft, in most instances, was
the final product.



Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Rating

Ratin s

Ob'ecti

P: Expressiveness

5: Syntax

T: PC & C

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization

Completeness/

Relevance

T: Spelling

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated

Position

P: Tone

F: Organization

F: Use of Support-

__ 411110atim

1.5%

0,0%

0.0%

12,7%

3.2%

23.8%

19,7%

7,6%

7.6%

6.1%

44.6%

52.3%

64.6%

49,2%

31,7%

50.8%

51.5%

31.8%

31.8%

31.8%

Audience*

Yes Ni

41.5%

35 3

27.6%

28.6%

42.9%

20.6%

22.7%

37.9%

37.9%

37.9%

12.3%

12.3%

7.6%

9.5%

22.2%

4.8%

6.1%

22,7%

22,7%

24.2%

7,6% 9.1

OBJECTIVE #4

P; Invention of 3.3% 36.1%

Structure

P: Invention of 4,9% 27.9%

Details

1
41.5

AVERAGE 7.1% 41.5%

3,3%

39.3%

45.9%

TRAIT SCORES

dal send Interpretation

0 The highest trait scores were in spelling, clearly

stated position,
punctuation, organization based on

chronological order, syntax, and tone. The remaining
traits were scored low, which follows the trend of the

previous two grades.
Evidently, the primary traits

are not systematically
taught or practiced.

Traits were categorized
according to their relative

importance as primary,
secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4 and
3 scores (69.2%), followed by the secondary (52,3%)

and the primary 43.9%) traits. The relatively better

performance on tertiary traits indicates the effect of

instructional emphasis.

0 A comparison of the
average percentage for each rating

(for all thirteen
traits) shows that the largest percent-

age of papers was rated 3 (41.5%).
This indicates that

the level of attainment of the traits was "good,"

although there were lapses which interfered with

communication.

r A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores.

21.3%
s Students did better in

organizing papers based on

chronological order (required In giving information)

21.3% than in organizing
papers based on logical order

(required in promoting ideas).

36.5% 14.9%

36.5% 14.9%

*Although audience is an important
consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience as a trait.

was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering

specific information related to audience awareness.

iii

4 Students scored lowest on wording. Because this trait

is related to entertaining (objective 4), the low score
may indicate a lack of

development in imagery and a

lack of experience
with figurative language. It may

also indicate a lack of experience with multiple

meanings, a narrow range of yocabulary, or inability

to vary words and expressions to fit aim and audience.
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers
for Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits
(High to Low)

3 & 4
Scores Primary Secondary Tertiary

74.6%1. Spelling 74.6%

2. Clearly Stated
Position

71.2% 71.2%

3. PC & C 64.6% 64.6%

4. Organization
(obj. #2)

61.9% 61.9%

Syntax 52.3% 52.3%

6. Tone 5 ©.0% 0.0

7. Expressiveness 46.1% 46.1%

8. Organization
(ob #3)

39.4% 39.4%

9. Invention of
Structure

39.4% 39.4%

O. Use of Support-
ing Information

37.9% 37.9%

1. Completeness/
Relevance

34.9% 34.9%

2. Invention of
Details

32.8% 32.8%

3. Wording 26.2% 26.2%

AVERAGE 43.9% 52.3% 69.2%
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Ins
11:;a_tions

1. The four purposes of writing should be continued to be taught in meaningful
situations, i,e in

all subjects where writing is required,

Every assignment should be clearly directed to an audience for specific purposes.

As much time and effort should be spent on preparing
to write and

evaluative feedback as on the
writing of the

assignment.

4. The process of writing
should be

systematically taught, including
pre-writing, writing, revising,rewriting, and editing,

5 Much practice should be provided students in the assessed
weaknesses, especially planning the struc-

ture and
organization, selecting the relevant details, using

appropriate words, and developingcoherence by
maintaining details,

using appropriate words, and
developing coherence by maintaininga consistent tone and cohesiveness

through appropriate
transitions. Perhaps like

"Sustained Silent
Reading," schools should

install "Sustained Silent Man " (SSW).

Especially it the
upper grades, thinking

through the writing assignment should be 1'one in pre-writingexercises before every assignment.
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IV, HONOLULU DISTRICT

Results, Analysis end Interpretation, and Instructional Implications

of Honolulu District Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE FOUR

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Obi ective

1. Expressing

Feeling

2. Giving

Information

3. Promoting

Ideas

51.9% 34.2%

6.3%

1.3%

316%

8.9%

53.2%

60.8%

8.9%

26.6%

4. Entertaining 0,0% 16.5% 48.1 27.8% 0.0%

AVERAGE 1.9% 16.8% 53.5% 24.4% '3

Percents of St res When Combined

Combined

3 and 2

Ratings

62,0%

84,8%

69.7%

64.5%

70.3

Obi ectives

1. Expressing Peeling

2. Giving Information

3. Promoting Ideas

4. Entertalnin

AVERAGE

Combined

n. 3

Ratings

10.1%

37.9%

10.2%

16.5%

18.7%
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4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically as well a

for traits)

X: Not Scorable (holistically)

Analysis and Inter retation

s The scores for the four objectives varied considerably,

indicating that all four objectives are not con-

sistently taught.

I Students performed best in giving information,

objective 2 (as indicated by the combined scares of

"excellent" and "good"), and poorest it expressing

feelings, objective 1. Some reasons for the relatively

high scores on objective 2 may be that (1) the item

was one that students could easily relate to because

of the commonality of the experience (making a peanut

butter-jelly sandwich); (2) of all four Objectives,

giving information is probably most emphasiied in the

early grades because of its importance in daily life;

(3) the task of providing information focuses on the

message (or reality) that already Rises-that is,

students need not necessarily generate or create

ideas as in, for example, entertaining and promoting

ideas; and (4) the Hawaii English Program (HEP)

includes practice in giving directions.

i Only one'out of 814 papers was unscotable (r

because it was illegible or incomprehensible or

contained little or no writing,

3.2% of the papers were not scorable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned

topics or deviated markedly from the directions

provided. (These were papers rated X. They were

scored, however, for individual traits.)

Entertaining, objective 4, received the most X

scores.
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The largest number of papers (53.5%) for all four
objectives were given a rating of "fair;' which
indicates that the qualities identified as important
for a particular writing objective were present
although there were weaknesses and problems which
detracted from the effectiveness of the writing. The
fact that a_large percentage of papers (53.5%) was
rated "fair" (rating 2) may indicate that audience,
in addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

Slightly less than a fourth (24.4%) of the papers were
rated "poor" (rating 1). Papers rated "poor"
generally displayed such weaknesses as unawareness
of audience, lack of unity, lack of imagination,
trite language, and distracting errors in the conven
tions of writing (spelling, punctuation, and
capitalization).

A very small percentage (1.9%) of the papers was rated
4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that papers
were rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve.
These papers were outstanding in all respects; they
showed an awareness of purpose and audience and
were clear, coherent, and effective.

e A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (70.3%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely
present. Moreover, the fact that the number of 0 papers
was very minimal also indicates that students were able
to communicate at least some of their ideas in
writing. The scorers observed that students did very
little revising and editing. The first draft, in most
instances, was the final product.
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Pe centag

Results

f Scor for Each Ratit

Ob.'ectives
--___IEiglas___
4 2 1

OBJECTIVE #1

P: Expressiveness 0.0% 13.2% 60.5% 26.3%

S: Syntax 2.6% 27.6% 63.2% 6.6%

T: PC & C 6.6% 38.2% 43.4% 11.8%

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization 13.9% 49.4% 34.2% 2.5%

P: Completeness/ 11.4% 30.4% 50.6% 7.6%

Relevance

T: Spelling 40.5% 41.8% 15,2% 2.5%

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 3.9% 31.2% 50.6% 14.32

Position

P: Tone 1.3% 10.4% 77.9% 10.4%

P: Organization O. 10.4% 75.3% 14.3%

P Use of Support- 0.0%

ins Information
10,0% 67.5% 22.1%

Audience*

des No

72.7 27.3%

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of 2.7% 28.9% 49.3% 19.2%

Structure

P: Invention of 1.4% 13.7% 63.0% 21.9%

Details

P: Wordin 1.4% 12.3% 69.9% 16.4%

AVERAGE 6.6% 24.5% .55,4% 13.5%
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TRAIT SCORES

Analysis and Interpretation

The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores for the

fourth graders was spelling (82.3%), followed by organization

based on chronological order (63.3%,scored for objective 2).

The traits with the smallest number of 4 and 3 scores were

organization based on logical order (10.4 %, :scored for'obiec-

the 3) and use of supporting information (10.0%),

e Traits were categorized according to their relative importance

as primary, secondary, tertiary. The tertiary traits

deceived the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores (63.6%),

followed by the secondary (30.2%) and primary (22.7%) traits,

The relatively better performance on tertiary traits indicates

the effect of instructional emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentages for each rating (for

all thirteen traits) shows that the largest percentage of

pap_ers was rated 2 (55.4%). This indicates that the level

of attainment of the traits waslair," although there were

lapses which interfere with communication.

A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates that

trait scores were better than holistic scores, when the

average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings on traits were

combined, the percentage, f papers totaled 31,1% (as compared

with the 18,7% rated 4 and 3 holistically).

72.7% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 27.3% failed to do so,

I Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information) than in

organizing papers based on logical order (required in

promoting ideas).

*Although audience is an important consideration for all four

objectives of writing, audience as a trait was scored for

objective 3 for the purpose of gathering specific information

related to audience awareness.
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Ranking of Traits and percents., of Papers for

Primary, secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(High to Low)

3 & 4

Scores Primary Secondary Tertiary

1. S ellini - _ 2 ,

'
2.

2. Organization

Ob.. #2

63.3% 63.3%

PC & C 44.87. 44.8%

4. Completeness/

Relevance

41.8% 41.8%

5. Clearly Stated

Position

35.1% 35.1%

. Invention of

Structure

31.6% 31.6%

7. Syntax

..,-,.......-

30.2%

15.1%

30,2%_

8. Invention of

Details

15.1%

9. Vording 13.77. 13.7%__

10, Expressiveness
---_

13.2% 13.2%

11. Tone 11.7% 11.7%

12. Organization

Ob.. #3

10.4% 10.4%

.45=P=......11.*

13. Use of

SuTportin Info

10.4% 10.4%

AVERAGE 24.6% 30.2% 63.67.
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Students scored lowest both on organization, objective

3, and use of supporting information. Because both

traits were related to promoting ideas, objective 3,

the low scores may indicate that students lacked

experiences in (1) organizing information in a logical

order; (2) in selecting details that were relevant and

convincing and (3) in writing for a specific audience.

0 A comparison of trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores on the whole were better than

holistic scores. This finding supports an earlier

conc ision that instructional emphasis was greater

on traits than on complete discourse.
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Instructional implications

Students should continue to write for all four objectives in meaningful situations.

Writing activities should capitalize on the interests and experiences of students,

3. The communication function of writing should be emphasized, and writing should be done for a variety of
audiences for specific purposes.

4. Students should be given opportunities to express their feelings freely, use their imaginations, and be
creative and inventive in their ideas. Discussions as well as sensory experiences should be encouraged,

5. Different levels of thinking should btl deliberately' developed as prerequisite to good writing.

6 The entire process of writing should be sy tematically taught:
pre-writing writing, revising, rewriting,

and editing.

Students should be given many opportunities to develop the skills in which this study has shown they are
weak:

05 a. Using words that are vivid, precise, and appropriate.

b. Maintaining unity and coherence nrough the use of a consistent tone, a consistent point of view, and
appropriate transitions.

Planning papers based on logical order.

Selecting details that are relevant and selecting supporting:inforMation
that is relevant and convincing.

8. The primary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing.

All traits shouldletaught in relation to purpose, to audience, and to the total effect of the par*
in isolation; evaluation of student writing should give primary consielation to the whole piece of
writing (holistic evaluation) .

10. Students should be given opportunities to strengthen their control over syntax by combining sentences,
moving their parts, using a variety of modifiers (adjectives, phrases, and clauses), and using various
sentence lengths.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Impli at

of Honolulu District Holistic and Trait Scores

Results

Per_centa e of Scores f Ratin

GLADE EIGHT

HOLISTIC SCORES

Han:
hi t` e 2

1. Expressing 5.3% 26.7% 52.0% 13.3 %4 .0% 2.7%
Feeling

2, Giving

Information

1.4% 21.4% 51.4% 25.7% 0.0% 0.0%
!

1

3. Promoting 0 32,8% 50.0% 14.1% 0.0% 3.17
Ideas

4, ]ntertainin 1.5% 33.3% 50.0% 13.6% 0.0%_ 1.5;

AVERAGE 2.0% 28.5% 50.8% 16.7% 0.0% 1.8

Ferceptage of Scores AhenCombined

Combined Combined

4 and 3 3 and 2

Ob actives Retinas Ratin s

Expressing Rein
2. Giving Informatio

3. Promoting Ideas

4. Entertainir

32.0%

22.8%

32.8%

34.8%

78.7%

72.8%

82.8%

*Ratings: 4: Excellent
3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically

for traits)

. Not S arable (holistically)
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well as

Analysie and inter retation

o Students performed best in entertaining, objective
4 (as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent
and "good"); and poorest in giving information)
objective 2; however, the scores for all four objec-
tives were not

significantly different. This may
indicate that, by the eighth grade, students have
been given practice In writing for all four pur-

poses.

Scores for the eighth graders far objective 2,

providing information,
were lower than those for

fourth graders. This is most probably due to the
weaknesses of the assessment item itself. Scorers
all agreed that the information provided students
was not sufficient;

moreover, students in the eighth
grade are not very familiar with driving and thus

were unable to describe an accident clearly.

There was no paper that was unscorable
(rating 0)

because of illegibility
or incomprehensibility or

because it contained little or no writing.

e 1.8% of the papers were not Bearable holistically
because the authors did not write on the assigned

topics or deviated markedly from the directions
provided. (These were papers rated X. They were

scored, however, for individual traits.) Promoting
ideas, objective 3, received the most X scores.
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The largest number of papers (50.8%) for all four
objectives were given a rating of "fair," which
indicates that the qualities identified as important
for a particular writing objective were present
although there were weaknesses and problems which
detracted from the effectiveness of the writing.
The fact that over half of the papers were rated
"fair" may indicate that audience, in addition to
aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

As compared with the fourth-grade scores, the per-
centage of upper scores (4 and 3) for the eighth
grade increased from 18.7% (grade 4) to 30.6%
(grade 8).

Moreover, fewer papers (16.7%) were rated "poor".
as compared with the fourth grade (24.7%), in-
dicating that students were improving. However,
some of the weaknesses evidenced by fourth graders
still persisted: unawareness of audience, lack of
vivid use of language and details, and use of
incorrect information and weak supporting evidence.

A very small, percentage (2.0%) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent." This was due to the fact
that papers were rated against an ideal standard,
not on a curve. These papers were outstanding in
all respects; they showed an awareness of purpose
and audience and were clear, coherent, and effec-
tive.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (79.4%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely
present. Moreover, the fact that there were no 0
papers also indicates that students were able to
communicate at least some of their ideas in writing.
The scores observed that students did very little
revising and editing. The first draft, in most
instances, was the final product.
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TRAIT SCORES

Results

PercentagjesforEachRatj

aut..
b ectives

OECTIYE #1

Expressiveness 5.5% 35.6Y, 52.1% 6.8%

Syntax 5.5% 43.8% 35.6% 15.1%

:: PC & C 6.8% 41.7% 37.0% 15.1%

)BJECTIVE #2

?: Organization 24,3% 48.6% 18.6% 8.6%

?: Completeness/ 4.37. 18.6% 52.9% 24.3%

Relevance

; Spelling 48.6% 38.6% 10.0% 2,9%

DEJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 4.8% 53.2% 32.37 9.7%

Position

P: Tone 6,5% 21.07. 59,7% 12.9%

P: Organization 4.8% 21.0% 59.77. 14.57,

P: Use of Support-

ing Information

3.2% 24.2% 56.57. 16.1%

Au ience

Yes No ?

17.7% 82.3% 0

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of 10.8% 41.5% 38.5% 9.2t,

Structure

P: Invention of 9.2% 32.3% 47.77. 10.8%

Details

y: ...lszlisa....._15% 21.5% 61.57, 15.4 %

AVERAGE 10.4% 33,9% 43.27, 12.47

*Although audience is an important consideration

for all four objectives of writing, audience as a

trait was scored for objective 3 for the purpose

of gathering specific information related to

audience awareness.
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The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores for
the eighth graders was spelling (83.3%), followed by

organization based on chronological order (63.3% scored

for objective 2). The trait with the smallest number of
4 and 3 scores was use of supporting information (10.4%).

Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The tertiary

traits received the greatest umber of 4 and 3 scores

(64.1%), followed by the secondary (30,2%) and primary

(24.67.) traits, The relatively better performance on

tertiary traits indicates the effect of instructional

emphasis.

o A comparison of ':he average percentage for each rating

(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest per-

centage of papers was rated 2 (43.2%). This indicates

that the level of attainment of the traits was "fair,"

although there were lapses which interfered with cormuni-

nation.

i A comparison of the trait and holistic
scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores. when

the average percentages of tie 4 and 3 ratings on traits

were combined, the percentage of papers totaled 44.3% (as

compared with the 30.7% rated 4 and 3 holistically),

a 17.7% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 82.3% failed to do so.

Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information) than

in organizing papers based on logical order (required in

promoting ideas). This finding seams to be directly

related to the data obtained from teachers about current

practices in writing instruction, which indicated that the

relationship between writing and thinking is not consistently

emphasized.
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Priury, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

anking of Traits

(high to Low)

S, elfin

2, Organization

---1,D------(°b'?
Clearly Stated

3i Position

3 & 4 Primary

Scores

87.2%

Secondary Tertiary

87,2%

72.9% 72.9%

58 0

4. Invention of 52.3%

Structure

52.3%

Syntax 49.3% 49.3%

......-

47.9%
6. PC&C 47.9%

Invention of

Details 41.5% 41.5%

8. Expressiveness 41.1% 41.1%

Tone 27.5 27.5%

Use of Support4

10. in Information 27,4%

----..

27.4%

Organization

11. (Ob #3) 25.8% 25.8%

12. Wording 23.0% 23.0%

13. Completeness

Relevance 22.92 22.9%

AVERAGE 39.2% 49.3% 67.5%

4 Students scored lowest on completeness and

relevance, followed very closely by wording.
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1nstruct_ional Implications

1. Students should continue to write for all four objectives in meaningful situations,

2. Writing activities should capitalize on the interests and experiences of students.

The communication function of writing should be emphasized, and writing should be done for a variety of
audiences for specific purposes,

Students should be given opportunities to express their eelings freely, use their imaginations, and be
creative and inventive in their ideas. Discussion as well as sensory experiences should be encouraged.

Si Different levels of thinkin should be deliberateli developed as pretregnisiteto good writing.

6. The entire process of writing should be systematically taught: pre-writing, writing, revising, writing,
and editing.

Students should be ven many opportunities to develop the skills in which this study has shown they are
weak:

Using words that are vivid precise, and appropriate.

Maintaining unity and coherence through the uie of a consistent tone,

appropriate transitions.

Planning papers bosed,on logics', order.

selecting details that are relevant and.selecting, eupportircinformation'thans relevant and convincing

The primary traits should be syetemitieellyteught in ;elation to the four purposes of writing.

9. All traits. shoOld.bktiUghtiirteletion.Wpurpose,.taiendience4 andlo.theltotal-effeetibf thelaper

imgotioo;:aoliotion of studint*iting should give primary tonsideration to the whole piece of

0144 (holistic *4411tion),.

onsistent point of view, and

ituilentlibonidle.gilienonportnnitin tustringthentheir ontrolovetlYntax by- combining:

moVing:theirlart4'using4verietrefindifiersedjectiv phrases, andileusta),. alid.ning-veriout.
sentence 'lengths;

ri 1'2

OA aFie rd

12

not-



Results, Analysis andInterpretationi'at&Ttstructional
ImOlitationa

Of Honolulu District HolisticendTrait Scores

GRADEilEVEN'

..HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Percentage of scores

7-1t1-Ains*3 2 1

1. Expressing

Feeling

2. Giving

Information

3 Promoting

Ideas

4. Entertaining

X

1.6%

1.9%

6,2%

1

48.3%

33.3%

37.5%

9.3%

AVERAGE 2 8% 39,6%

percentage of

41.61i 6. 0.0% 1.6%

40.7% 22.2% 0.0% 1.9%

43.8% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0%

36.1% 16.47. 0.0% 6.6%

40.6% 14.4% 0.0% 2.5%

gyres When Combined

Combined

4 and 3

Objectives Ratin s

1. Expressing Feeling 49.9%

2. Giving Information 35.2%

3. Promoting-Ideas 43.7%

4. 'Entertaining

AVERAGE

Combined

3 and 2

Ratin s

89.9%

74.0%

81.3%

75.4%

%am!: . Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not scorsble (holistically as well as

for traits)

R Not Scorable (holistically)

Analysis and

0 Students performed best in expressing feelings,

objective 1 (as indicated by the combined scores of

"excellent" and "good"), and the poorest in giving

information, objective 2. One-reasolfer the

relatively high scores on objective 1 may be that

the item was one that the students could easily

relate to becaUse of the familiarity of the topic.

le Although students performed beat in expressing

feelings, .the score (49.9%) was not very different

SI° theJOorealtir:theitherithrecobjictiyes;. The

homogeneity of the four scores may be attributed to

the continued instructional emphasis on all four

objectives in high school.

Than was nolaper-that was.uns orable (rating.0)

because of -rehensibilityior

because it contained little or no writing.

..1.$ of the papers.were not scorable holistically

beet00e ti*enthersdid-ilot write on the assigned

twits or divieted *idly froi the direetioe

prOvided, (These were:OsOare rated R. They were

scoridi.howeveri for Individdsl,traits

Promoting ideas, objective 3, received the most

X scores.

i The largest number of papers (40.6%) for all four

objectives were given A rating of. "fair:' which

indicates that the qualities identified as important

for a particular writing objective were present

although there were staknegies and problems which



detracted from the effectiveness of the writing. The
fact that a large percentage of papers (40.67) was
rated "fair" (rating 2) may indicate that audience,
in addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

Slightly. less than a fifth (15.4) of the papers
were rated "poor" (rating 1). These papers generally
displayed such weaknesses as unawareness of audience,
lack of unity, lack of imagination, trite language,
and distracting errors in the conventions of writing
(spelling, punctuation, and capitalization).

A very small percentage (2.8) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent." This was due to the fact that
papers were rated against an ideal standard, not on
a curve. These papers were outstanding in all
respects; they showed an awareness of purpose and
audience and were clear, coherent, and effective.

s A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (80.1%) . This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" and "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that there were no.0 papers also
indicates that students were able to communicate at
least some of their ideas in writing. Scorers observed
that students did very little revising and editing. The
first draft, in most instances, was the final product.
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Welts

-.JAFS2.----.."
Stalivg------4.1112.1.1.-:

----Attits

OBJECTIVE #i

P: Expressiveness 5.0% 44.0% 47.4% 3.3%

8: Syntax 5.0% 47.4% 40.6% 6.7%

T: PC & C 8.4% 59.3% 27.1% 5.0%

OBJECTIVE 02

P: Organization 17.0% 43.4% 30.2% 9.4%

P: ComP lateness/ 3.8% 37.7% 41.5% 17.0%

Relevance

7: Spelling 34.0% 49.1% 17.0% 0.0%

OBJECTIVE, #3

P Clearly Stated 6.2% 47.9% 37.5% 8.3%

Position

P: Tone 4.2% 37.5% 54.2% 4.2%

P Organization 6.29, 33.3% 45.8% 14.6%

P: Use of Supporting 4.2% 27.1% 52.1% 16.7%

Information

Audience

Yes Na
.

6.2% 813% 85.4%

OBJECTIVE 04

P: Invention of 3.5% 32.6% 24.6% 19.3%

Structure

P; Invention of 5.3% 36.8% 43.8% 14.0%

Details

Nordin 3.5 26.3,_ 4.4, 1 .

AVERAGE 9.7%

*Although audience is ortant consideration

halyiksiktemstas

o The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores for

the eleventh graders was spelling (83.1%), followed by

punctuation, capitalization and conventions (67.7%). Thi

trait with the smallest number of 4 and 3 scores was

wording (29.8%). The high score an spelling indicates

the effect of instructional emphasis on this trait. It

may also indicate thatAtOdents'fied Sedulity in

resorting to common, easy-to-spell words. The low

) score on wording indicates that students lack the necee

ssrY vocabulary to comnieate effectively to a variety

of audiences to accomplish' different purposes.

i Traits were,categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4 and

3 scores (75.4%), followed by the secondary (52.4%)

and primary (44.62),tyaits, The 'relatively better

performance on tertiary traits indicate the effect of

instructional emphasis.

A comparison of the averagelercentage for eSch rating

(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest per-

centage of Papers was rated j! (55.4%). This indicates

that theleval of attainment of the traits was "fair,"

although there were lapses which interfered with

communication.

e A comparison of-thetrait and helistio scores

indidates thatLelthough.trait scores were better than

holistic scoria, the.differeace was not Very .gr it

(44.3% holistic and 32.4%'tTaite),

6.40f the Papers !pacifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas; but 8.3% failed to do so.

1 'Scorers were,#ableto deter4ne *ether pipers.

addreaaidan andWee I fet,0$.4% of .the Pepe;e; these

papers.: asOmed that the reader (knew who the audience

was and did not explicitly'. or.. even implicitly indicate

an audience.

all four objectives of writing ienceis a trait'

was scored for objective ,3 for the purpose of gather-

gapecific information related to audience awareness.

13



Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

Hi h tc low

3 &_4_

Scores Primer Seconder Tertia

UpdiLL.-

Pe 6 C

Organization

---Ob 0.A------

H2LL121_,..7.

67.77.

60,4%

67.7%

60.4%

Invention of

Structure

56.1% 56.1%

5, Clearly Stated

Position_

54.1% 54.1%

LIBIE-----,

":""i°n1.S.---------j---k2----------%

8. Invention of

Details

42.1% 43,1%

Tone_..._ 41 7 41.7%

10, Completeness/

Relevance

41.5% 41,5%

11. Organization 39,57% 39.5%

12. Use of

Supporting.--
31.3% 31.3%

ihnittUn 29.8% 29.8%

AVERAGE 44.6% .4% 75.4%

s Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information)

than in organizing papers based on logical order

(required in promoting ideas).

a Students scored lowest on wording (29.8%). Because

this trait is related to entertaining (objective 4),

the low score may indicate a lack of development in

imagery and a lack of experience with figurative

language. It may also indicate a lack of experience

with multiple meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary,

or inability to vary words and expressions to fit aim

and audience,
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1. Continued emphasis should be given to writing for aim and audieue

audience should be addressed.

As much as possible, a real.

Instructionel time should be set aside for pre4writing
activities. These activities should provide

an opportunity for students to examine their own feelings, share their idecs,-andlearn through group
dynamics how to c.uniiste clearly and effectively, Planning a paper should also be an important
focus of pre-writing activities,

3. All four purposes

Mear'y..traits.shotildIcemphasized in,relati4 to each of,the four purposes. of writing,

5. Thinking should be taught and encouraged; thinking as

emphasized,

equisite to._, good writing should be

6 Traits should be taught in relation to the total discourse

7 zl.phelis should be placed on instruction-in those traits in which students were found to be weakest:

wordi.-:, use of supporting information, completeness and relevance, organization (objective #3),

and invention of details.



KAUAI DISTRICT

Results Analysis and Int
stion, and Instructional

Implications
of Kauai District

Holistic and Trait Scores

GNI POUR

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores

4

for

3

Bach

Ratin

2

Rat1n

s*

1
0b actives

1. Expressing 5.8% 413% 46.4% 31.9% 1.42 10.1%
Feeling

2 Giving 1.4% 18.8% 59,4% 10.1% 1.4% 8.7%
Information

Promoting 00% 11.81 67.6% 14.7% 0.0% 5.9%
Ideas

4. Entertaining 11.9% 46, 3% 26,9% 0.0% 14.9%

AVERAGE 1. 11.7% 54.9% 20.9% .1% 9.9%

,MAIr4tmsILho Combined

Combined Combined

4abd3 3 and 2

Ratings Ratings
1, Expressing Feeling
2 Giving 'Information

3, Prorating Ideas

Entertaini

10.1% 50.7%

20.2% 78.2%

11.8% 79.4%

11.9% 58.2%

Ratings: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Storable holistically as well

as for traits)

Not Scorabie (holistically)
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The scores for the four objectives varied considerably,

indicating that all four objectives are not consistently
taught.

e Students performed best in giving information, objective
2 (as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent"

and "good"), and poorest in promoting ideas, objective 3.
Some reasons for the relatively high scores on objective
2 may be that (1) the item was one that students could
easily relate to because of the tonality of the

experience (making a peanut butter-jelly sandwich); (2) of
all four objectives,

giving information is probably most

emphasized in the early grades because of its i.ortance
in daily life; (3) the task of providing information

focuses on the message (or reality) that already exists--
that is, students need not necessarily generate or create
ideas as in, for example,

entertaining and promoting ideas;
(4) the Hawaii English Program (REP) includes practice in
giving directions.

0 There were few papers that were unscorable (rating
0)

because they were illegible for into t rehensitle or

contained little or no writing. The total n -et of 0
papers was two (out of 788 papers), or .7%.

9.9% of the papers were not storable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned

topics or deviated markedly from the directions.

provided. (These are papers rated X. They were

scored, however, for individual traits.) Entertainin
objective 4, received the most X scores.



Results

e of Scores for Each Ratin

Rating
e s 3

Percents

Ob

OBJECTIVE #1

P: Expressiveness

5: Syntax

T: PC & C

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization

P: Completeness

Relevance

T: Spelling

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated

I Position

P: Tone

P: Organization

P: Use of Support-

in Information

6.6%

3.3%

13.1%

1.6

1.6

37.1

8.2%

29.5%

31.1%

32,2%

59.0%

60.7%

49.2%

35.5%

56.4%

26.2%

6.6%

6.6%

4,8%

9,7%

14.5%

3.1

0.0

0.0

12.5%

18.8%

21.9%

70.3%

67.2%

54.7%

3.2%

12.5%

17.2%

14.1%

23.4%

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of

Structure

P; Invention of

Details

F: Wording

AVERAGE

17.5%

21.1%

28.1%

5,5% 26.3% 13.6%
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TRAIT SCORES

LkiallAsjailitemelaka

The trait with the
greatest number of 4 and 3 scores for

the fourth graders was spelling (82.3%), followed by
organization based

on chronological order (59.7%, scored
for objective 2). The trait with the smallest number of
4 and 3 scores was wording (8.8%).

Traits were categorized
according to their relative

importance as primary,
secondary, tertiary. The tertiary

traits received the
greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

(63.3%), followed by the secondary (32.8%) and primary
(25.4%) traits. The relatively better performance on
tertiary traits indicates the effect of instructional
emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentage for each rating
(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest percentii-
of papers was rated 2 (53,5%).

This indicates that the

level of attainmpnt of the traits was "fair," although there

were lapses which interfered
with communication.

A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates
that trait scores were better than holistic scores. When
the average

percentages of the 3 and 4 ratings on traits were
combined, the percentag: of papers totaled 31.8 (as compared
with the 13.5% rated 3 and 4 holistically).

a 79.7% of the
papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting
ideas, but 20.3% failed to do so.

Students did better in organizing papers based on chronolo-
gical order (required in giving information) than in
organizing papers based on logical order (required in
promoting ideas).

*Although audience is an important consideration for all four
objectives of writing, audience as a trait was scored for

objective 3 for the purpose of gathering specific information
related to audience awareness.
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(111h to Low)

1 Spelling

3 & 4

82.3%

Primar ' Secondar i_

i

Tertiary

82,3%

2. Organization

(obi, #2) 59,7% 59.7%

3. Clearly Stated

Position

4, PC & C

46.9%

44.2%

46.9%

44,2%

5, Completeness.

Relevance

33.8% 33.8%

6 Syntax 32.8% 32.8%

1. Use of

Supporting

Information

21.9%,

1

21,9%

8. Invention of

Structure

9. Organization

(obj. #3)

21,9% 21.1%

18.8%1 18.8%

1

la. Invention of

Details

15,8% 15,8%

11. Expressiveness 14.8% 14.8%

12. Tone 12.5% 12,5%

13. Wording

AVERAGE

8.8% 8 8%

31.9% 25.4% 32.8% 63.3%

Students scored lowest on wording (8.8%), Because this

trait is related to entertaining (objective 4),,the low

score may indicate a lack of
development in imagery and

a lack of experience with
figurative language. It may

also indicate a lack of experience with
multiple mean-

ings, a narrow range of vocabulary,
or inability to

vary words and expressions
to fit aim and audience,

o Students were relatively weak in syntax; only 32,8% of

the papers scored for objective 1 were rated 4 and 3 for
syntax.
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Instrt.1 notion!.

1. Students should continue to write for all four objectives in meaningful situations.

Writing activities should capitalize on the interests and experiences of students.

3. The coHAInication function of writing should be emphasized, and writing should be done for a variety of audiences
for specific purposes,

4. Students should be given opportunities to express their feelings freely, use their imaginations, and be creative
and inventive in their ideas. Discussions as well as sensory experiences should be encouraged.

5. Different levels of thinking should be deliberately developed as spre-requisite to good writing.

6. The entire process of writing should be systematically taught: pre-writing, writing, revising, rewriting, and
editing.

7. Students should be given many opportunities to develop the skills in which this study has shown they are weak:

a. -Using words that are vivid, and appropriate.

b. Maintaining unity and coherence through the use of a consistent tone, a consistent point of view, and
appropriate transitions.

Planning papers based on logical order.

d. Selecting details that are relevant and selecting supporting information
that is relevant and convincing.

8, The primary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing.

9. All traits should be taught in relation to purpose, to audience, and to the total effect of the paper, not in
isolation; evaluation of student writing should give primary consideration to the whole piece of writing

(holistic evaluation).

10, Students should be given opportunities to strengthen their :control over syntax by combining sentences, moving
their parts, using a variety of modifiers (adjectives, phrases, and clauses), and using various sentence
lengths.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Implications

of Kauai District Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE EIGHT

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Ruin

Jecttves TiL
Ratin

1 0 _

1. Expressing 1.4% 34,3% 45.7% 12.9% .0% 5.7%

Peeling

2. Giving 1.5% 17.9% 40.3% 37.3% .0% 3.0%

Information

3. Promoting 2.9% 21.71 46.4% 26.1% .0% 2.9%

Ideas

4. Entertaining 7.1% 14.3% 55.7% 18.6% .0% 4.3%

AVERAGE 3.2% 22.1% 47.0% 23.7% .0% 4.0%

Percentae of Scores When Combined

Combined Combined

4 and 3 3 and 2

Objectives Ratings Ratings

1. Expressing Feeling 35.7% 80.0%

2. Giving Information 19.4% 58.2%

3. Proting Ideas 24.6% 68.1%

4. Entertainit 21.4% 70,0%

25 69.1%

*Ratings: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Pair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically as well as

for traits)

X: Not Storable holistically)

4ri

Students performed best in expressing feeling, objective

1 (as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent"

and "good"), and poorest in giving information,

objective 2; however, the scores for all four objectives

were not significantly different. This nay indicate

that by the eighth grade students have been given

practice in writing for all four purposes.

Scores for the eighth graders for objective 2, giving

information, were lower than those for fourth graders.

This is most probably due to the weaknesses of the

assessment item itself. Scorers all agreed that the

information provided was not sufficient; mireover,

students in the eighth grade are not very familiar with

driving and thus were unable to describe an accident

clearly.

There were no papers that were unecorable (rating 0)

because they were illegible or incomprehensible or

contained little or no writing. The total number of

papers scored for grade eight was 276.

Approximately 4.0% of the papers were not scorable '-

holistically because the authors did not write on the

assigned topics or deviated markedly from the directions

provided. (These are papers rated X. They were scored,

however, for individual traits.) Expressing feelings,

objective 1, received the most X scores.
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The largest number of papers (47.0%) for all four
objectives were given a rating of "fair," which
indicates that the qualities identified as important
for a particular writing objective were present although
there were weaknesses and problems which detracted from
the effectiveness of the writing. The fact that a large
percentage of papers (47%) was rated "fair" (rating 2)
may indicate that audience, in addition to aim, is not
stressed sufficiently.

Slightly less than a fourth (28.7%) of the papers were
rated "poor" (rating 1). Papers rated "poor" generally
displayed such weaknesses as unawareness of audience,
lack of unity, lack of imagination, trite language, and
distracting errors in the conventions of writing
(spelling, punctuation, and capitalization).

a A very small percentage (3.2%) of the papers was rated
4, "e%cellent." This is due to the fact that papers
were rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve.
These papers were outstanding in all respects; they
showed an awareness of purpose and audience and were
clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (69.1%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that the number of 0 papers was
very minimal also indicates that students are able to
communicate at least some of their ideas in writing.
The scorers observed that students did very little
revising and editing. The first draft, in most
instances, was the final product.
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0

TRAIT SCORES

Results

Percentage of _Scores for Each Rat

'WV ....

2 1

OBJECTIVE #1

P: Expressiveness 4.5% 39.4% 51.5% 4.5%

S. Syntax 7.6% 27.3% 48.5% 16.7%

T. PC & C 3.0% 47.0% 31.8% 18.2%

OBI ,TIVE #2

P: Organization 15.4% 53.8% 23.1% 7.7%

P; Co. leteness/ 1.5% 15.4% 50.8% 32.3%

Relevance

T: Spelling 38.5% 35.4% 16.9% 9.2%

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 7.5% 46.3% 38.8% 7.5%

Position

P: Tone 7.5% 13.4% 68.7% 10.4%

P: Organization 4.5% 28.4% 41.8% 25.4%

P: Use of Support- 1.5% 13.7% 46.3% 38.8%

in Information

Audience*

Yes No

9.4% 80.6% 0

OBJECTIVE 14

P: Invention of 10.4% 38.8% 37.3% 13.4%

Structure

P: Invention of 4.5% 20.9% 55.2% 19.4%

Details

P: Wording 1.5% 11.9% 73.1% 13.4%

AVERAGE 8.3% 30.1% 44.9% 16.7%

-,--- __ _

*Although audience is an important consideration for all

four objectives of writing, audience as a trait was

scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering

pacific information related to audience awareness.

o The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

for the eighth graders was spelling (73.9 %), followed

by organization based on chronological order (69.2%,

scored for objective 2). The trait with the smallest

number of 4 and 3 scores was wording (13.4%)-

Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4 and

3 scores (62.6%), followed by the secondary (34,9%)

and primary (34.0%) traits. The relatively better

performance on tertiary traits indicate the effect of

instructional emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentage for each rating

(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest percen-

tage of papers was rated 2 (44.9%). This indicates

that the level of attainment of the traits was "fair,"

although there were lapses which interfered with

co,founication.

I A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistict.0 SCUM

When the average percentages of the 3 and 4 ratings on

traits were combined, the percentage of papers totaled

38.4 (as compared with the 25.3% rated 3 and 4

holistically),

19.4% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 80.6% failed to do

so.

a Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information)

than in organizing papers based on logical order

(required in promoting ideas
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Ranking of Traits
and Percentage of papers for

k'riry, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(Hi 111 to Low)

1. Spelling

Tertiary

2. Organization

(obj. #2)

3. Clearly Stated

Position

4, PC & C

5. Invention of

Structure

692

5 .t to

6. Expressiveness
43.9%1 43,9%

7. Syntax

B. Invention of

Details

9, Organization

(Obj. #3)

34.9% 34.9%

32.9% 32.9%

e Students scored lowest on wording (13.4).
Because this

trait is related to entertaining
(objective 4), the low

score may indicate a lack of development
in imagery and

a lack of experience
with figurative language, It may

also indicatzl a lack of experience
with multiple mean-

Jags, a narrow rauge of vocabulary,
or inability to vary

words and expressions to fit aim and audience,

10. Use of

Supporting

Information

15.4% 5.4%

11. Tone 20.9% 20.9%

12. Completeness/ 16.91 16.9%

Relevance

13. Wording

AVERAGE

13.4% 13.4%

39.8% 34.01 34.9% 62.6/,

Students were relatively weak in syntax; only 34.9% of
the papers scored for objective 1 were rated 4 and 3 for
syntax.
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Instructional

Writing instructions
should provide for the development

of creativity and use of imagination.

2. Students should be provided
instruction in the use of vivid language

and figures of speech.

3.. The entire process of writing should be
ystematically taught:

pre-writing, writing,
revising, rewriting,

and editing.

4. The Hawaii English Program, Secondary, should be used where appropriate
crafting units.

Form (report writing, paragraphing)
should be taught.

Writing for the various purposes and for various
audiences should be integrated in all English courses as well

as in other
courses such as social

studies, science, and health.

7. Initially, writing should be besed on student interest and experiences.
.

The primary traits should be
systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing.

Thinking skills should be consistently taught in relation to writing, especially in organizing papers,-determining supporting evidence, and selecting details. Thinking skills slluld be emphasized in relation topurpose and audience.

10. Traits should be taught it relation to the whole piece of writing, not in isolation.

11. A variety of
resources should be used to improve and expand

upon the use of words:
literature, oral activities,

real life experiences, sensory acitivities, etc.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional I li aims
of Kauai District

Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE ELEVEN

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

cents of Scares for Eacb Rating

Ob ectives

1 Expressing

Feelings

2. Giving

Information

3. Promoting

Ideas

4. Entertaining

3.4% 36.2%

1.6% 17.5%

0.0% 20.7%

3.3% 26.7%

AVERAGE

0

...DreentaeofSmeghenC°215ined__

Objectives

Combined

4 and 3

Ratings

1. Expressing Peeling 39.1
2. Giving Information 19.1%

3. Promoting Ideas 20.7%

4. Entertaining 30.0%

AVERAGE

rings; 47

3: Good

2; Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Storable
(holistically as

well as for traits)

X: Not Storable
(holistically)

Combined

3 and 2

Ratings

8 .4%

71.5%

82.8%

86.7%

81.4%

sad

Students performed best in expressing
feelings, objective

1 (as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent" and
"good"), and poorest in giving

information, objective 2.
--One reason for the relatively high scores on objective 1
may be that the item

was one that the students could
easily relate to because of the familiarity of the topic.

e Although students performed
best in expressing feelings,

the score- (39.6%) was not
very different from the scores

for the other three objectives.
The homogeneity of the

foutscOres may be attributed to the continued instruc-
tional ,A;osii on all four objectives in high school.

e There were no papers that were unscorabie
(rating 0)

because they were illegible or inco-rehensible or
contained little or no writing.

The total number of
papers scored for grade eleven was 239.

e Only .4% of the
papers were not storable

holiititally
because the authors did not write on the assigned topics
or deviated markedly from the directions provided. (These
are papers rated X. They were scored, however, for
individual traits.)

Promoting ideas, objective 3,
received the moat X scores.

e The largest number of papers (56.1%) for all four objec-
tives were given a rating of "fair," which indicates
that the qualities

identified as important for a Wiwi
mar writing :objective

were present although there were
Weiknesaes and problems which detracted from the

effectiveness of the writing. The fact that a large
percentage of papers (56.1%) was rated "fair" (ratio
may indicate that audience, in addition to aim, is no
stressed sufficiently.
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Less than a fourth (16.1%) of the papers were rated
"poor" (rating 1). These papers generally displayed
such weaknesses as unawareness of audience, lack of
unity, lack of imagination, trite language, and
distracting errors in the conventions of writing
(spelling, punctuation, and capitalization),

a A very small percentage (2.1%) of the papers was rated

4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that papers
were rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve.
These papers were outstanding in all respects; they
showed an awareness of purpose and audience and were
clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (81.4%). This indicates that the writing of
most students can be considered "fair" or "good." : The

potential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that there were no 0 papers also
indicates that students are able to communicate at least
some of their ideas in writing. The scorers observed
that students did very little revising and editing. The

first draft, in most instances, was the final product.
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Results

roe for Each Rat

OBJECTIVE #1

reisiveuess

44tax
T: PC A.0

46.5%

29.3%

34.42

6.8%

20.6%

17.2%

OBJECTIVE 12

P: Or anization

P: C letenessl

Relevance

T: Spelling

OBJECTIVE 03

P: Clearly Stated
0 Position*4

I P: Tone

P: Organization

P: Use of

Supporting

Information

15.9% 33.3%

1.6% 19.0%

127%

31.7%

4.8%

3.5% 36.8%

0.0% 21.1;

0,0% 14.0%

54.4%

59.6%

66.7%

7.0%

5.3%

19.3%

19.3%

Audience*

OBJECTIVE 14

?: Iovention of

Structure

P: Inventiog of

Details

P: Wordin

43.3% 8.3%

117%

10.0%

13.4%

*Although audience is an hportant
comideration for

all four
objectives of writing, audience as a trait

was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of
gathering specific

informat (related to audience
awareness.

tal2LaancltInterpretation
a The trait with the greatest n er of 4 and 3 scores

for the eleventh
graders was spelling

(84.2), followed
by use of

supporting information
(14.0%). The trait

with the smallest
number of 4 and '.3 scores was wording

(26.7%) . The high score on spelling indicates the
effect of instructional, emphasis on this trait, It may
also indicate that students find security in restoring
to COMMON easy-to-WU words. The low score including
indicates that students lack the necessary vocabulary to
co unicate effectively

to a variety of
audiences to

accomplish different
purposes.

e Traits were categorized
according to their relative

ortance as prisary,
secondary, tertiary.

The tertiary
traits received the greatest

number of 4 and 3 scores(49.9%) and the primary (35.9%) traits. The relatively
better' perfmcame

on tertiary traits
indicates the effectof instructional !hada.

s A comparison of the
average percentage for each rating(for all

thirteen traits) shows that the largest percen-tage of, papers was rated 2 (44.8%). This indicates thatthe level of attainment if the traits was "fair," although
there were

lapses wich ieterfered
with communication.

s A comparison
of the trait:and holistic

scores indicates
that trait

scores were better than holistic scores. Whenthe average
percentages of the 3 and 4 ratings on traits

were =lined, the percentage of
papers totaled 41.7

(as compered
with the 26.4%

rated 3 and 4
holistically) .

0 21.9% of the
papers epecifically

addressed the given
audience' ins

failed to do so.Scorers were
enable.tedetodtkvbetherpapers addressedan 'audience for:65.8%

of.thepapers; these
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for
papers assumed that the reader knew who the audience

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits
was and did not

explicitly or even implicitlyfor Combined 4 and 3 Scores
indicate an audience.

king of Traits
ai to L

Spelling

Tertiary

Clearly Stated

Position
54.4% 54.4%

49.9%
49.9%

4. Organization

(obj. #2)

5. Invention of

Structure

4, 6. PC & C
0

1 7
Expressiveness

49.2 49.2%

48.3% 48.3%

48.2%
48.2%

ftc*Esigg...
8. Tone

9. Invention of

Details

11. Organization

(obj. #3)

Completeness/

Relevance

13, Use of

Supporting

Information

14.0 i 14.0%

1 g;

s Students did better in organizing
papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information)
than in organizing papers based on logical

order
(requiring in promoting ideas).

Students scored lowest on use of upporting
information.



Instructional isliaaals

Continued emphasis should be given to writing for air, nd audience should be addressed.

Instructional time should be set aside for pre-writing activities. These activities should provide anopportunity for students to examine their
own feelings, share their ideas, and learn through group dynamicsnow to communicate clearly

and effectively. Planning a paper should also be an important focus ofprewriting activities.

3. All four purposes should be taugh_ in meaningful situations.

4. Primary traits should be emphasized in relation to each of the four purposes of writing.

S. Thinking should be taught and encouraged; thinking as a pre-requisite
to good writing should be emphasized.

6. Traits should be taught In relation to the total discourse, not in isolation.

I 7. Emphasis should be placed on instruction on those traits in which the student were found to be weakest:2 wording, use of supporting
information, completeness and relevance,'

organization (objective #3), andI invention of details.
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LEEWARD DISTRICT

Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Implications

of Leeward District Holistic and Trait Scores

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Ratin

Ratings*

Objectives 4 3 2 1 0 X

1 Expressing 1.2% 13.4% 56.1% 25.6% 0.0%3.6%

Feeling

!living 5,11 27.8% 39.2% 25.3% 0.0% 2.5%

Information

3. Promoting 1.3% 7.7% 59.0% 25.6% 1.3% 5.1%

Ideas

4. Entertaining 0.01 15.6% 51.9% 27.3% 0.0% 5.2%

AVERAGE 1.9 %.16.1% 51.6% 25.9% 0.3% .1%

PEse11(81214east41wn.Wined

Combined. :Combined

2

Ob ectiVes ' Ravin s. Rahn s

1: Expressingleeling

2. .GMnt lnforma ion 32.9% 674%.

!iitOtiogi4e4s 9,0% 66.7%

MADE FOUR

HOLISTIC SCORES

Analysis and. Interpretation

I The scores for the four objectives varied consider-

ably, indicating that, all four objectives are not

consistently taught.

e Students performed best in giving information,

objective 2 (as indicated by the combined scores of

"excellent" and'Igood"), and poorest in promoting

ideas, objective 3. Some reasons for the ale-

tively high scores on objective 2 may be that (1) the

item was one that students could easily relate to

because of the co,,ilhality of the experience (making

a.peanut butterjelly sandwich); (2) of all four

objectives, giving information is probably most

emphasized in the early grades because of its import-

ance in daily life; (3) the task of providing inform-

ation:jocuses enthe message (or reality) that

already exists-that is, students need not necessarily,

generate0reate ideas; as in, for example, enters

tainingjnd'promotingjdeas; and (4) the Hawaii

English Program (REP) ineluded practice in giving

directions.

There were very few papers that were unscorable

(rating 0) because they were illegible or incompre-

hensible or contained little or no writing.

e 4.11 of the papers were not scorable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned

topics or deviated markedly from the directions

provided. These are papers rated X. They were s

Z;



however, for individual traits.) Entertaining,
objective 4, and promoting ideas, objective 3,
received the most X scores (5,2% and 5.1%).

. _

The largest:number of papers (51.6%) for all four
objectives were given a rating of "fair" which
indicates that the qualities identified as impor
tent for a particular writing objective were present
although there were weaknesses and problems which
detracted from the effectiveness of the writing. The
fact that a large perdentage of papers (51.6%) ws
rated "fair" (rating 2) may indicate that aim, in
addition to audience, is not stressed sufficiently.

Slightly more than a fourth (25.9%) of the papers
were rated "poor" (rating 1). Papers rated "poor"
generally displayed such. weaknesses as unawareness
of audience, lack of unity, lack of imagitlation, trite
language, and distractilig errors in the conventions
of writing, (spelling, punctuatiolt, and capitalLeation).

A very small percentage (1.9%) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent." This is due to the fact _.
papers were rated against an ideal standard, not on
a curve. These papers were outstanding in all
respects; they showed an awarenews of purpose and
audience and were clear, cohernt, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (67.7%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely
present. Moreover, the fact that the number of 0
papers was very minimal also indicates that students
are able to communicate at least some of their ideas
in writing. The scorers observed that students did
very little revising and editing. The first draft,
in most instances, was the final product.
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TRAIT SCORES

Results

Percencnuf221p for EachRe4r1

Ratings

Ob ectives

OBJECTIVE #1

P: Expressiveness 1,3% 21.5% 59.5% 17.7%

S: Syntax 1.3% 25.3% 60.8% 12.6%

T: PC & C 2.5% 34,2% 45.6% 17.7%

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization 13,07, 41.6% 37.7% 7.8%

P: Completeness/ 7.3% 31.2% 42.5% 18.2%

Relevance

1: Spelling 32.2 40.2% 20.8% 6.5%

OBJECTIVE //3

P: Clearly Stated 0.0% 31.5% 57.5% 11.0%

Position

P: Tone 0.0% 8.2% 79.4% 12,3%

P: Organization 0.0% 12 64.4% 23.3%

P: Use of Support- 0.0% 12,3% 58.9% 28.8%

1115ormation

Audience*

Yes No

71.2% 28.0% 0

OBJECTIVE 114

P: Invention of 1.4% 27,4% 49 21.9%

Structure

P: Invention of 1.4% 19.2% 54.8% 24.7%

Details

P: Wording 0,0% 4.1% 71.2% 24.7%

AVERAGE 8,0% 23.0% 53,0% 16.0%

----_____

kAlthough audience is an important consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience as a trait

was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering

specific information related to audience awareness.
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Analysis andIntel

The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3

scores for the fourth graders was spelling (72.7%)

followed by organization based on chronological

order (54.6%1 scored for objective 2). The trait

with the smallest number of 4 and 3 scores was

wording (4.1%).

if Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4 and

3 scores (54.7 O, followed by the secondary (26,6%)

and primary (23.4%) traits. The relatively better

performance on tertiary traits indicates the effect

of instructional emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentage for each

rating (for all thirteen traits) shows that the

largest percentage of papers was rated 2 (53.0%).

This indicates that the level of attainment of the

traits was "fair," although there were lapses which

interfered with communication.

o A comparison of the trait and holistic scores

indicates that trait scores were better than

holistic scores. When the average percentages of the,

4 and 3 ratings on traits were combined, the per-

centage of papers totaled 31 (as compared with the

18.0% rated 4 and 3 holistically)

71.2% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 28.0% failed to do

so.

Studette did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information)

than in organizing papers based on logical order

(required in promoting ideas) ,
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Ranking of Traits and P,cceatage of Papers for

Primsry. Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

__440040_

3 & 4

!cpres Primary Seconder- Tertiary

1. Siellin, 72.7% 72.7%

Organization

(eh j. #2)_

54.6% 54.6%

Completeness/

Relevance

39.0% 39.0%

4. PC6C 36.7% 36.7%

5. Clearly Stated

Position

31.5% 28.8%

6. Invention of

Structure

28.8%

ntax %6.6% 26.6%

Rx ressiveness 22.8% 22

9. Invention of

Details

20.7% 20.7%

,0- Use of Supporting

Information

12.3% 12.3%

,l, Organization 12.3% 12.3%

. Tone 2%

3 Wording 4.1% 4.1%

AVER4OE 2 IMILail
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6 Students scored lowest on Arding (4.1%). Because

this trait is related to entertaining (objective 4),

the low score may indicate a lack of development in

imagery and a lack of expreience with figurative

language. It may also indicate a lack of exper ince

with multiple meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary,

or inability to vary words and expressions to fit aim

and audience.

Students were relatively weak in syntax; only 26.6%

of the papers scored for objective 1 were rated 4

and 3 for syntax.
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Instructional Implications

1. Students should be taught from the early grades to write for all four objectives in meaningful situations.

Writing activities should capitalize on the interests and experiences of students.

The communication function of writing should be emphasized, and writing should be done for a variety of

audiences for specific purposes.

4. Students should be given opportunities to express their feelings freely, use their imaginations, and

be creative and inventive in their ideas. Discussions as well as sensory experiences should be encouraged.

Thinking skills should be consistently taught in relation to writing, especially in organizing papers,

determining supporting evidence, and selecting details. Thinking skills should be emphasized in relation

to purpose and audience.

6. The entire process of writing should be systematically taught: pre-writing, writing, revising, rewriting,

and editing.

1. Students should be given many opportunities to develop the skills in which this study has shown they are

weak:

Using words that are vivid, precise, and appropriate.

Maintaining unity and coherence through the use of a consistent tone, a eonsistent point of view, and

appropriate transitions,

Planning papers based on logical order.

Selecting details that are relevant and selecting supporting information that is relevant and convincing.

8. The primary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the, four purposes of writing, audience

and to the total effect of the paper, not in isolation.

9- 'Evaluation of student writing should give primary consideration to the whole piece of writing (holistic

evaluation).

10. Students should be given opportunities to strengthen their control over syntax by combining sentences,

moving their parts, using a variety of modifiers (adjectives, phrases, and clauses), and using various

sentence lengths.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional implications

of Leeward District Holistic and Trait Scares

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Ratin

Obi_ ectives,

Ratin s*

1. Expressing

FeLlings 4.1% 32.9% 52.17 11.1% 0.0% 0.0%

2. Giving 4.4% 29.4% 47.1% 19.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Information

3 Promoting 5.6% 28.2% 50.7% 15.5% 0.0% 0.0%

Ideas

4. Entertaining 2.6% 34,2% 51.3% 10.52 0.0% 1.3%

AVERAGE 4.1% 31.12 50.3% 14.0% 0.0% 0.3%

Pere nta e of Scores When Combined

Combined

4 and 3

Ratings

Combined

3 and 2

Ratings

1. Expressing Feeling 37,0% 85.0%

2. Giving Information 33.8% 76,5%

3. Promoting Ideas 33.8% 78.9%

4, Entertaining 0.5%

35.4% 81.5%

*Ratings: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

78 0: Not Scorable (holistically as

well as for traits)

X: Not Scorable (holistically)

GRADE El BHT

HOLISTIC ORES

and

Students performed best in expressing feelings,

objective 1 (as indicated by the combined scores

of "excellent" and "good"), and poorest in giving

information, objective 2, and promoting ideas,

objective 3; however, the scores for all four

objectives were not significantly different, This

indicate that by the eighth grade, students

been given practice in writing for all four

purposes.

Scores for the eighth graders for all four objectives

were higher than those for fourth graders. This is

most probably due to greater instructional emphasis

on writing during the intermediate grades.

None of the papers were unselrable (rating 0) because

they were illegible or incomprehensible or contained

little or no writing.

e A little over one per cent (1.3%) of the papers were

not storable holistically because the authors did

not write on the assigned topics or deviated markedly

from the directions provided, (These are papers rated

1, They were scored, however, for individual traits.)

Entertaining, objective 4, received the only R scores,
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The largest number of papers (50.3 %) for all four
objectives were given a rating of "fair," which
indicates that the qualities identified as important
for a particular writing objective were present
although there were weaknesses and problems which
detracted from the effectiveness of the writing.
The fact that over half of the papers were rated
"fair" may indicate that audience, in addition to
aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

As compared with the fourth-grade scores, the per
centage of upper scores (4 and 3) for the eighth.
grade increased from 18.0% (grade 4) to 35.4%
(grad C).

Moreover, fewer papers (14.0%) were rated "poor" as
compared with the fourth grade (25.9%), indicating
that students are improving. However, some of the
weaknesses evidenced by fourth graders still persisted:
unawareness of audience, lack of vivid use of language
and datails, and use of incorrect information and weak
supporting evidence.

A very small percentage (4.1%) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that
papers were rated against at ideal standard, not on
a curve. These papers were outstanding in all respects
they showed an awareness of purpose and audience and
were clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2
categories (81.5%). This indicates that the wrii;ing
of most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely
present. Moreover, the fact that there were no 0
papers also indicates that students are able to
communicate at least some of their ideas in writing.
The scorers observed that students. did very little
revising and editing. The first draft, in most
instance, was the final prdduct.
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TRAIT SCORES

Results

of_Sores for

Ob ectives

KaLlngs

OBJECTIVE 1 #1

P: Expressiveness 5.5% 48,8% 45.2% 5,5%

S: Syntax 6.8% 39,7% 42.5% 11,0%

T: Pc&c 8.2% 38,4% 39.7% 13,7%

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organiz. on 25,0% 33.8% 31.8% 5,9%

P. Complete ,AA/ 8,8% 29.4% 42.6% 19.1%

RelevaLc

T: Spelling 55.9% 30.9% 8.8% 4,4%

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 11:31 50.7% 32.4% 5.6%

Position

P: Tone 7.0% 22.5% 64.8% 5.6%

P: Organization 11.3% 19.7% 59.2% 9.9%

P: Use of Support-

int Information

1.4% 28.2% 47.9% 22,5%

Audience*

Yes -Na .

.9% 76.1% 0

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of 12.0% 46.7 41.3% 0.0%

Structure

P: Invention of 4,0% 37.3% 53.3% 5,3%

Details

P: Wordin 4,0% 7 3 73 9,0%

AVERAGE 11.0% 34.0% 46.0% 9.0%

*Although audience is an important consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience as a trait

was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gather-

ing specific information related to audience awareness.

AELysis and lnterpretatian

o The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

for the eighth graders was spelling (86.8%) , followed

by clearly stated position (620%) and organization

based on chronological order (58.8%, scored for

objective 3,_ The trait with the smallest number of

4 and 3 scores was wording (21.3%),

Traits were categorized accordi a to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of

and 3 scores (66.7%), followed by the secondary

(46,5%) and primary (41.9%) traits, The relatively

better performance on tertiary traits indicates the

effect of instructional emphasis,

e A comparison of the average percentage for each

rating (for all thirteen traits) shows that the

largest percentage of papers was rated 2 (46.0%).

This indicates that the level of attainment of the

traits was "fair," although there were lapses which

interfered with coumunication,

A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores,

Ilan the average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings

on traits were combined, t' 2 percentage of papers

totaled 45 (as compared with the 35.4% rated 4 and

3 holistically).

23,9% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 76.1% failed to do so,

Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronclogical order (required in giving information)

than tnorganiztnpapere based on logical order

(required in promotini4 !eas). This finding seems

to be directly related to the data obtained from

teachers about current practices in writing instruc-

tion, which indicated that the relationship 1.tween

writing and.thlnking is not consistently emphasized.
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(lli:h to Low)

3 & 4

Scores Primat Secondar- Terti

1, S ellin 86-8% 86.8%

2. Clearly Stated 62,0% 62.0%

Position

3. Organization 5S,S% 58.8%

(01) ective #2)

4. Invention of 58.7% 5847%

Strucwre

5. P.ressiveness 4 4 .

6. PC&C 6%46 6% 64

1211tE 46:5 6 5%
..-

8, invention of 41.3% 41.3%

Details

9. Completeness/ 38.2% 38.2%

Relevance

LO. Organization 31.0% 31.0%

illitlivig---.
I Use of Supporting 29.6% 29.6%

Information

12. Tone--__ 29.5 29.5%

13. Wordin, 21.3% 21.3%

AVERAGE 46.1% 41.9% 46.5% 66.1%
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Students scored lowest on wording (71.3%),

Because this trait is related to entertaining

(objective 4), the low score may indicate a

lack of experience with figurative language.

It nay also indicate a lack of experience with

multiple meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary,

or inability to vary words anci expressions to fit

aim and audience.
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Instructional Iruplicatins

1. Writing instruction should provide for the development of creativity and use of imaginatim

Students should be provided instruction in the use of vivid language and figures of speech.

The entire pLocess of writing should be systemati-.ally taught: pre-writing, wL',:ing, revising, rewriLng

and editing.

4. The Hawaii English Program, Secondary, should be used where appropriate, e.g., crafting units,' provide

opportunities for giving information as an objective.

Form (report, essays, letters, short stories, and poems) should be taught.

6. Writing for the purposes and for various audiences should be integrated in all English courses as -ell

as in other courses such as social studies, science, and health.

Initially, writing should be based on student interest and experiences.

The primary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing.

Thinking skills should be consistently taught it relation to writing, especially in organizing papers,

determining supporting evidence, and selecting details. Thinking skills should be emphasized in relation

to purpose and audience,

10. Traits should.be taught in relation to the whole piece of writing, not it isolation.

11. A variety of resources should be used to improve and expand upon the use of words: literature, oral

activities, real life experiences, sensory activities, etc.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Implications

of Leeward District Holistic and Trait Scores

Results

Percentage of Score for Each Ratn

GRADE ELEVEN

HOLISTIC SCORES

Ijec ives

Ratin,s

2

1. Expressing 0.0% 37.7% 45.9% 16.3% 0.0% 0.0%

Feelings

2. Giving 0,0% 30.4% 44,62 23.2% 1.8% 0.0%

Information

. Promoting 1.6% 19.0% 54.0% 75.0% 0:01 0.0%

Ideas

4. Entertaining 3.3% 21.7% 56.7% 18.3% 0.01 0.

AVERAGE 1.2% 27.2% 52.3% 20.7% 0.5% 0.0%

Percentage ofScoresybenCombined_

Combined Combined

4 and 3 3 and 2

Objectives Ratings Ratings

1, Expressing Feeling 37.7% 83.6%

2. Giving Information 30.4% 75.0%

3. Promoting Ideas 18.6% 73.0%

Entertainin 25,0% 78,4%

AVERAGE

* Ratings: 4: Excellent

3 Good

2 Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically as

well as for traits)

Not Scorable (holistically)187

Anajysis_and Interpretation

The cores for the four objectives varied, indicating

that all four objectives are not consistently taught:

Students performed best in expressing feelings,

objective 1 (aE indicated by the combined scores of

"excellent" and "good"), and poorest in promoting ideas,

objective One reason for the relatively high scores

on object i may be that the item was one that the

students could easily relate to because of the famil-

iarity of the topic.

There were very few papers that were unscorable

(rating 0) because they were illegible or incompre-

hensible or contained little or no writing.

I There were no papers that were unscorable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned

topics or deviated markedly from the directions provided

(rating X).

The largest number of papers (50.3%) for all four

objectives were given a rating of "fair," which

indicates that the qualities identified as important

for a particular writing objective were present

although there were weaknesses and problems which

detracted from the effectiveness of the writing.

The fact that a large percentage of papers (50.3%)

was rated "fair!! (rating 2) may indicate that audience,

in addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently,
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e Slightly less than a fifth (20.7%) of the papers
were rated "poor" (rating 1). These papers generally
displayed such weaknesses as unawareness of audience,
lack of unity, lack of imagination, trite languages,
and distracting errors in the conventions of writing
(spelling, punctuation, and capitalization).

e A very small percentage (1.2%) of the papers was
fated 4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that
papers were rated against an ideal standard, not on
a curve. These papers were outstanding in all
respects; they showed an awareness of purpose and
audience and were clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (77.5%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" and "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that the number of 0 papers was very
minimal also indicates that students are able to commu-
nicate at least some of their ideas in writing. Scorers
observed that students did very little revising and
editing. The first draft, in most instances, was the
final product.



TRAIT SCORES

Results

entA e of Scores for Each Ratin

Ratings

Objectives 2 M
OfrECTIVE #1

P. ExpressiA4 et ess 1.6% 42.6% 40.9% 14.7%

S: Syntax 1,6% 32,7% 40,9% 24.5%

T: PCCC 1.6% 32.7% 44.7% 21.3%

011ECTIVE #2

P: Organization 14.3% 41.8% 30,9% 12.7%

P: Completeness/ 1,8% 34.5% 41.8% 21.8%

Relevance

T: Spelling 27,3% 50.9% 10.9% 10.9%

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 6,3% 41,3% 46.0% 6.3%

Position

P: Tone 1.6% 17.5% 71.4% 9.5%

P: Organization 4.8% 19.0% 47.6% 25.6%

P: Use of Support-

in Information

1.6% 12J% 32.4%

Audience*
1111

Yes

17.5% 14.1% MOEN
B ECTIVE #4

P: Invention of 5.0% 30,0% 48.3% 16.7%

Structure

F: Invention of 0.0% 21,7% 56.7% 21.7%

Details

P: Wording 0,0 15,0% 71.7% 13.3%

AVERAGE 5.2$ 30.2 % 46.5% 17.72

*Although audience is an iriportant consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience as a trait

was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gather-

ing specific information related to audience awareness.

Analysis and mnterpretatio

0 The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

for the eleventh graders was spelling (78.2%),

followed by organization based or. chronological

order (56.2%, scored for objecive 2). The trait

with the =lint number of 4 and 3 scores was

wording (14,3%). The high scores on spelling in-

dicate the effect of instructional emphasis on this

trait. It may also indicate that students find

security in resorting to common, easy-to-spell words.

The low score on wording indicates that students

lack the necessary vocabulary to communicate

effectively to a variety of audiences to accomplish

different purposes.

I Traits were categorized according t© their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4

and 3 scores (56.2%), followed by the secondary (34.3 %)

and the primary (31.3 %) traits. The relatively

better performance on tertiary traits indicates the

effect of instructional emphasis.

0 A comparison of the average percentage for each

tdting (for all thirteen traits) shows that the

largest percentage of papers was rated 2 (46,5%).

This indicates that the level of attainmat of the

traits was "fair," although there were lapses which

interfered with communication.

0 A comparison of the trait and holistic scores in-

dicates that twit scores were somewhat higher than

holistic scores. When the average percentages of the

4 and 3 scores on traits were combined, the percentage

of papers totaled 33,4% (as compared with the 27,9%

rated 4 and 3 holistically):

17,5% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 14.1% failed to do

so, Scorers were unable to determine whether papers
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 aad 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

High to Low)

3 & -4

Scores Prirar e-ondar Tertiar

S.ellin: 78.3% 75.3%

2. Organization

(Wective 2

56 2% 56.2%

Clearly Stated

Position

47.6% 47.6%

4. ExprTivenss 44.2% 44.2%

5. Completeness/

Relevance

36.3% 36.3%

6. Invention of

Structure 35.0% 35.0%

7. Syntax 4 . 34.31

PC &C 34.3% 34.31_

9. Organization

(objective 3)

23.8% 23=

Invention of

Details

21.7% 21.7%

1. Tone 19.1% 19.1%

2. Wording 15.0% 15.0%

3. Use of Supporting

Information

14.3% 14,3%

AVERAGE 35.4% 31.3% 34.3% 56.2%

addressed an audience for 71.4% of the papers;

these papers assumed that the reader knew who

the audience was and did not explicitly or even

implicitly indicate an audience.

Students did better in organizing papers based

on chronological order (required in giving infor-

mation) than in organizing papers based on logical

order (required in promoting ideas).

I Students scored lowest on use of supporting infor-

mation (1t.3%). Because this trait is related to

entertaining (objective 4), the low score may in-

dicate a lack of development in imagery and a lack

of experience with figurative language. It may

also indicate a lack of experience with multiple

meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary, or in-

ability to vary words and expressions to fit aim

and audience.



Instructional Ioplcations

Continued emphasis should be given to writing for aim and audience. As much as possible, a real

audience should be addressed.

2. Instructional time should be set aside for pre-writing activities. TheJe activities should provide

an opportunity for students to examine their own feelings, sLare their ideas, and learn through group

dynamics how to communicate clearly and effectively. Planning a paper should also be an important

focus of pre-writing activities.

All four purposes should be taught in meaningful situations.

4. Primary traits should be emphasized in relation to each of the four purposes of writing.

5. Thinking skills should be consistently taught in relation to writing, especially in organizing papers,

determining supporting evidence, and selecting details. Thinking skills should be emphasized in relation

to purpose and audience.

1

Traits should be taught in relation to the total discourse, not in isolation,

7. Emphasis should be placed on instruction in those traits in which the students were found to be weakest:

use of supporting information, wording, tone, invention of details, and organization (objective 3).



VII, MAUI DISTRICT

Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Implications
f Maui District Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE FOUR

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Rating

Naungr
Objectives 4 3 2 1 0 X

1, Expressing 0.0% 8.1% 48.6% 39.2% 0.0% 4.1%
Feeling

2, Giving 8.1% 21.6% 52.7% 10.8% 0.0% 6.8%
Information

3. Promoting 0.0% 20.0% 56.0% 21.3% 0.0% 2.7%
Ideas

4. Entertaining 0.0% 14.5% 50.0% 25.0% 0.0710.5%

AVERAGE 2.0% 16.1% 51.8% 24.1% 0.0% 6.1%

ad....././m111.1.0.//,,as.NN:a.....w.mm:/

Percenta &e of Scores When Combined

Objectives

1. Expressing Feeling

2. Giving Information

3. Promoting Ideas

4. Entertainin

AVERAGE

g

Combined

4 and 3

Ratings

8.1%

29.7%

20.0%

14.5%

*Ratings:
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18.1%

Combined

3 and 2

Ratings

56.7%

74.3%

76.0%

64.5%

67.9%

4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable
(holistically

as well as for traits)

X: Not Scorable
(holistically)

Analysis and Interpretation

o The scores for the four objectives varied consider-

ably, indicating that all four objectives are not

consistently taught.

Students performed best in giving information,

objective 2 (as indicated by the combined scores of

"excellent" and "good"), and poorest in expressing

feelings, objective 1. Some reasons for the rela-

tively high scores on objective 2 may be that (1) the
item was one that students

could easily relate to

because of the collmiality of the experience (making

a peanut butter-jelly sandwich);
(2) of all four

objectives, giving information is probably most

emphasized in the early grades because of its import-

ance in daily life; (3) the task
of providing inform-

ation focuses on the message (or reality) that

already exists- -that is, students need not necessarily
generate or create ideas as in, for example, enter-

taining and promoting ideas; and (4) the Hawaii

English Program (HEP) includes practice in giving

directions.

e Of 299 papers, there
were no unscorable (rating 0)

papers because they were illegible or incomprehensible

or contained little OT no writing.

6.1% of the papers were not scorable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned

topics or deviated markedly from the directions

provided. (These are papers rated X. They were

scored, however, for individual traits.) Entertaining,

objective 4, received the most X scores.
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e The largest number of papers (51.8%) for _all four
objectives were given a rating of "fair," which
indicates that the qualities identified as important
for a particular writing objective were present
although there were weaknesses and problem which
detracted from the effectiveness of the writing. The
fact that a large percentage of papers (51.8%) was
rated "fair" (rating 2) may indicate that audience,
in addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

Slightly less than a fourth (24.1%) of the papers_
were rated "poor" (rating 1). Papers rated "poor"
generally displayed such weaknesses as unawareness
of audience, lack of unity, lack of imagination, trite
language, and distracting errors in the conventions of
writing (spelling, punctuation, and capitalization).

A very small percentage (2.0%) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent.," This is due to the fact that
papers were rated against an ideal standard, not on
a curve. These papers were outstanding in all
respects; they showed an awareness of purpose and
audience and were clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers werein the 2 and 3
categories (67.8%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely
present. Moreover, the fact that there were no 0
papers also indicates that students are able to
communicate at least some of their ideas in writing.
The scorers observed that students did very little
revising and editing. The first draft, in most
instances, was the final product.
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Results

jacfritanit___
Ratin

Ob e tives

OBJECTIVE #1

P: Expressiveness

S: Syntax

T: PC Et C

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization

P: Completeness/

Relevance

T: Spelling

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated

Position

P: Tone

P:.Organization

P: Use of Support-

ing Information

0.0%

2.8%

2.8%

17.4%

4.3%

29,0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.4%

2.71

14,1%

21.12

33.8%

39.1

33,3

36.2%

41.1%

60.6%

57.7%

47.9%

40.6%

49.3%

30,4%

25.4%

18.3%

15.5%

2.9%

13.0%

4,3%

43.8% 15.1%

72.61

74.0%

63.0%

12.3%

9.6%

21.9%

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of

Structure

P: Invention of

Details

P; Wording

AVERAGE

1.5%

1.5%

0.0%

4.9%

23.5%

14.7%

4.4%

23.4%

57.4%

66.2%

83.8%

57.5%

17.6%

TRAIT SCORES

Analysis and Interpretation

The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3

scores for the fourth graders was spelling (75.2%)

followed by organization based on chronological

order (56,5%, scored for objective 2). The trait

with the smallest number of 4 and 3 scores was

wording (4 4%).

I Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4

and 3 scores (50.9%), followed by the primary (24.2%)

and secondary (23.9%) traits. The relatively better

performance on tertiary traits indicates the effect

of instructional emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentage for each

rating (for all thirteen traits) shows that the

largest percentage of papers was rated 2 (57,5%)

This indicates that the level of attainment of the

traits was "fair," although there were lapses which

interfered with communication.

e A comparison of the trait and holistic scores

indicates that trait scores were better than

holistic scores. When the average percentages of the

4 and 3 ratings on traits were combined, the per-

centage of papers totaled 28.3% (as compared with the
18.1% rated 4 and 3 holistically)

.

. ,

e 72A-of the papers specifically addressed the given
17.6%

audience in promoting ideas, but 21.4% failed to do

11.8%

14.2%

t oug audience a an mportant cons diTaiion for

all four objectives of writing; audience as a trait

was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering

specific information related to audience awareness.

so.

e Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information)

than in organizing papers based on logical order

(required in promoting ideas).
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(High to Low)

3 & 4

Scores Primary Secondary Tertiary

1. Spellin 65.2% 65.2%

2. Organization

(obj. #2)

56.5% 56 i 5%

3i Clearly Stated

Position

41.1% 41.1%

4. Completeness/

Relevance

37.6% 37.6%

5. PC & C 36.6Z
36.6%

6. Invention of

Structure

25.0% 25.0

7. Syntax 23.9%

B. Organization

(obj. #3)

16.52 16.5%

9. Invention of

Details

116.2X 16.2%

0 . Tone 15.1% 15.1%

1. Use of Supporting

Information

15.0% 15.0%

12. Expressiveness 14.1% 14.1%

13. Wording 4.4% 4.4%

AVERAGE 28.3% 24.2% 23.9% 50.9%

I Students scored lowest on wording (4.4%). Because this

trait is related to entertaining (objective 4), the low

score may indicate a lack of development in imagery and

a lack of experience with figurative language. It may

also indicate a lack of experience vith multiple

meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary, or inability to

vary words and expressions to fit aim and audience.

Students were relatively weak in syntax; only 23.9%

of the papers scored for objective 1 were rated 4 and

3 for syntax.
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Instructional Im lications

1. Continued emphasis should be given to writing for aim and audience, Aa much as possible, a real

audience should be addressed.

Instructional time should be set aside for pre-writing activities. These activities should provide

an opportunity for students to examine their own feelings, share their ideas, and learn through group

dynamics how to communicate clearly and effectively. Planning a paper should also be an important

focus of prewriting activities.

All four purposes should be taught in meaningful situations.

Primary traits should be emphasized in relation to each of the four purposes of writing.

5. Thinking should be taught and encouraged; thinking as a pre-requisite to good writing should be

emphasized.

Traits should be taught in relation to the total discourse, not in isolation.

1.4

0 7. Emphasis should be placed on instruction in those traits in which the students were found to be

weakest: wording, use of supporting information,
completeness and relevance, organization (objective #3),

and invention of details.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation and Instructional Implications

of Maui District Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE EIGHT

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Rating

Ratio =s*

Ob'ectives
2

1. Expressing 1.3% 28.9% 51.3% 13.2%

Feelings

2. Giving 8.0% 227% 50.7% 18.7%
Information

3. Promoting 1.4% 12.2% 64.9% 18.9%

Ideas

4. Entertaining .0% 32.9% 53.4% 12.3%

AVERAGE 2.7% 242% 55.17 15.8

Percentage llaes When Whined

objectives

1. Expressing Feeling

2. Giving information

3, Promoting Ideas

4. Entertainin

AVERAGE

Combined

4 and 3

Ratin s

30.2%

30.7%

13.6%

32.9%

26,9%

Combined

3 and 2

Ratin s

80.2%

73,4%

77.1%

79.3%

79.3%

*RatingS: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0 Not scorable (holistically

as well as for traits)

X: Not scorable (holistically)

2.7%

1.4%

2.3%

sis aner-retation

Student performed best in entertaining, objective 4

(as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent"

and "good"), and poorest in promoting ideas,

objective 3. The scores for objectives 1, 2, and 4

were very similar; the scores for objective :1 yere

significantly lower.

0 Scores for the eighth graders for objective 3, promoting

ideas, were lower than those for the fourth graders.

Students were able to take a position, but they did not

give adequate and specific evidence to support their

stand and, therefore, were not completely convincing.

a Of 298 papers, there
were no unscorable (rating 0)

papers because they were illegible or incomprehensible

or contained little or no writing.

I Only 2.3% of the papers--a percentage much lower than

that of the fourth graders--were not scorable holisti-

cally because the authors did not write on the assigned

topics or deviated markedly from the directions provided.

(These are papers rated X. They were scored, however,

for individual traits.) Expressing feelings, objective

1, received the most X scores,

I The largest number of papers (55,1%) for all four

objectives were given a rating of "fair," which

indicated that the qualities identified as important

for a particular writing objective were present

although there were weaknesses and problems which

detracted from the effectiveness of the writing. The

fact that over half of the papers were rated "fair"



may indicate that audience, in addition to aim, is not
stressed sufficiently.

As compared with the fourth-grade scores, the percentage
of upper scores (4 and 3) for the eighth grade increased
from 18.1% (grade 4) to 26.9% (grade 8).

Moreover, fewer papers (15.8%) were rated "poor" as
compared with the fourth grade (24.1%), indicating that
students are improving. However, some of the weaknesses
evidenced by fourth graders still persisted: unaware-
ness of audience, lack of vivid use of language and
details, and use of incorrect information and weak
supporting evidence.

A very small percentage (2.7%) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that
papers were rated against an ideal standard, not on a
curve. These papers were outstanding in all respects;
they showed an awareness of purpose and audience and
were clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (79.3%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that there were no 0 papers also
indicates that students are able to communicate at
least some of their ideas in writing. The scorers
observed that.students did very little revising and
editing. The first draft, in most instances, was the
final product.
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Results

Percenta of Scores for Each Ratin

Ratin

Ob'ectives

OBJECTIVE #1

P Expressiveness 2.8% 27.8% 62.5% 6.9%

5: Syntax 4.2% 47.2% 43.1% 5.6%

T: PC & C 8.3% 41,7% 43.1% 6.9%

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization 25.3% 41.3% 26.7% 6,7%

P: Completeness/ 8,0% 18.7% 60,0% 13.3%

Relevance

T: Spelling 53.3% 30.7% 12.0% 4.0%

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated 6,9% 48.6% 37.5% 6.9%

Position

F. Tone 2.8% 11.1% 76.4% 9.7%

P: Organization 4.2% 16.7% 59,7% 19.4%

P: Use of Support-

ing Information

1.4% 16.7% 52.8% 29.2%

Audience*

Yes N

16.7% 8

OBJECTIVE #4

F: Invention of 6.9% 45.8% 34.7% 12.5%

Structure

P: Invention of 5.6% 29.2% 51.4% 13.9%

Details

P: Wording 2.8% 19.4% 72.2% 5.6%

AVERAGE 10.1% 30.4% 48.6% 10.8%

IT SCORES

*Although audience is an important consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience as a trait

was scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering

specific information related to audience awareness,

2O

Analysis and Interpretation

o The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

for the eighth graders was spelling (84.0%), followed

by organization based on chronological order (66.6%,

scored for objective 2). The trait with the smallest

number of 4 and 3 scores was tone (13,9%)

o Traits were categorized according to their relat',ve

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits recieved the greatest number of 4 and

3 scores (67.0%), followed by the secondary (51.4%)

and primary (34.2%) traits, The relatively better

performance on tertiary traits indicates the effect

of instructional emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentage for each rating

(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest

percentage of papers was rated 2 (48.6%). This indi-

cates that the level of attainment of the traits was

"fair," although there were lapses which interfered

with communication.

A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores.

When the average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings on

traits were combined, the percentage of papers totaled

40.5% (as compared with the 26,9% rated 4 and 3

holistically),

o 16.7% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 83,3% failed to do so.

Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information)

than in organizing papers based on logical order (required

in promoting ideas) . This finding seems to be directly

related to the data obtained from teachers about current

practices in writing instruction, which indicated that

the relationship between writing and thinking is not

consistently emphasized.
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(High to Low

1. Spelling

3 & 4

84.0%

Primary Secondary Tertiary

2. OrgAanization

66.6% 66.6%UL_
3. Clearly Stated

Position

4. Invention

Structure

5. Syntax

6. PC & C

i 7. Invention of

Expressiveness

Completeness!

Relevance

10. Wording

55.5% 55.5%

52.7% 52.7%

51.4%

50.0%

34.8% 34.8%

30.6% 30.6%

26.7% 26.7%

51.4%

84.0%

50.0%

12. Use of Supporting

Informati-n

13. Tone

2

Students scored lowest on tone (13.9%). Because this
trait is related

to promoting ideas,
objective 3, the

low score may indicate a lack of experience in writing
persuasively, a narrow range of

vocabulary, or inability
to address a specific

audience for a specific purpose on
a specific occasion,
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Instructional Impications

1. Writing instruction should provide for the development of creativity and use of imagination.

2. Students should be provided ins ... x,tion in the use of vivid language and figures of speech.

. The entire process of writing sho id be systematically taught: pre-writing, writing, revising, rewriting

and editing,

4. The Hawaii English Program, Secondary, should be used where appropriate, crafting units.

Form (report writing, paragraphing) should be taught.

6. Writing for the various purposes and for various audiences should be integrated in all English courses

as well as in other courses such as social studies, science, and health.

7. Initially, writing should be based on student interest and experiences,

8. The primary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing,

9. Thinking skills should be consistently taught in relation to writing, especially in organizing papers,

determining supporting evidence, and selecting details. Thinking skills should be emphasized in

relation to purpose and audience.

10. Traits should be taught in relation to the whole piece of writing, not in isolation.

11. A variety of resources should be used to improve and expand upon the use of words: literature, oral

activities, real life experiences, sensory activities, etc.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Implications

of Maui District Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE ELEVEN

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Rating

Objectives

Ratings

4
3 2

1. Expressing 1.3% 32.8% 53.4% 12.3% .0% %

Feeling

Giving 4.3% 24.6% 46.4% 23.2% 1.4% %
Information

Promoting 1.5% 29.2% 55.4% 12.3% .0% 1.5%
Ideas

4. Entertaining .0% 37.7% 48.0% 11.7% .0% 2.6%

AVERAGE 1.8% 31.1% 50.8% 14.9% .4% 1.0%

Percentage of Scores When Combined

Combined

4 and 3

Objectives Ratings

Combined

3 and 2

Ratings

1. Expressing Feeling

2, Giving Information

3. Promoting Ideas

4. Entertaining

34.1%

28.9%

30.7%

37.7%

86.2%

71.0%

84,6%

85.7%

AVERAGING
32,9% 81.9%

*Ratings
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4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Storable (holistically as

well as for traits)

X: Not Storable (holistically)

Analysis and Interpretation

e Students performed best in entertaining, objective 4

(as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent"

and "good"), and poorest in giving information,

objective 2, One reason for the relatively high scores

on objective 4 may be that the item was one that the

students could easily relate to because they could use

their imagination.

Although students performed best in entertaining, the

score for this objective (37.7%) was not very different

from the scores for the other three objectives. The

homogeneity of the four scores may be attributed to

the continued instructional enphasis on all four objec-

tives in high school.

There was only one paper that was unscorable (rating 0)

because it was illegible or incomprehensible or

contained little or no writing. The percentage was

.4% out of 284 papers.

Only 1% of the papers were not storable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned toping

or deviated markedly from the directions provided.

(These are papers rated X. They were scored, however,

for individual traits.) Entertaining, objective 4,

received the most X Scores.

The largest number of papers (50.8%) for all four

objectives were given a rating of "fair," which

indicates that the qualities identified as important

for a particular writing objective were present although

there were weaknesses and problems which detracted



from the effectiveness of the writing. The
fact that a large percentage of papers (50.8%) was
rated "fair" (rating 2) may indicate that audience,
in addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

Slightly less than a sixth (14.9%) of the papers
were rated "poor" (rating 1). These papers generally
displayed such weaknesses as unawareness of audience,
lack of unity, lack of imagination, trite language,
and distracting errors in the conventions of writing

(spelling, punctuation, and capitalization).

A very small percentage (1.8%) of the papers was
rated 4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that
papers were rated against an ideal standard, not on
a curve. These papers were outstanding in all respects;
they showed an awareness of purpose and audience and
were clear, coherent, and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (81.9%). This indicates that the writing
of most students can be considered "fair" and "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that the number of 0 papers was
very minimal also indicates that students are able to
communicate at least some of their ideas in writing.
Scorers observed that students did very little
revising and editing. The first draft, in most
instances, was the final product.
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TRAIT SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Rating

ti

Ob'ectives

OBJECTIVE #1

P Expressiveness 2.7% 30.1% 61.6% 5.4%

S: Syntax 1.3% 35.6% 52.0% 10.9%

T: PC & C 1.3% 42,4% 47.9% 8.2%

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization ?A% 36.8% 42.6% 11.8%

P: Completeness/ 7.4% 22,1% 47.1% 23,5%

Relevance

T: Spelling 33.8% 42.6% 14.7% 8,8%

OBJECTIVE # 3

P: Clearly Stated 12.5% 42.2% 39.1% 6.2%

Position

P: Tone 1.6% 46.9% 45.3% 6.2%

P: Organization 1.6% 31.2% 50.0% 17.2%

P: Use of Support-

ing Information

31.1% 26.6% 53.1% 17.2%

Audience*

Yes 0

17.21 12.5% 70.3%

OBJECT #4

P: Invention of 2.7% 44.0% 42.7% 10.7%

Structure

P: Invention of I.32 38.7% 50.7% 9.32

Details

P: tiordieg 2.7% 21.3% 65.3% 10.1

AVERAGE 6.2% 35.4% 47.1% 11.0

*Although audience is an important consideration for

all four objectives of writing, audience -as a trait

wes scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering

specific information related to audience awareness.

Analysis and Interpretation

The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

for the eleventh graders was spelling (76,4 %),

followed by clearly stated position (54.7%). The

trait with the smallest number of 4 and 3 scores was

wording (24.0%). The high score on spelling indicates

the effect of instructional flphasis on this trait.

It may also indicate that students find security in

resorting to common, easy-to-spell words. The low

score on wording indicates that students lack the

necessary vocabulary to c.unicate effectively to a

variety of audiences to accomplish different purposes.

Traits were categorized according to their relative

importance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The

tertiary traits received the greatest number of 4 and

3 scores (60.0%), followed by the primary (38.4%) and

the secondary (36.9%) traits, The relatiVely better

performance on tertiary traits indicates the effect

of instructional emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentage for each rating

(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest

percentage of papers was rated 2 (47.1%) . This

indicates that the level of attainment of the traits
_

was "fair,,' although there were lapses which interfered

with communication.

e A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were a little better than holistic

scores. when the average percentages of the 4 and 3

ratings on traits were combined, the percentage of

papers totaled 41.6% (as compared with the 32.9% rated

4 and 3 holistically).

e 17.2% of the papers specifically addressed
the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 12.5% failed to do so.

Scorers were unable to determine whether papers

addressed an audience for 70.3% of the papers; these
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(High to Low)

3 & 4

Scores Primary Secondary Tertiar:

1, Spelling 76.4% 76.4%

2. Clearly Stated

Position

54.7% 54.7%

3. Tone 48.5% 48.5%

4. Invention of Str. 46.7% 46.7%

5. Organization

(obj. #2)

45.6% 45.6%

6. PC & C 43.7% 43.7%

7. Invention of Det. 40.0% 40.0%

8. Syntax 36.9% 36.9%

9. Organization

(obj. #3)

32.8% 2.8%

10, Expressiveness 32,8% 32.8%

11. Use of Supporting

Information 29.7% 29.7%

12. Completeness/

Relevance

29.5% 29.5%

13. Wording 24.0% 24.9%

AVERAGE 41.6% 38.4% 36.9% 60.0%
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papers assumed that the reader knew who the audience

was and did not explicitly or even implicitly indicate

an audience.

Students did better in organizing papers based on

chronological order (required in giving information)

than in organizing papers based on logical order

(required in promoting ideas

Students scored lowest on wording (24.0%). Because

this trait is related to entertaining (objective 4),

the low score may indicate a lack of development in

imagery and a lack of experience with f igur

language. It may also indicate a lack of experience

with multiple meanings, a narrow range of vocabulary,

or inability to vary words and expressions to fit aim

and audience.

The range of scores for all the traits except spelling

was comparatively mailer than that for the other two

grades. This may indicate that traits are targeted more

equally than at the other grade levels.
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Instructio

Students should be taught fro the early grades to write for all four objectives in meaningful situations.

Writing activities should capitalize on the interests and experiences of students.

The communication function of writing should be phasized, and writing should be done for a variety of

audiences for specific purposes.

Students should be given opportunities
to express their feelings freely, use their imaginations, and be

be creative and inventive in their ideas. Discussions as well as sensory experiences should be encouraged.

Different levels of thinking shouJJ be deliberately developed as a prerequisite to good writing.

The entire process of writing should be syst

and editing.

atically taught: e-writing, writing, revising, rewriting,

Students should be given many opportunities to develop the skills in which this study has shown they are
weak:

a. Using words that are vivid, precise, and appropriate.

b. Maintaining unity and coherence through the use of a consistent tone, a consistent point of view, and
appropriate transitions.

c. Planning papers based on logical order.

d. Selecting details that are relevant and selecting supporting information that is relevant and convincing.

The primary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing.

9. All traits should be taught in relation to purpose, to audience, and to the total effect of the paper, not
in isolation; evolution

of student we,ting should give primary consideration to the whole piece of
writing (holistic evaluation

10 Students should be given opportunities to strengthen their control over syntax by combining sentences,
moving their parts, using a variety of modifiers (adjectives, phrases, and clauses), and using various
sentence lengths.
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ViLL illavrinnu 1.11-0Aaky.

Results Analysis and Interpretation, and Instructional Iaplir ions

of Windward District Holistic and Trait Scores

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Ratios

1. Expressing 0.0% 11.0% 60.3% 26.0% 0.0%
Feeling

2. Giving 7.8% 27.3% 46.8% 11.7% 0.0%

Information

3. Promoting 0.0% 15.8% 63.2% 21.0% 0.0%
Ideas

4. Entertaining 2.61 19.7% 50.0% 21.1% 1.3%

AVERAGE 2.61 18.5% 55.1% 19.9% 0.3%

Percenta e of Scor

Ob ectives

1. Expressing Feeling

2. Giving Information

3. Promoting Ideas

4. Entertaining-

AVERAGE

When Combined

Combined

4 and 3

Ratin

11.0%

35.1%

15.8%

22:
21.1%

Combined

3 and 2

Ratess

71.31

74.1%

79.0%

69.71_

73.5%

*Ratings: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Scorable (holistically

as well as for traits)

Not Scorable (holistically)
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GRADE FOUR

HOLISTIC SCORES

2.7%

6.5%

0.0%

5.3%

3.6%

Analysis a.d Interpretation

e The scores for the four objectives
varied considerably,

indicating that all four objectives are not consistently

taught.

e Students performed best in giving information, objective

2 (as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent"

and "good"), and poorest in expressing feelings,

objective 1. Some reasons for the relatively high

scores on objective 2 may be that (1) the item was one

that students could easily relate to because of the

cok Imlay of the experience (making a peanut butter-

jelly sandwich); (2) of all four objectives, giving

information is probably most emphasized it the early

grades because of its importance in daily life; (3) the

task Jf providing information focuses on the message

(or reality) that already exists--that is, students need

not necessarily generate or create ideas as in, for

example, entertaining and promoting ideas; and (4) the

Hawaii English Program (HEP) includes practice in giving

directions.

e There were very few papers that were unscorable (rating

0) because they were illegible or incomprehensible or

contained little or no writing.

3.6% of the papers were not scorable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned topics

or deviated markedly from the directions provided.

(These are papers rated X. They were scored, however,

for individual traits.) Giving information, objective 2

received the most X scores.
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Analsis and Interpretation

The largest number of papers (55.1%) for all four
objectives were given a rating of "fair," which
indicates that the qualities identified as important
for a particularieriting objective were present although
there were weaknesses and problems which detracted from
the effectiveness of the_Writing. The fact that a large
percentage of paperM'.05%) was rated "fair" (rating 2)
maylndicate that Audiance, in addition to aim, is not
stressed Sufficiently.

Slightlyjesu,than,ajifth (19.9%) Of, the papers were
rated "poor" (rating I). Papers rated "poor" generally
displayed such weaknesses as unawareness of audience,
lack of unity, lack of imagination, trite language, and
distracting errors in the conventions of writing
(spelling, unctuation and capitalization).

A very small percentage (2.6%) of the papers was rated
4, "excellent." Thip is_dueto the fact that papers
were rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve.
These papers were outstanding in all respects; they
showed an awareness of purpose and audience and were
clear; coherent; and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (73.5%).. This indicates that the writing of
most students can be considered "fair" or "good."
The'Ootential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that the number of 0 papers was very
minimal also indicates that students are OM to commu-
nicate at least some of their ideas in:writUe. The

scorers observed that students did very little revising
and editing The first draft in most instances, was
the final prOduct.



TRAIT SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Ratin

12iStives_

Ratings

OBJECTIVE #1

P: Expressiveness 0,0% 9.8% 64.8% 25 4%

5: Syntax 1.4% 18.3% 63.4% 16.9%

T: PC & C 7.0% 33.8% 42.2% 16.9%

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization 13.9% 50 4 33.3% 2.8%

Completeness/Relevance 6.9% 45.8% 43.0% 4.2%

Spelling 25.0% 33.3% 33.3% 8.3%

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated Position 1.3% 34.2% 52.6% 11,8%

P: Tone 0.0% 17.1% 63.2% 19.7%

P: Organization 1 3% 15.1% 72.4% 10.51

P: Use of Supporting 0.0% 19.7% 57.9% 22,4%

Information

Audience*

Ye No

89 10.5%

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of Structure 2,8% 39.41 46,5% 11.3%

P: Invention of Details 2,8% 28.2% 52.1% 16,9%

P: Wordin. 2.1% 12.7% 70.4% 14.1%

AVERAGE 5.0% 27,51 53,5% 13.9%

*Although audience is an important consideration for all

four objectives of writing, audience as a trait was

scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering

specific information related to audience awareness.
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ArjaELLEd Interpretation

o The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores for

the fourth graders was organization based on chronological

order (63,9% scored for objective 2), followed by spelling

(58.3%). The trait with the smallest number of 4 and 3

scores was expressiveness (9.8%),

o Traits were categorized according to their relative in-

p:rtance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The tertiary

traits received the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

(50.0%), followed by the primary (30,5 %) and secondary

(19.7%) traits, The relatively better performance on

tertiary traits indicates the effect of instructional

emphasis.

o A comparison of the average percentage for each rating

(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest percent-

age of papers was rated 2 (53.5%). This indicates that

the level of attainment of the traits was "fair," al-

though there were lapses which interfered with communi-

cation.

A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better than holistic scores. When

the average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings on traits

were combined, the percentage of papers totaled 32.5%

(as compared with the 21.42 rated 4 and 3 holistically).

89.5% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 10.5% failed to do so.

e Students did better in organizing papers based on chrono-

logical order (required in giving information) than in

organizing papers based on logical order (required in

promoting ideas),
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Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(Hi gh to Low )

3 fi 4

Scores Pri r- Seconder Tertia-:

1 Organization

(Obj. #2)

63.9% 63.9%

2 Spelling 58.3% 58.3%

leteness/

Relevance

52.1% 52.7%

4, Invention of

Structure
42.2% 42.2%

5, PC & C 40,8% 40.8%

6. Clearly Stated

Position

7 Invention of

Details
31,0% 31.0%

8. Syntax 19,7% 19.7%

9. Use of Supporting

Information
19.7% 19.7%

10. Organization

(Obj. #3)

17.1% 17.1%

11. Tone 17,1% 17,1%

12. Wording 15.5% 15.5%

13. reseiveness 9,8% 9.8%

AVERAGE 30.5% 19.7% 50,0%

Amaksis and Interpretation

Students scored lowest on expressiveness (9,8 %), Because

this trait is related to expressing feelings (objective

1), the low score may indicate a lack of development in

expressing personal feelings clearly and vividly and a

lack of experience with figurative language. It may also

indicate a lack of experience with multiple meanings

which convey fresh and original ideas, a narrow range of

vocabulary, or inability tokvary words and expressions

to fit aim and audience.

e Students were relatively weak in syntax; only 19.7% of

the papers scored for objective I were rated 4 and 3

for syntax.



kstrtatIcinsis

1. Students should be taught from the early grades to write for all four objectives
in meaningful situations,

Writing activities should capitalize on the interests and experiences of students.

The counication function of writing should be emphasized, and writing should be done for a variety of
audiences far specific purposes,

4. Students should be given opportunities to express their feelings freely,
use their imaginations, and be

creative and inventive in their ideas. Discussions as well as sensory experiences should be encouraged.

5. Different levels of thinking should be deliberately developed as a pre-requisite to good writiftg,6

8. The entire process of writing should be systematically taught: pre-writing, revising, rewriting, and
editing.

7. Students should be given
many opportunities to develop the skills in which this study has shewn they are

weak;
bl

a, Using words that are vivid, precise, and appropriate.

b. Maintaining unity and coherence through the use of a consistent tone, a consistent point of view, and
appropriate transitions.

c. Planning papers based on logical order.

Selecting details that are relevant and selecting supporting information
that is relevant and

convincing.

8. The prim ary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the our purposes of writing.

9, All traits should be taught in relation to purpose, to audience, and to the total effect of the paper,
not in isolation; evaluation of student writing should give primary consideration to the whole piece of
writing (holistic evaluation).

10. Students should be given opportunities to strengthen their control over syntax by combining sentences,
moving their parts, using a variety of modifiers (adjectives, phrases, and clauses and using various
sentence lengths.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and Instrv:tional Implications

of Windward District Holistic and Trait Scores

GRADE EIGHT

HOLISTIC SCORES

Results Analysis_and Interpretation

PercentsPercenta2e ilf Scores for Rach R

Objectives
Rain s*

3 2 X

1 Expressing 3.1% 24.6% 60.0% 12,0% 0.0% 0.0%

Feeling

2. Giving

Inform ation
4.5% 21.2% 54.5% 19.7% 0.0% 0.0%

3. Promoting

Ideas
3,6% 25.5% 43.6% 27.3% 0.0% 0.0%

4. Entertaining 1.8% 29.1% 58.2% 9.1% 0,0% 1.8%

AVERAGE 3.3% 25.1% 54,1% 17.0% 0.0% 0.5%

rerce la:e OT cores wnen uomninen

Objectives

Codified

4 and 3

Combined

3 and 2

__111411NEL---iktIEL.

1, Expressing Feeling 27.7% 84.6%

2. Giving information 25.7% 75.7%

3. Promoting Ideas 29.1% 69,1%

4, Entertaining 30.9% 87.3%

AVERAGE 28.4% 79.2%

Excellent

Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

0: Not Storable (holistically

as well as for traits)

X: Not Storable (holistically)

a Students performed best in entertaining, objective 4

(as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent"

and "good"), and poorest in giving information, ob-

jective 2; however, the scores for all four objectives

were not significantly different. This may indicate

that, by the eighth grade, students have been given

practice in writing for all four purposes.

Scores for the eighth graders for objective 2, pro-

viding information, were lower than those for fourth

graders. This is most probably due to the weaknesses

of the assessment item itself. Scorers all agreed

that the information provided was not sufficient;

moreover, students in the eighth grade are not very

familiar with driving and thus were unable to describe

an accident clearly.

There was no paper that was unscorable (rating 0) be-

cause it was illegible or incomprehensible or contained

little or no writing. The total number of 0 papers was

only one (out of 1,985 papers).

Less than one per cent (.5%) of the papers were not

storable holistically because the authors did not write

on the assigned topics or deviated markedly from the

directions provided. (These are papers rated X. They

were scored, however, for individual traits.) Enter-

taining, objective 4, received the only X scores.



Analysis and Interpretation

The largest number of papers (54.1%) for all four
objectives were given a rating of "fair," which indicates
that the qualities identified as important for a parti-
cular writing objective were present although there were
weaknesses and problems which detracted from the effect-
iveness of the writing. The fact that over half-of the
papers were rated "fair" may indicate that audience, in
addition to aim, is not stressed sufficiently.

As compared with the fourth grade scores, the percentages
of upper scores (4 and 3) for the eighth grade increased
from 21.1% (grade 4) to 28.4% (grade 8).

Moreover, fewer papers (17.0%) were rated "poor" as
compared with the fourth grade (19.9%), indicating that
students are improving. However, some of the weaknesses
evidenced by fourth graders still persisted: unawareness

of audience, lack of vivid use of language and details,
and use of incorrect information and weak supporting evi-
dence.

A very small percentage (3.3 %) of the papers was rated
4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that papers
were rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve.
These papers were outstanding in all respects; they
showed an awareness of purpose and audience and were
clear, coherent and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (79.2%). This indicates that the writing of
most students can be considered "fair" or "good." The

potential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that there were no papers rated 0
also indicates that students are able to communicate at
least some of their ideas in writing. The scorers
observed that students did very little revising and
editing. The first draft, in most instances, was the
final product.
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Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Rati

TRAIT SCORES

Objectives T __ 1 inig

OBJECTIVE #1

P: Expressiveness

S: Syntax

T: PC 6 C

1.5%

0.0%

4.7%

41.5%

37,5%

32.8%

47.7%

53.1%

53.1%

9.2%

9.4%

9.4%

OBJECTIVE #2

P: Organization 19.7% 59.1% 19.7% 1.5%

P: Completeness/Relevance 6.1% 24.2% 47.0% 22.7%

T: Spelling 50.0% 31.8% 16.7% 1.5%

OBJECTIVE #3

Pt Clearly Stated Position 7.3% 54.5% 27.3% 10.9%

P: Tone 5.5% 25.5% 58.2% 10.9%

P: Orgenization 1.8% 23.6% 50.9% 23.6%

P: Use of Supporting

Information
5.5% 18.2% 40.0% 36,4%

Audience*

Yea No

27.3% 72.7% 0

OBJECTIVE #4

P: Invention of Structure 9.3% 51.45 29.6% 3.7%

P: Invention of Details 3.7% 35.2% 50.0% 11.1%

P: Wording 1.9% 14.8% 75.9% 7.4%

AVERAGE 9,0% 34.6% 43.8% 12,1%

*Although audience is an important consideration for all

four objectives of writing, audience as a trait was

scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering

specific information related to audience awareness.

Interpretation

e The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores for

the eighth graders was spelling (81.8%), followed by

organization based on chronological order (78.8%, scored

for objective 2). The trait with the smallest number of

4 and 3 scores was wording (16.7%).

Traits were categorized according to their relative im-

portance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The tertiary

traits received the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

(59.7%), followed by the primary (41.0%) and secondary

(37.5%) traits. The relatively better performance on

tertiary traits indicates the effect of instructional

arison of the average percentage for each rating

for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest per-

centage of papers was rated 2 (43.8%) . This indicates

that the level of attainment of the traits was "fair,"

although there were lapses which interfered with con-

nunication.

o A comparison of the trait and holistic scores indicates

that trait scores were better then holistic scores.

When the average percentages of the 4 and 3 ratings on

traits were combined, the percentage of papers totaled

43.6% (as comp_ ared with the 28.4% rated 4 and 3 holis-

tically),

27.3% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 72.7% failed to do so.

e Students did better in organizing papers based on chrono

logical order (required in giving information) than in

organizing papers based on logical order (required in

promoting ideas). This finding seems to be directly

related to data obtained from teachers about current

practices in writing instruction, which indicated that

the relationship between writing and thinking is not

consistently emphasized:
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M4

VI

1/44 7. Syntax

Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for
Analysis and Inter retatiot

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(High to Low)

1. Spelling

3 6 4
Primary

Scores

1.8%

2 Organization

(Obj, #2)
78,8%

3. Clearly Stated

Position

4, Invention of

Structure

5, Expressiveness

6, Invention of

Details

8. PC & C

9. Tone

10. Completeness/

Relevance

11. Organization

(Obj. #3)

13. Wording 16,7%

AVERAGE
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Students scored lowest on wording (16.7%). Because this

trait is related to entertaining (objective 4), the low

score may indicate a lack of development in imagery and

a lack of experience with figurative language. It may

also indicate a lack of experience with multiple mean-

ings, a narrow range of vocabulary, or inability to vary

words and expressions to fit aim and audience,
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Instructional Imolications

1. Writing instructions should provide for the development of creativity and use of imagination.

Students should be provided instruction in the use of vivid language and figures of speech.

The entire process of writing should be systematically taught: pre - writing, writing, revising, re-

writing and editing.

4, The Hawaii English Program, Secondary, should be used where appropriate, e,g., crafting units.

5, Form (report writing, paragraphing) should be taught,

6 Writing for the various purposes and for various audiences should be integrated in all English courses

as well as in other courses such as social studies, science and health.

7, Initially, writing should be based on student interest and experiences.

co S, The primary traits should be systematically taught in relation to the four purposes of writing.

Thinking skills should be consistently taught in relation to writing, especially in organizing papers,

determining supporting evidence, and selecting details. Thinking skills should be emphasized in

relation to purpose and audience.

10. Traits should be taught in relation to the whole piece of writing, not in isolation.

11. A variety of resources should be used to improve and expand upon the use of words: liters ure, oral

activities, real life experiences, sensory activities, etc.
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Results, Analysis and Interpretation, and instructional Implications

of Windward District Holistic and Trait Scores

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Rating

R *

GRADE ELEVEN

HOLISTIC SCORES

objectives --

l'
Expressing

Feeling

2. Giving

Information

3. Promoting

Ideas

4, Entertaining

1.7%

5.0

3,3%

6.7%

29.8%

30.0%

26.2%

23,

47.3%

41.7%

52.5%

17,5%

21,7%

14.8%

11.7%

0.0%

0,0%

1.6%

0.0%

3.5%

1.7%

1.6%

0.0%

AVERAGE 4.2% 27 . 50.0% 16.4% 0.4% 1.7%

Percentage of Scores When Combined

Combined Combine-a-

Objectives 4 and 3

Ratings

ElipiiiiEg Feeling

2. Giving Information

3. Promoting Ideas

4. Entertainin

AVERAGE

4 and 3

Rating

-7-7Jr

71.7%

78.7%

81.6%

77,3%

35.0%

29.5%

30.0%

31.5%

*Ratings: 4: Excellent

3: Good

2: Fair

1: Poor

Not Scorable (holistically

as well as for traits)

Not Scorable (holistically)
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Antis and Interpretation

Students performed best in giving information, objective

2 (as indicated by the combined scores of "excellent"

and "good "), and poorest in promoting ideas, objective 3,

Although students performed best in giving information,

the score (35,0%) was not very different from the scores

for the other three objectives. The homogeneity of the

four scores may be attributed to the continued instruc-

tional emphasis on all four objectives in high school.

There were very few papers that were unscorable (rating

0) because they were illegible or incomprehensible or

contained little or no writing.

Only 1,7% of the papers were not scorable holistically

because the authors did not write on the assigned topics

or deviated markedly from the directions provided.

(These are papers rated X. They were scored, however,

for individual traits.) Entertaining, objective 4,

received the most X scores.

The largest number of papers (50.0%) for all four ob-

jectives were given a rating of "fair," which indicates

that the qualities identified as important for a parti-

cular writing objective were present although there were

weaknesses and problems which detracted from the effect-

iveness of the writing. The fact that a large percentage

of papers (50.0%) was rated "fair" (rating 2) may indi-

cate that audience, in addition to aim, is not stressed

sufficiently.
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Analysis and Inter retation

Slightly less than a fifth (16.4%) of the papers were
rated "poor" (rating 1). These papers generally dis-
played such weaknesses as unawareness of audience, lack
of unity, lack of imagination, trite language, and dis-
tracting errors in the conventions of writing (spelling,
punctuation and capitalization).

O A very small percentage (4.2%) of the papers was rated
4, "excellent." This is due to the fact that papers
were rated against an ideal standard, not on a curve.
These papers were outstanding in all respects; they
showed an awareness of purpose and audience and were
clear, coherent and effective.

A large majority of the papers were in the 2 and 3
categories (77.3%). This indicates that the writing_
of most students can be considered "fair" and "good."
The potential for better writing is definitely present.
Moreover, the fact that the number of 0 papers was
very minimal also indicates that students are able to
communicate at least some of their ideas in writing.
Scorers observed that students did very little revising
and editing. The first draft, in most instances, was
the final product.
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TRAIT SCORES

Results

Percentage of Scores for Each Ratin

Objectives
Ratings

E s.-..1
4 3 2 1

OBJECTIVE #1

P: Expressiveness

Syntax

PC & C

OBJECTIVE 112

P Organization

P: Completeness/Relevanm

T: Spelling

OBJECTIVE #3

P: Clearly Stated Position

P: Tone

P: Organization

P: Use of Supporting

Information

1,8%

1.8%

3,6%

13,6%

8.5%

28s8%

13.6%

3.4%

5.1%

3.4%

34.5%

40,0%

43.6%

40.7%

22.0%

50.8%

47.2%

30.5%

27,1%

23.7%

49;0%

47.2%

38.1%

35.6%

54,2%

15.3%

28.9%

62.7%

49.2%

57.6%

14,5%

10,9%

14.5i.

10.2%

15.3%

5.1%

8.5%

3.4%

18.6%

15.3%

Audience*

21L12?__I
11.9% 74.6%13.6%

OBJECTIVE #4

P: invtoLion of Structure

Invention of Details

P: Wording

3.3%

5.0%

5.0%

45.0%

23.3%

25.0%

46.7% 5.0%

58.3% 13.3%

65,0% 5.0%

AVERAGE 7.5% 34. 46.8% 10.7%
Trfr ik,

*Although audience is an important consideration for all

four objectives of writing, audience as a trait was

scored for objective 3 for the purpose of gathering

specific information related to audience awareness.
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The trait with the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores for

the eleventh graders was spelling (79.6%), followed by

clearly stated position (60.8%). The trait with the

smallest number of 4 and 3 scores was use of supporting

information (27,1%), The high score on spelling indicates

the effect of instructional emphasis on this trait, It

may also indicate that students find security in resorting

to common, easy-to-spell words. The low score on use of

supporting information indicates that students lack the

necessary vocabulary to communicate effectively to a

variety of audiences to accomplish different purposes.

Traits were categorized according to their relative im-

portance as primary, secondary, tertiary. The tertiary

traits received the greatest number of 4 and 3 scores

(63.4%), followed by the secondary (41.8%) and the

primary (38.3%) traits. The relatively better perform-

ance on tertiary traits indicates the effect of instruc-

tional emphasis.

A comparison of the average percentage for each rating

(for all thirteen traits) shows that the largest per-

centage of papers was rated 2 (46.8%). This indicates

that the level of attainment of the traits was "fair,"

although there were lapses which interfered with com-

munication.

$ A comparison of the trait and holistic scone indicates

that although trait scores were better than holistic

scores, the difference was not very much (31.5%; holistic

and 42.4%; traits) when the percentages of the 4 and 3

ratings were combined,

12.6% of the papers specifically addressed the given

audience in promoting ideas, but 11,9% failed to do so.

Scorers were unable to determine whether papers addressed

an audience for 74.6% of the papers; these papers as-

sumed that the reader knew who the audience was and did

not explicitly or even implicitly indicate an a iface.



Ranking of Traits and Percentage of Papers for

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Traits

for Combined 4 and 3 Scores

Ranking of Traits

(Rich to Low
3 11 4

Scores
Primary Secondary Tertiary

1. Spelling 79.6% 79.69

2. Clearly Stated

Position
60.8% 60.8%

3. Organization

(Obj. #2)
54.31 54.32

4. Invention of

Structure
48.3% 48.3%

5, PC & C 47.2% 47 2%

6. Syntax 41. 41.82

7 ressiveness 36.3% 6.3%

8, Tone 34:9% 34.9

9. Organization

(Obj. #3)
32.2% 32.2%

10. Completeness/

Relevance
30.5% 30.5%

1 1. wording 30.0% 30.0 %

12. Invention of

Details
28.3% 28.3%

13. Use of Supporting

Information

. .
27.1% 27.1%

AV AGEER 38.3% 41.8% 63.42
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Analysis and Iu erPretat on

to Students did better in organizing papers based on chrono-

logical order (required in giving information) than in

organizing papers based on logical order (required in

promoting ideas).

I) Students scored lowest on use of supporting information

(21.1%). Because this trait is related to promoting

ideas (objective 3), the low score may indicate a

general lack of experience with persuasive writing, in-

cluding specific evidence and convincing language.
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Instructional Iglications

I. Continued emphasis should be given to writing for aim and audience. As auch as possible, a real
audience should be addressed:

Instructional time should be set aside for pre-writing activities, These activities should provide

an opportunity for students to examine 'heir own feelings, share their ideas, and learn through group
dynamics how to comunicate clearly and effectively. Planning a papa should also be an important
focus of pre-writing activities.

All four purposes should be taught in meaningful situations.

4. Primary traits should be emphasized in relation to each of the four purposes of writing.

), Thinking should be taught and encouraged; thinking as a pre- requisite to good writing should be
emphasized.

Traits should be taught in relation to the total discourse, not in isolation.

Instruction for those traits found to be weaknesses should be emphasized: wording, use of supporting
infor tion completeness and relevance, organization (objective #3), and invention of details.
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APPENDIX A: ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE

Evaluation Procedure

Because Hawaii's assessment focused on the measurement of composition
skills, including logic and the ability to formulate ideas and to translate
those ideas into meaningful written language, the direct aseeasment method- -
that is, .1,ctually having the students writewas utilized. Sometimes referred
to as applied performance testing, this method of assessment requires a prompt
or an assessment exercise for students to write on, time set aside for writing
with minimum interference, the scoring of papers by trained scorers, and an
analysis and interpretation of the findings.

Instrumentaticn

Exercises for grades 4, B, and 11 were developed to measure the follow-
ing writing objectives;

Objective #1:

Objective #2:

Objective #-

Objective #4:

Expressing Feelings: To express personal
feelings clearly and vividly.

Giving Information: To give clear,
accurate, and complete information to
others.

Promoting Ideas: To present a convincing
argument.

Entertaining: To use language artfully to
move the reader into the imaginary world
of the writer.

The exercises were designed to elicit complete written responses,
directly related to the task of writing for a specific purpose to a given
aud_ence. The experiences and interests of each grade level to be assessed
were kept uppermost in mind.

The exercises were developed by the writing task force with assistance
from the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (NWREL): they were then
carefully field tested and revised.



To supplement student performance data, a survey of current practices
in writing instruction was conducted on a very limited basis. Because of
the small number of responses to the questionnaire, the data were used pri-
marily to validate results from student papers.

Sample Population

The assessment was conducted on a sampling basis because of the enormous
resources which would have been needed to assess every target student state-
wide and also because data on student performance obtained through sampling
were considered to be representative of the target groups.

The design specifications focused on students in grades 4, 8, and 11
enrolled in each district. Non-English-speaking students and handicapped
students who could not respond to the exercises as administered were excluded
from the assessment.

A stratified two-stage cluster- random sample design was used for each
of the seven districts. Schools were treated as clusters and stratified
into three groups--high, average, and low--according to the scores on the
language portion of the Stanford Achievement Test. From each group, schools
were randomly selected, and students were randomly drawn to derive an adequao
sampling from each of the three achievement groups. In addition, alternate
students were randomly pre-selected to replace any of the initial group of
students who were absent when the assessment exercises were administered.

Displayed below are the sample sizes for each district and for the
four objectives.

District Grade 4 Grade 8 I Grade 11 Total

Honolulu 316 275 223 814

Central 314 310 284 908

Windward 316 288 240 844

Leeward 302 250 238 790

Hawaii 298 296 260 854

Maui 299 298 284 881

Kauai 273 276 239 788

TOTAL 2,118 1,993 1,768 5,879

Schools participating in the assessment are listed on pages iii-v.
It should be emphasized that the assessment was intended to arrive at state
and district profiles, not school profiles, as the school sample selected
was not meant to be representative of the entire school population. Also it
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must be cautioned that the intent of this assessment is not to compare theperformance of one district with that of another.

ministration of Exercises

Exercises were administered during May to students selected by the
Evaluation Section in accordance with the sampling design described above.The specific date, place, and other logistics were determined by each school
in consultation with the district test coordinator, who was given prior
instructions and who assisted schools by providing information concerningthe conduct of the assessment. Test coordinators were also responsible for
distributing the writing exercises and for collecting completed exercises.

Because the focus of the exercise was on writing rather than reading,students were given oral instructions in addition to the printed instructionscontained in the exercise booklet. Students were given forty-five minutes toplan their writing, do a rough draft, and complete a finished product.

In order to-control as many variables as possible, the testing situationdid not provide for follow-up practices that ordinarily should be emphasized
in writing--e.g., the use of discussions, feedback, and reference materials.

Scoring

Both the holistic and trait methods were used in scoring the papers.
The holistic method represents the reader's general response to the writing
sample, the reader's evaluation of (1) how well the student accomplished the
purpose of the writing, (2) how well the student communicated with the given
audience, and (3) how well the student performed in the traits identified
as important for a particular aim of writing. The reader, in viewing all thetraits as a whole, generally gave most emphasis to the primary trait(s).

While the traits did influence holistic scoring to some degree, they
were given specific consideration later; each was examined separately by
the scorers. To give relative importance to traits, they were identified as
"primary," "secondary," and "tertiary" for a given objective. The thirteen
traits which were scored are listed below:

Objective 1: Ex ressin Feelings

Primary Trait: Expressiveness
Secondary Trait: Syntax
Tertiary Trait: Punctuation, Capitalization, and

Other Conventions

Ch active Givin In

Primary Trait: Organization
Completeness and Relevance

Tertiary Trait: Spelling



Objective 3: Promoting Ideas

Primary Traits:

Objective 4: Entertaining

Primary Traits:

Clearly Stated Position
Tone
Organization
Use of Supporting Information

Invention of Structure
Invention of Details
Wording

Although audience is an important consideration for all four objectives
of writing, audience as a trait was scored for objective 3 for the purpose
of gathering specific information related to audience awareness.

All papers were scored on a scale of 4 to 1 (high to low) against
criteria established for each type of writing (see Appendix C), making this
a criterion-referenced, as opposed to norm-referenced, measurement. Papers

in the "4" category represent excellent writing. We might consider this to
be our ideal, our ultimate goal, in writing. In the "3" category are papers
that are considered in the upper half of the range from 4 to 1 (but not the
upper half in a norm-referenced sense); they may be considered "good" papers.
The "2" papers are those that show some evidence of fulfilling the assigned
task but contain many weaknesses that detract from the effectiveness of the
message. They maybe considered "fair" papers. The "1" papers are those
that have so many problems that the reader finds it very difficult, if not
impossible, to understand the intended message. The "1" papers are considered
"poor." Papers in the "2" and "1" categories are viewed as those in the
lower half of the range of 4 to 1.

In holistic scoring, two other ratings were considered: "0" and "X"
ratings. Papers were rated "0" if they were unscorable because they were
illegible or incomprehensible or contained little or no writing. Papers
were rated "X" if the authors did not write on the assigned topics or
deviated markedly from the directions provided.

To maintain reliability of scores, the final holistic and trait score
had to be agreed upon by three scorers._. In other words, each paper was
scored by a minimum of three readers for the holistic score and three
readers for the trait scores.

Thirty-five scorers spent approximately sixty hours scoring all 5,879
writing samples. The scorers were teachers from the three grade levels:
grades 4, 8, and 11. They received on-the-job training. The Director of
the Univer8ity of Hawaii Composition Program served as consultant throughout
the scoring.

Compilation of Scores

Student help from the Evaluation Section assisted in compiling the scores
which were initially reported in a technical report entitled Hawaii Writing
Assessment, 1979, prepared by the Evaluation Section. This document was
followed by two summary reports prepared by the Office of Instructional Services:
Summqr$,:Re0Ort on Hawai_ Writ u Assessment_ 1979 and Executive Summa Re ort
on HawaiiWriting Assessment 1979. All three reports served as bases for the
State Writing Improvement Framework.
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APPENDIX B:

4BSESBNENT.EXERCIBES

Objective Expressing Fee ng: To express personal feelings clearly and
vividly.

Grade 4 exercise

a It is announced that, beginning tomorrow, school will begin an hour
earlier and:end an hour later every day. Write down exactly how
you feel about this.

Grade 8 exercise

It is announced that beginning tomorrow all eighth graders will be
Private slaves to the ninth graders. You'll have no rights whatso-
ever, and you'll have to do everything you're asked to do without

question. Write down exactly how you feel about this

Grade 11 exercise

Some people really like being the age they are. Other people wish
they could be a different age. Write down exactly how you feel about
being the age you are.

Objective-- 2: Giving Information:
information to othe

Grade 4 exerc

To give clea accurate, and complete

Your friend wants to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich to take
to school for lunch but has never made one before. Write directions
explaining carefully how to make a peanut butter and jelly sandwich.

Grades 8 and 11 exercise

Look at the diagram of an automobile accident on the opposite page*

Study the diagram and imagine that you were a witness to the acci-
dent. You need to write a report on what you saw for the police
department. Describe how the accident happened from beginning to
end. Make your report as clear and complete as you can

*Sae next page.



r- DATE OF ACCIDENT: JUNE 24, 1977

TIME OF ACCIDENT: 615 AIM,



Oblpctive 3: Promoting Ideas: To present a convincing argument.

Grade 4 exercise

The principal of your school has made the following announcement:
am thinking about making a rule that all students will wear

shoes at school. Please let me know what you think about this."

Think about whether this is a good idea or not. Then write a
letter to your principal explaining why you think it's a good idea
or why you don't think it's a good idea. Give reasons and try to
make your argument strong enough to get your principal to think as
you do.

Grades 8 and 11 exercise

The DeJartment of Education is considering a rule that would extend
the school year to eleven months and shorten .the summer vacation to
one month. The decision will be made by a vote of students. Decide
whether you agree or disagree with the proposed rule. Then write
your reasons for your view. Make your argument strong enough to
convince your friends and classmates to vote the way you want them
to.

Objective 4: Entertaining: To use language artfully to move the reader
into the imaginary world of the writer.

Grades 4, 8 and 11 exercise

Sometimes writing is used to create a make-believe world. This is
a chance for you to do the same thing. Imagine that a bottle is
floating in the middle of a vast ocean. In it'is a piece of paper.
Write a storyhat would entertain your friends_in which the bottle
plays an important part. You might want to include answers to such
questions as:

Where did the bottle come from?
What's written on the piece of paper?
Who is going to find it?
What's going to happen to the person who finds it?
What happens then?
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APP/NDIX C: SCORING CRITERIA

Objective it 4nrelehz,Ftalkukt To 4X7445 personal feeling

klemfirea

ssiveneas

4- Exceller

Writing has a personal style..

reveals a personality that Le

clear, consistent, and

belieitble. There is a

strong, clear expreesien of

Ming and openness. Ideas

are fresh and origintl. Words

are'vivie, colorful, 04

effeotive, and Wen°e the

xpreleiveness of the paper.

Words and phrases are oombined

effectively into permitted and

appropriate patterns of

language,

lidlia-Mitt

. ftetnation,

Capitalisation

end Other

Convemtions
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Punctuation, capitalization,

and other conventions are

correct;

io Collins errors or only

few in difficult verde ire

evident,

learly and vividly.

n the whole, the writing has

a personal style, but there

are a few minor itoonsisten.

ies aid contradictions.

There is still a clear emss

sion of reeling, but freshness

and originality are licking,

Word choice is accurate, but

words are not vivid, lively or

colorful,

Sentence structure is generally

correct. There is some awe.

wariness, but it does not

detract from the overall

effectiveness of the writing.

There are a few errors in rend.

tuition, capitalization, and

other conventions, but they

do not detract from the mere

all effectiveness of the

cattle.

There are a few spelling errors,

but they do not detract from the

overall effectiveness of the

Writing reveals a personality,

but there are inoonsieteeciee

end contradictions that

detract from its effective.

ss, Expression of feeling

is limited, Some words may

be used inuourately, or

there may be reliance on

cliches or trite expressions.

Mary sentences are character.

ized by structural emenessee

and ponmatical worm

1-Poor

There is little indication

of a real personality.

There are so many inconsise

teholes and contradictions

that no real "voice' ie

established, Vocabulary is

dull and lifeless, or

reliance 00 01104 is

nearly total, Some papers

may resort to lists of

mesons or opinione rather

than expression or feeling.

Writing shows little or no

sense of sentence structure.

There AM errors in

punctuation, capitalization

and other conventions that

detract Crum the overall

effectiveness r the writing.

There are several spelling

errors that detract fry the

effectiveness of the writing.

There are au many errors in

potation, oepitslitatien,

and other eonventions that

the paper is difficult to

reed.

There are se lee:1y spelling.

More that the roe* can

hardly understand the

writing.



Writing Objective 2 Giviflg Information: To give cievi accurate, and complete information to others,

4.Exally

ErAiral

Organisation patella are arranged in an

order that reader can follow;

there is clear transition

between steps; overall pree

sentation to coherent,

Deteile are organized reaeon-

ably yell; there may be minor ,

lapses from legion order, but

they do not seriously detract

from coherence of prementae

tion,

Some attempt to order Wormae

tion has been made, but the

sequence is difficult to

renew,

There is no apparent order,

Writing rubble and/or is

confeeing to the reader,

, Completeness

and Relevance

ee----6.----,e--

44Vgl1114.

_-_li.,.....:-.--

All necessary information is

included, and All irrelevant

information is excluded,

__.....i

All Important information is

included; however, acme irrele

event information is also

included, This irrelevant

AInformation does not seriously

detract from the effectiveness

of the presentation,

Some necesseTy information is

left out ad/or some irrelee

vent information le included,

These faults are serious

enough to detract from the

overall effeetivenese of the

presentation,

So such important information

is left out that there is

very little likelihood that

the reader can Indents/1d the

presentation,

Words chosen are clear,

acourate, and appr nrinte,

Words selected Indicate some

thoughtfulness regarding word

choice, Some words are mis-

used, but these do not detract

from the overall effectiveness

of the welting,

Some of the Words coed are

ambiguous, vague, innovate,

or releadant, detracting from

the overall effectivonees of

the directions,

.3o many wrong or *dims

words are wed that

directions are leposaible

to follow.

Wording

Tertiary Taite

No opening errors or only a

few in difficult words are

evident,

There are a few spelling

errors, but they do not

detract from the overall

effectiveness of the writing,

There are spelling moil

that detract from the efface

tintless of the writing,

Theie are so many gelling

errors that the reader can

hardly understand the

writing,

Spelling

, Syntax

.

Words and phrases are come

bined effectively into per

mated and appropriate

patterne of language,

Sentence structure is generally

correct. There is some

awkwardness, haat does not ,

detract frog the overall effece

tivenesa of the writing,

Man sentences are ehereoe

terized by structural

weaknesses and grammatical

errers,--

Writihg shows little or no

sense of sentence strectoo,

,

, keetuation,

OaPitaigation)

and Other

Conventions

Punctuation, capitalization,

and Other conventions are

correct* ,

There are a few errors in

punctuation, capitalization, and

other oonventione, but they do

not detract from the overall

effectiveness of the writing,

There are errors in

Punctuation, capitalization, and

other conventions that detract

from the overall effectivenees

of the directieee,

--,...

There ere se many errors in

punctuation, caPitelisetien,

and other conventions that

the piper is difficult to

reed,



MmtgiVaLr To present i convinc

4-Excellent

pont,

3-Good 2-Fair 1 -Phor

tiaary baits

. Clearly dta d Position is clearly stated Position is clearly stated Position is stated so that Statement of position is
Position and consistently maintained and consistently maintained the reader can he reasonably missing or so =dear that

throughout the paper. In throughout the paper. How- certain of the studantls the reader cannot determine
addition, there is specific

and complete reference to all

ever, clear references to the

specific issue at hand are

point of view, but there are

some ambiguities, bongs.

student I s position,

worts/it components of the

issue at hand (e.g,, "I agree/

disagree with the 1.pplailLi

missing, tangles, or shifts in post.

UM,

Elm to extend the school
year to 11. menthe).

. Dee of Ouppert, Use of supporting information All the evidence presented is Algoma is supported by limited Evidence is nonexistent or
Sad kiforaation is superiors the evidence

clearly supports the post-

Lions; the 'evidence is suffift

supportive of the position,

but there is not enough

evidence -.or it is not sped.

evidence, Evidence tends to be

general and poorly focused,

So details may not be suppor.

extremely limited. Bvirlanoe

Is vague and/or unrelated to

aroma.
dent and speoirb. The tie enough -.to he completely tive of the statement of position
argument is, therefore, very

convincing.

convincinig. or may be so loosely related that

the reader is not sure how they

support the position,

, Tone Tone is consistent and appro. The tone is appropriate for Tone does not contribute to Tone ii inappropriate to

L1114 it ;Mate for Purpose and audience, the purpose and audience, PeritilleiVeBBBB, but is not audience, purpose, and cc IP

;ink", ' i t.
betel the

Tone enhances persuasiveness. Tone enhances pereuacivencas,

but there are shifts or Won.
counterproductive. Tone is

flat, dull, uninteresting, or

elan, and la counter.

productive.
1 -tt sletenciee, difficult to discern.

1141L'Ig s
pin occasion.
lone iestib-
Listed, largely
;hr. * diotion, )

Orpnialtion Strructura is clearly devil. . Structure is developed reason. Sow at to structure the Then is no apparent

sped; transitions between.

cupPortina:Itatereintaire

ably .wall; there may be minor

deviations from the structure

argument his been made, but

the structure is poorly devil.

stricture,

clear lint enhanced by

ipPropriete Pereirellh881.

(e.g., poor transitions,

inappropriate paragraphing,

or redundiney), bat they do

oped. There is consistent

inettontion to transitions,

paragraphing, and otter"devines

not seriously detrset.fren that aid organisation. 263
:c/trity of the structure,



Writs Objective 3: Promoting Ideas r.ci present a convtcing argument! (cont'd.)

4-Excellent -Good 2-Fair 1-Poor

kiadmL...Lra

. Wording Words chosen are clear, accu.

rate and precise.

Word ch2ice indicates me

thought regarding diction, hit

a few words are weak or even

misused.

Some of the words chosen are

inaccurate or imprecise,

Words chosen are generally

inaccurate or imprecise.

Teri !,7 Traits

Syntax Words and phrases are on

bined effectively into permit.

ted and appropriate patterns o

language.

L.Intence structure is psi 'ally

correct! There is some

awkwardness, but it does not

detract from the overall

effectiveness of the writing.

lo spelling errors or only a

few in difficult words are

evident.

Many sentences are charoeter-

ised by structural weaknesses

and grammatical errors.

writing shows little or no

sense of sentence structure.

There are a few spelling

errors, but they do not

detract from the overall

effectiveness of the writing,

There are several spelling

errors that detract from the

effectiveness of the writing.

There are so zany spelling

errors that the reader Oat

hardly understand the

war's,

Punctuation,

Capitalization,

and Other

Convention!

261

Punctuation, capitalization,

and other conventions are

correct.

There are a few errors in

punctuation, capitalization, an

other conventions, but they do

not detract from the overall

effectiveness of the writing.

Mere are several errors in

punctuation, capitalisation, and

other conventions that detract

from the Mall effectiveness

of the writing.

Mere are so oanI errors in

punctuation, oaDitalization,

and other conventions that

the paper is diffioult to

reaa,

265



Writing ',bjective 4: Entertkinkg; To use language artfully
to move the relder into

an imaginm world of the writer.

imArCraits

, Invention of

Structure

4- Excellent

Paper is structurally whole

and has an appropriate,

satisfying "shape,"

I nvention of

Detotia

Wording

cote _Nt

. Syntax

Tort ts.

. Spelling

Writing displays effective
use of details vapportirg the

overall structlre,

are unusual and reflect a

high degree of imagination.

There is good use of vivid,

figurative, and sensory words

and expressions. Presenta

tion avoids the use of trite

expressions.

3-Good

Writing generally displays

control of structure, but

there are some inconsisten

cies.

The use of details is gener-

ally effective, though there

are some ambiuities,

details are imaginative and

enhance development,

Words and phrases are combined

effectively into permitted

and appropriate patterns of

language.

Nu Wiling errors or only a

few in difficult words are

evident.

@ Punctuation,

Capitalization,

and Other

Conventions

266

Punctuation, capitelizatien,

and other conventions are

correct.

There is attention to word

choice, though vocabulary is

less colorful than at the

'excellent' level. The pas-

sage does not rely on trite

expressions, but neither is it

characterized by striking

originality of expression.

Sentence structure is generally

correct. There Is some

awkwardness, but it does not

detract Vol the overall

effectiveness of the writing.

The development of a Am*

ture is weak and uneuccessru

Details are given, but they do

not consiltently contribute to

the overa,..1 structure.

Details are coMmonplece,

lacking imagination.

Word choice is generally

ineffective; vocabulary Is

mundane, lacking expressive-

ness and orginality,

There are a few spelling

errors, but they do not detract

from the overall
effectiveness

of the writing.

There ore a few errors In

punctuation, capitalization,

and other conventions, but they

do not detract from the over-

all effectiveness of the

writing.

sentences Are charac-

terized by Otroetwal weak-

Dosses and grammatical errors.

There are several spelling

errors that detract fro% the

effectiveness of the writing.

There are several errors 14

Postuetion, capitalization,

and other conventions that

detract from the overall

effectiveness of the writing.

1-Poor

There is little or no

etruchre.

Details are not given, or

details are irrelevant,

unimaginative, and/or

inappropriate to the over-

all structure.

Exproseions are dull and

Uninteresting, Words are

rrequently mimed,

Writing Shows little or no

setae of sentence structure.

There are so many spelling

errors that the reader coil

hardly understand the

writing,

There are so any errors in

punctuation, capitaliZetien,

slid other conventions that

the paper is diffioult to

read.

26'7



APPENDIX D: NOTE'S STANDARDS
FOR BASIC SKILLS WRITING PROGRAMS1

The following standards were developed by a specially selected committee of
teachers, supervisors, and writing specialists for use by states and school
districts establishing comprehensive literacy plans. The National Council of
Teachers of English urges study of these standards as a means of determining
that plans attend not only to effective practice within the classroom but
also to the environment of support for writing instruction throughout the
sLhool and the community. If effective instruction i0 writing is to be
achieved, all the standards need to be studied and provided for in shaping
comprehensive literacy plans.

At a time of growing concern for the quality of writing in the society, it
is important to take the most effective approaches to quality in school
writing_ programs. These standards will help states and school districts
assure that efforts to be undertaken will indeed lead to improvement.

Planners must begin with an adequate conception of what writing is. To
serve this purpose, we offer the following:

Operational Definition of Writing

Writing is the process of selecting, combining, arranging and
developing ideas in effective sentences, paragraphs, and, often,
longer units of discourse. The process requires the writer to
cope with a number of variables: method of development
(narrating, explaining, describing, reporting and persuading);
tone (from very personal to quite formal); form (from a .limerick
to a formal letter to a long research report); purpose (from
discovering and expressing personal feelings and values to
conducting the impersonal "business" of everyday:life); possible
audiences (oneself, classmates, a teacher, "the world"). Learning
to write and to write increasingly well involves developing
increasing skill and sensitivity in selecting from and combining
these variables to shape particular messages. It also involves
learning to conform to conventions of the printed language,
appropriate to the age of the writer and to the form, purpose slid
tone of the message.

Beyond the pragmatic purpose of shaping messages to others, writing
can be a means of self-discovery, of finding out what we believe,
know, and cannot find words or circumstances to say to others.
Writing can be a deeply personal act of shaping our perception of
the world and our relationships to people and things in that world.
Thus, writing serves both public and personal needs of students,
and it warrants the full, generous and continuing effort of all
teachers.

1_
-Printed with permission from the National Council of Teac

English.
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An effective basic skills program in writing 11.5 the following characteristics:

TEACNING AND LEARNING

1. There is evidence that knowledge of current theory and research in writing
has been sought and applied in developing the writing program.

2. '- :tiring instruction is a substantial and clearly identified part of an
integrated English language art curriculum.

Writing is called for in other subject matters across the curriculum.

The subject matter of writing has its richest source in the students'
personal, social, and academic interests and experiences.

5. Students write in many forms (e.g., essays, notes, summaries, poems,
letters, stories, reports, scripts, journals).

6. Students write for a variety of audiences (e.g., self, classmates, the
community, the teacher) to learn that approaches vary as audiences vary.

Students write for a wide range of purposes (e.g., to inform, to persuade,
to express the self, to explore, to clarify thinking).

8. Classtime is devoted to all aspects of the writing process: generating

ideas, drafting, revising, and editing.

All students receive instruction in both (a) developing and expressing
ideas and (b) using the conventions of edited American English.

Control of the conventions of edited American English (supporting skills
such as spelling, handwriting, punctuation, and grammatical usage) is
developed primarily during the writing process and secondarily through
related exercises.

Students receive constructive responses--from the teacher and from
others--at various stages in the writing process.

Evaluation of individual writing growth:
(a) is based on complete pieces of writing;
(b) reflects informed judgments, first, about clarity and content

and then about conventions of spelling, mechanics, and usage;
(c) includes regular responses to individual pieces of student

writing as well as periodic assessment measuring growth over
a period of time.

SUPPORT

13. Teachers with major responsibility for writing instruction receive
continuing education reflecting current knowledge about the teaching of
writing.

14. Teachers of other subjects receive information and training in ways to
make use of and respond to writing in their classes.

-18 69



15. Parent and community groups are informed about the writing 7)rogram and
about ways in which they can support it.

16. School and class schedules provide sufficient time to assure that the
writing process is thoroughly pursued.

17. Teachers and students have access to and make regular use of a wide
range of resources (e.g., library services, media, teaching materials,
duplicating facilities, supplies) for support of the writing program.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

18. Evaluation of the writing program focuses on pre- and post-, Iram
sampling of complw-e pieces of writing, utilizing a recognizeu procedure
(e.g., ETS holistic rating, the Dieder1ch scale, primary trait scoring)
to arrive at reliable judgments about the quality of the program.

19. Evaluation of the program might also include assessment of a sample of
student attitudes; gathering of pertinent quantitative data (e.g.,
frequency of student writing, time devoted to writing activities); and
observational data (evidence of prewriting activities, class anthologies,
writing folders, and student writing displays).

2'?0
March, 1979
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